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TEACHERS COMMENTARY
The introduction to this unit [pages 5-A through 5-K] is designed to
:reate a nonverbal awareness of what a relation is. The student is
^expected to learn, at least informally, that a relation is a set of
^ordered pairs. The definition of a relation as a set of ordered pairs is
^given explicitly on page 5-1. There follows a section on the algebra of
^sets [unioning and intersecting sets are soinewhat like adding and
^multiplying numbers], and another which contains illustrations of rela-
^tions which arise from geonnetric problems. Section 5.04 introduces
the notions of domain, range, and converse of a relation and discusses
the properties of reflexivity and syminetry. Functions are relations of
a special kind and are discussed in section 5.05. The remainder of the
unit deals with related matters: variable quantities, functional depend-
ence [including variation], linear functions, quadratic functions, and
systems of equations.
Each student should be supplied with [or supply himself with] a
ruler, a protractor, a compass, and cross-section paper [4(or 5)-to-
the-inch and 10 -to-the -inch varieties]. He will also need "lattice paper"
which is not obtainable comnnercially. [4-to-the-inch cross -section
paper can be used for this purpose.] Lattice paper is easy to manufac-
ture if you have a mimeograph machine or spirit duplicator available.
Make some of the type shown on page 5-B and sonie like that on page
5-40. Students should keep a supply of cross -section paper and lattice
paper in their notebooks. [It may be helpful to have a three -hole punch
in the classroom, so that the paper can be readily stored in the notebook.]
You should also have readily available a cross -section blackboard
and a lattice blackboard so that you need not waste tinne when giving
blackboard illustrations. Conditions vary too much from classroom to
classroonn for us to make specific suggestions which are universally
applicable. One general suggestion is that you give prior thought to this
problem and consult school supply guides.
[Unit 5]

Teachers who have used earlier editions of Unit 5^ should especially
note that the rules for games like TREE which are used in the present
edition are different fronn those used in earlier editions. As stated on
TC[5-A, B, C, D, E], when cards with values x and y are played, in
that order, the trick belongs to the second player if and only if the
graph of (x, y) is one of the heavy dots on the chart. [In earlier editions
the trick belonged, in this case, to the first player.] This change has
the effect that, for exannple, chc sentence '(x, y) e T' is equivalent to
'y TREES x' [rather than, as previously, to 'x TREES y']. It is
believed that this will make easier the passage fronn the consideration
of relations in general to that of functions.
This change also affects sonne of the work on relations in sections 5.01,
5.03, and 5.04, For example, under the nev/ convention, y has the
relation greater-than to x [cf. 'y TREES x'] if and only if (x, y) belongs
to the relation greater-than. So, the relation greater-than is
f(x, y) : y > x}, and its graph is;
V/ith the convention used in
earlier editions the graph is
For another example [although the definitions of domain and range of a
relation are the same as previously], in the discussion of the relation
of being-an-uncle-of in section 5.04, the domain of this relation is now
the set of all nephews and nieces, and the range is the set of all uncles.
[Unit 5]
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Correction. In the line just below the picture of
Morris' cards, the sentence should read:
Since the deck is made up of
t
Students may find it helpful to make a copy of the chart on page 5-B.
This will save a good deal of page flipping as they work from page
5-C through page 5-K. A copy of the chart on the blackboard for class
discussion may also help.
On page 5 -A, Tony's cards should be marked with these numerals:
3, 9, 7, 10, 6, 5, 4, 2, 8, 5
Morris thinks he has won the 3, 4-trick because he believes that, as in
most card gannes, the higher card of the two played wins the trick.
You may wish to have the students construct decks of twenty cards [use
3x5 index cards] like that described on page 5 -A and actually play one
or two games of TREE or UPPER TRIANGLE [page 5 -J]. Be careful
not to overdo this. The only value in such activity is the help it gives
students in understanding the procedure for determining the winner of a
trick. When cards with values x and y are played, in that order, the
trick belongs to the second player if and only if the graph of {x, y) is
one of the heavy dots on the chart. [Of course, another way of looking
at it is to notice that the trick belongs to the first player if and only if
the graph of {x, y) is one of the light dots on the chart.]
Answers for Part A [on page 5-E].
Morris first : 2nd card wins because 5 TREES 1.
Tony first : 2nd card wins because 1 TREES 5.
Morris first: 1st card wins because 10 DOES NOT TREE 2.
TC[5-A, B. C, D, E]
\.
>
Answers for Part B.
1. T 2. T 3, F 4. T 5. F 6. F 7. T
8. T 9. T 10. T 11. F 12. F 13. T
As class discussion exercises, try these:
If you want to win the trick, what are the best cards to have in
your hand when
(a) it is your turn to play second? [Answer: 4 and 5]
(b) it is your turn to play first? [Answer: 1 and 10]
If you want to win the trick, what are the worst cards to have in
your hand when
(a) it is your turn to play second? [Answer; 2, 3, 9, and 10]
(b) it is your turn to play first? [Answer: 5 and 6]
V/ords like 'lattice' and 'cartesian square' were used in Unit 4. [See
pages 4-E ff . , section 4.01, and the related COMIvlENTARY . ] In
inaking the operation sign for cartesian product, students should make
a large boldface times sign to distinguish it from the ordinary times
sign. [Read 'D X D' as 'D cross D'.] It may be helpful to insert here
a few exercises for class discussion such as;
List the ordered pairs in the cartesian square of {1, 2, 3}.
[Answer: (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (3, i),
(3, 2), (3, 3)]
Does (4, 3) belong to the cartesian square of {3, 4, 5, 6}?
[Answer: yes]
How many ordered pairs are there in C X C where C is the set of
integers fronn 1 through 100? [Answer: 10,000]
List the ordered pairs in the intersection of the cartesian square of
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and the cartesian square of {3, 4, 5, 6}. [Answer:
(3, 3), (3, 4), (3, 5), (4, 3), (4, 4), (4, 5), (5, 3), (5, 4), (5, 5)]
[One occasionally sees an exponent symbol used in denoting a cartesian
square. For example, 'D^' may be used as an abbreviation for 'D X ^'.]
TC[5-F]a

Notice that, in order to avoid ambiguity, we speak of the complement
of T with respect to D X D. V/hen referring to the complement of a
set, one does so always with respect to some containing set. In each
instance, the containing set consists of those objects with which we are
then concerned, and is often called 'the space'. At present the space
in which we are interested is D X D. V/hen it is clear what the space
is, one is justified in not referring to it. So, we can here abbreviate
'the complement of T with respect to D X D' to 'the complement of T'
and abbreviate the latter to 'T', Note that, with this convention as to
the meaning of 'T', (7, 16) belongs neither to T nor to T. However,
In general, for each space S and each set E C_ S, the complement of E
with respect to S [or: E] is {x e S: x / E}, So, E w E = S and E r^ E = 0.
[in sonne texts, the symbol 'B . ' is used to refer to the connplennent of
B with respect to a containing set A. In others, the symbol 'A - B' is
used for the same purpose.].
A bit of innagination may help in getting across the notion of complement.
Ask students to ii-nagine that D X J^ is pictured by a 10-by-lO array of
tiny light bulbs. Supply current to some of these bulbs, and you get a
light picture of T. Divert the current from these bulbs to other bulbs
in D X D, and you get a light picture of T. [See, also, TC[5-K]a.]
In the last four lines on page 5-F, students are asked whether they see
that the sentences '4 DOES NOT TREE 9' and '(9, 4) e T* are equivalent.
They may not? The sentences are equivalent because when one says
that 4 DOES NOT TREE 9 one means that the graph of (9, 4) is not one
of the heavy dots on the chart; that is, one means that (9, 4) e T. So,
'4 DOES NOT TREE 9' and (9, 4) e T ' say the same thing.
TC[5-F]b

Now, it happens that (9, 4) e T . So, the sentences:
4 DOES NOT TREE 9 and: (9, 4) £ T
are both false. The sentences '4 TREES 9' and *{9, 4) e T' are equiva-
lent, and true. Also, the sentences '9 DOES NOT TREE 4' and
'(4, 9) € T ' are equivalent, and true.
To help students understand the idea of the conaplement of a set with
respect to a containing space, try exercises like these in class. [Per-
haps you can duplicate such a list in advance and pass it out to the
students at this time. ]
(1) Suppose the space is A where A = {l, 2, 3, 4, 5}. If B is {1, 2, 5},
what is B ? [Answer: B = {3, 4}]
(2) Suppose the space is A where A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}.
If B = {1, 2, 5}, what is B? [Answer: B = {3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 }]
(3) Suppose the space consists of the students in your school, \7hat is
the complement of the set of students in your mathematics class?
[Answer: the set consisting of those students who are not in the
mathematics class]
(4) Suppose the space consists of the students in the classroom. V/hat
is the complement of the set consisting of those students who do not
sit in the second row? [Answer: the set consisting of those students
who do sit in the second row]
(5) Suppose the space is S X S where S = {l, 2, 3, 4, 5}. If R is the
cartesian square of {2, 3, 4, 5}, what is R? [Answer: R = {(1, 1),
(1, 2), (1. 3), {1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 1), (3, 1), (4, 1). (5, 1)}]
(6) Suppose the space is G, where G = {(2, 2), (2, 3), (2, 4), (3, 2), (3, 3),
(3, 4), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4, 4)}. If H = {{2, 2), (3, 2), (2. 4), (4, 2),
(4, 4)}, what is H? [Answer: H = {(2, 3), (3, 3), (3, 4), (4, 3)}]
TC[5-F]c

N
(7) Suppose the space is A, where A is the cartesian square of {a, e, u}.
If V = {(a, a), (a, e), (a, u), (e, a), (u, a), (u, u) } what is V?
[Answer: V = {(e, e), (e, u), (u, e) }]
(8) Suppose the space is the number plane. What is the complement of
the set of all ordered pairs of real numbers such that the second
component is not equal to the first component? [Answer: the set
of all ordered pairs of real numbers such that the second component
is equal to the first component. Using brace -notation, we would
write:
^ ^.,^^__ ^
{(x, y): y / x} = {(x, y) : y = x}]
(9) Suppose the space is the number plane. V/'hat is the complement of
the first quadrant? [Answer: the set consisting of the ordered
pairs of real numbers in any of quadrants II, III, IV, or in either
of the axes. In other words:
{(x, y) : X > and y > } = {(x, y): x<Oory<0}
Recall that the donr.ain of 'x' and 'y' is the set of real numbers.]
(10) Suppose the space is the number plane, and A = {(x, y) : xy = O}.
V/'hat is the complement of A ? [Answer: A consists of those
ordered pairs of real numbers that are not in either of the axes,
A shorter way of giving the answer is: A = {(x, y) : xy / O}]
TC[5-F]d
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Exercises 9 through 14 may be done in at least two ways. The student
might just try replacements for 'x' which will convert the sentence into
a true sentence. A nnore efficient way to do Exercise 9, for example,
would be to graph S, the set of ordered pairs in D X D whose second
components are twice their first components. The solution set of
*(x, Zx) e T' is S r> T, A similar procedure could be used in Exer-
cises 10-14.
Fa
For Exercises 15 and 16, note that an ordered pair is in T just if it is
rw rs./
a point of D X D which is not in T. And, since a point is in T if and
only if it is a point of D X D which is not in T, a point of D X D is not
in T if and only if it is in T, So, an ordered pair is in T if and only if
it is in T. In other words, T = T.
Skill quizzes, and quizzes on content, are given on the pages listed
below.
TC[5-I. J]b
TC[5-18jb
TC[5-39jc
TC[5-7r
TC[5-96]d, e
TC[5-122]
TC[5-144, 145, 1461c
TC[5-163, 164, 165Jb
TC[5-189, 190]b
TC[5-217, 218Jb
TC[5-K]e, f
TC[5-23]je
TC[5-47]d
TC[5-78]
TC[5-106]b, c
TC[5-133]b
TC[5-148, 149]b
TC[5-l69]b
TC[5-197]c
TC[5-12]e
TC[5-37]c
TC[5-55, 56]c
TC[6-85i
TC[5-115]b, c
TC[5-138, 139]b
TC[5-156, 157]b
Tc[5-183]b
TC[5-207, ZOSjb
A comprehensive examination over pages 5-A through 5-115 is eiven
onTC[5-117, 118]b, c, d. e, f, g.
eg
A collection of quiz items for all of Unit 5 is given on TCr5-218la, b, c,
a, e, f, g, h, i .
TC[5-G]b

The use of 'e' as an abbreviation for 'is an element of was introduced
on TC[3-112]a. 'e' may also be read as 'is a member of or as
'belongs to*.
Answers for Part C.
1. F Z. T [After the student has answered
'false' to Exercise 1, he should innmediately know that the answer
for Exercise 2 is 'true*. Similarly for Exercises 3 and 4.]
3. T 4. F 5. F 6. T 7. F
8. F 9. T 10. T 11. T 12. F
In Part D the student is asked to find the solution set for each sen-
tence, that is, to find values of 'x' which satisfy the sentence. The
domain of 'x' is D.
'1^
Answers for Part D.
1. {5.6} 2. {1,^^. 4, 7, 8, 9, 10}. or: {5,6}
[V/hen the answer is given as '{5, 6}', it must be understood that
the set named is the complement of {5, 6} with respect to D.]
3. {1, 10}, or: {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
4. {1, 10}, or: {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} [Note that once a student has
answered Exercise 3, he should be able to answer Exercise 4
imnnediately. ]
5. {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, or: D, or: 6. 0, or: D
7. {1, 2. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, or: D, or:
8. (1, 4. 5. 6, 7, 8} 9. {2, 3, 4, 5} 10. {3, 4, 5}
11. {5, 6, 7, 8} 12. {1, 7, 8} 13. {3, 4, 5}
14. {2, 3. 5, 6} 15. {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8} 16. {4, 5}
TC[5-G]a
Correction. In Exercise 3, change 'C to 'C
You [or your students] may wonder why we have written:
(1) {x€ D: (x. 3) e T}
rather than merely:
(2) {x: (X, 3) eT}
[In Unit 4, pages 4-9 ff . , we introduced restrictions similar to 'e D',
There we wrote, for example, '{(x, y), x and y integers: x = y - 13}'.
In this unit we shall write, instead of this, '{{x, y)eIXI: x = y- 13}',
using 'I' as a name for the set of integers.] Such names as (I) have
the advantage that, for example,
{x 6 D: {k,^)Tt} = {x e D: (x, 3) ^ T}.
Thus, complementation with respect to the space D is associated with
denial , as expressed by the slash ['/'], just as union is associated
with alternation , as expressed by 'or':
{x e D: (x, 3) e T} w {x e D: (x, 5) e T} = {x e D: (x, 3) e T or (x, 5) € T }
and intersection is associated with conjunction, as expressed by 'and':
{x € D: (x, 3) 6 T} ^ {x e D: (x, 5) e T } = {x e D: (x, 3) € T and (x, 5) e T }
In contrast, {x: (x, 3) / T } consists of all real numbers which do not
belong to D as well as those which belong to {x e D : (x, 3) / T}.
The same result might have been obtained, in this case, by writing
(3) {x: X e D and{x, 3) e T }
instead of (1). However, (1) has the advantage that it first points out
to the reader what elements come into the total picture [that is, the
members of the space under consideration], and it then tells him how
to select from these the members of the subset which it names.
Also, as has been pointed out on TC[3-27]c, restrictions like 'e D'
are sometimes necessary if one is to avoid nonsense. For example,
*{x: x/x = l}' is unsatisfactory because the result of substituting *0'
for 'x' in 'x/x = 1' is neither true nor false. Instead, it is meaning-
less. So, we write ' {x / 0: x/x = l}' to indicate that our usual con-
vention that the domain of 'x' is the set of real numbers is here
replaced by the convention that the domain of 'x' is the set of nonzero
real nunribers. Similarly, '{(x, y) : x = NTy }' is unsatisfactory because,
although -3, for example, belongs to the domiain of 'y', 'n/ - 3 is non-
sense [when, as now, we are dealing with real numbers]. So, we
write '{(x, y), y > 0: x = '\/~y}', instead. [Read this as 'the set of
(x, y), y nonnegative, such that x = NTy'-]
TC[5-H]a
N

Samples 1 and 2 of Part E provide the students with a review of the
notions of subset and equality of sets. For each set A, for each set B,
A = B if and only if each member of A is a member of B, and each mem-
ber of B is also a member of A. Hence [Sample l], in order to show
that {x € D: (x, 3) e T } ;^ {x e D: (x, 8) e T}, it is sufficient either to find
at least one nnember of {x e D: (x, 3) e T } which is not a nnember of
{x e D: {x, 8) e T}, or to find one member of {x € D: (x, 8) e T} which is
not a member of {x e D: (x, 3) € T}.
Sample 2 deals with the notion of subset. For each set A, for each set
B, Ac B if and only if each member of A is a member of B. To show
that A ^ B, we must find at least one member of A which is not a mem-
ber of B. Since there is no nnember of {5, 6} which is not a member of
{4, 5, 6, 7} [alternatively: since each nnennber of A is a member of B],
{5, 6} C {4, 5, 6, 7}. This method of testing to decide if a first set is
a subset of a second set is helpful in showing that the empty set is a
subset of every set. Since, by definition, the ennpty set contains no
members, there is no member of the empty set which is not a member
of any given set. Hence, the empty set is a subset of every set. [See
Exercise 10 of Part E on page 5-1.]
Here is a summary of some of the properties of the empty set. For
each set A, C_ A, AX0 = = 0XA, and [for each set B] if
A X B = then A = or B = 0. Also, Aw0 = A, A^0 = 0, and,
with respect to any space S, = S and S = 0.
Note that by nnentioning subsets we can shorten the description of
equality of sets. Thus, for each set A, for each set B, A = B if and
only if A C B and B C A.
Sonne authors use 'C' for *is a subset of, rather than 'C'. We prefer
to reserve 'C for 'is a proper subset of. So, for each set A, for each
set B, A C B if and only if A C^B and A ;^ B. Note the analogy between
C, C and <, <.
Answers for Part E [on pages 5-H and 5-1].
1. T 2. F 3. T
TC[5-H]b
\
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Quiz.
Consider the gaxne, CROSS, played with the same cards as TREE. The
chart used for CROSS is pictured below on a 10 -by- 10 lattice, where
D = {1, Z, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}.
c
o
(J
10 y X * \ « • • . X <
9 ^ X X • « • • X X X
8 • X, X X • • X X X
7 • • X K % X X X .
6 • . • X X >< X • •
5 • • • '< X X X • .
4 • • X X X X < X •
3 • X > ;< * • X X X
2 X X y » • • » X X X
1 >^ X * « • • • « X X
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
First
True or False?
1. {x€ D
2. {x€D
3. {x€ D
4. {x€ D
5. {xeD
B. Simplify.
1. {x£ D
2. {xcD
3. {xe D
4. {x€ D
5. {x€D
(x, 5) e C} C {x€D: (x. 7) e C}
(4, x) € C} = {x€D: (x, 4) e C}
(1, x) ^C}C {x€D: (9, x) ^C}
(x, 2) € C} C {x c D: (x, 10) e C}
(2, x) e C} = {yf.^Yi'. (x, b)i C}
(x, 10)
€ 0} r^ {x cD; (x, 3) e C}
(x, 8) ^C} w {x€D: (9, x) e C}
(5, x) e C} ^ {x
€
D: (x, 2) e C}
(4, x) c C} r^ {x
€
D: (x. 10) € C>
(x, 7) ^C} v^ {x€ D: (1, x) e C}
Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. T 2. T
B. 1. {2,9} 2. {4, 7}
TC[5-I, J]b
3, F^___^^_^ 4. T 5. F
3. {4, 5, 6, 7} 4. p 5.

Correction. In the Solution for Sample 1, the
second line should read:
that is, we want to know what elements
they have in j
7. T
'1^
8. T
Answers for Part F.
1. {I, 2, 9, 10} or {3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8}
4. {4. 5, 6} 5. {5} 6. {1, 8}
9. {1. 10} 10. {4, 5, 6}
10.
2. D 3. {4, 5, 6}
7. 8.
In solving Exercises 3 and 4 of Part F students may discover that for
each set A, for each set B, Ao'B=Ao,B. This is a theorem fronn
the algebra of sets, and is one of two such theorems which are called
'Delvlorgan's Laws'. Other theorems can be obtained from this by
interchanging '>^' and '/^', Other theorems of the algebra of sets are
discussed in section 5.02. [Augustus DeMorgan was a nineteenth
century mathematician who made important contributions to logic]
UPPER TRIANGLE [page 5 -J] is played with the same cards as TREE,
and also with the same type of rule. That is, the second card wins the
trick just if the ordered pair of cards corresponds to a heavy dot in the
chart for UPPER TRIANGLE. [If each player plays a 3, the first
player wins.
]
Answers for Part G [on page 5 -J].
1. {1. 2} 2. {1, 2} 3. 4. D
6. (O 7. {7, 8, 9, 10} 8. {7, 8, 9, 10}
10. {3, 4} 11. {2, 4, 6. 8, 10}
5. {1, 2, 3, 4. 5}
9. {2, 3, 4}
12. {4, 6, 8, 10}
TC[5-I. J]a
X
An:swers; for Quiz.
A. 1. 3a - 8 2. 9x - 6 3. 7a - 2 4. 118
5. 1230 6. 4 7. n^ 8. 16 + 8x
Q
/ • 1900 10. 1 11. X 12. 8/21
13. 21c/8 14. 4b 15. 2{d + 2)
B. 1. 5(n - 2) 2. x(2+ 3y) 3. 13r(2s - 1)
4. (b - 4)(b + 4) 5. 4(c^ - 15) 6. (d - 9){d - 2)
7. (e - 9)(e + 2) 8. (f + 6)(f - 3) 9. (g + 6)(g + 3)
10. (h - 18)(h - 1) 11. (j + 18)(j - 1) 12. (k - 4)(k - 4)
13. (n - 8)(n + 2)
16. r(s - 3){s - 3)
1. 3 2. 3
5. -15 6. 1
9. 0, 1
14. {4 + p){4 + p)
17. 3(t - 4){t - 4)
15. (8 - q)(2 + q)
18. (ju - yx)( -^-u + yx)
3. {y: y > 3} 4. 3. 5
7. {d: 1 < d} 8. 6, -6
TC[5-K]f
X
B.
Skill Quiz .
A. Simplify.
1. 3{a - 4) + 4 2. 6(2x - 1) - 3x 3. 5a - 2( 1 - a)
4. (65 + 18) + 35 5. 8 X 123 T 2 X 123 6. (4 + x^) - x^
7. (n - 5)(n + 5) + 25 8. (4 + x)^ - x^ 9. 75X19+19X25
2,3 5 ,
,
2x 5x , 3x 10 ^ 36
^^- T ~ 12 "^ "T ^^- 27 ^ 35
14. 12ab + (3a) 15. |^44f
2. 2x + 3xy 3. 26rs - 13r
5. 4c^ - 60 6. d^ - lid + 18
8. f^ + 3f - 18 9. g^ + 9g + 18
11. j^ + 17j - 18 12. k^ - 8k + 16
14. p^ + 8p + 16 15. 16 + 6q - q^
17. 3t^ - 24t + 48 18. ^u^ - ^x^
4 9
C. Solve. [For the inequations, give the solution set, using the
sinnplest sentence possible as set selector.]
1. 3x-8=13-4x 2. 10-2v = v+l 3. 2y + 7>y+10
4 ^ - "^ c; s •*- 3 _s ,15_3,
3 6 4 5 4c 4c
7. 14 - 3d < 2 + 9d 8. e^ = 36 9. a{a - 1) =
10. J + 4 12
13
^^^'
^^' 36
.
10c
• 27
Factor.
1. 5n - 10
4. b^ - 16
7. e' - 7e - 18
10. h^ - 19h + 18
13. n^ - 6n - 16
16. rs^ - 6rs + 9r
TC[5-K]e

the relation of being-*2-gr eater-than [the second component of each of
its ordered pairs is *Z greater than its first component].
[On terminology . --i/Iany people, including sonie matheinaticians, feel
that a relation is something other than a set of ordered pairs [although
all would probably agree that this something "gives" one such a set].
However, it seems to be very difficult for one who feels this way about
relations to convey his meaning of 'relation' to soineone who doesn't
already feel the same way. Since the concept of a relation as being
nnerely a set of ordered pairs is adequate for mathennatics [and for
much of logic], and since this concept involves nothing new to students
who have already worked with sets and ordered pairs, we have chosen
this simpler one of the two alternatives. Similar remarks apply to
the notion of operation and to the yet-to-be-introduced notion of function.
The definition of 'function' which we adopt in Section 5.0 5 is that a
function is a set of ordered pairs no two of which have the same first
component. So, an operation is a function, and a function is a special
kind of relation. [Functions are sometimes called many-one relations
.]
There seems to be no explicit convention as to when one uses the word
'operation* in preference to 'function'.]
[Please see TC[5-10]d for an important note on Supplementary Exer-
cises. ]
Note that the Miscellaneous Exercises are really review exercises for
Units 1, 2, 3, and 4. With a very few exceptions, they can be assigned
independently of the work you are doing in Unit 5. V/e have included
work on manipulation, solving of equations and inequations, word prob-
lems, business arithmetic, percent, conversion of units, and radicals.
[The exercises on radicals are arranged in developmental fashion, and
should be assigned just before the work on quadratic equations.] On
TC[5-K]e we give a suggested Skill Quiz. Results on this quiz may
provide you with an opportunity for making differentiated assignments
from the ivliscellaneous Exercises.
TC[5-K]d

Students who have guessed DeMorgan's Laws from Exercises 3 and
4 in Part F may use them to obtain short cuts for answering parts
(k) and (n) here. [Since T r^ U = T v^ U, n(T w U) = n(T r^ U) . So,
the answer for part (k) is the same as the answer for part (j).] Those
who have not guessed Delviorgan's Laws may be led to do so by your
asking whether it is merely a coincidence that parts (j) and (k) have
the same answer, and that parts (m) and (n) have the same answer.
Ancwers for Part I [on page 5-K].
1. The experts' UPPER TRIANGLE contains 4950 ordered pairs
[(100^ - I00)/2 = 4950].
The ordered pairs named in (b), (c), (g), (j), and (X) belong to the
experts' UPPER TRIANGLE.
2. An ordered pair of the 100 -by- 100 lattice belongs to UPPER
TRIANGLE if and only if its second component is Greater than its
first component.
Exercise 2 of Part I is a first step toward associating a set of ordered
pairs [in this case, UPPER TRIANGLE] with a relation [in this case,
the relation > among the positive integers frotn 1 through lOO]. The
purpose of section 5.01 is to accustom students to accepting relations
as being sets of ordered pairs.
In Unit I students learned that an operation is a set of ordered pairs.
[They will be reminded of this on page 5-79]. For example, that the
operation adding *2 is the set whose mennbers are such ordered
pairs of real numbers as ("3, "1), {""O. 5, ''2. 5), and (n'2, 2 + 41). On
page 1-107, students were told that, more specifically, an operation is
a set of ordered pairs no two of which have the same first component.
So, an operation is a special kind of relation. Often, the name given
to a set of ordered pairs which is an operation is different according to
whether one is thinking of it fronn "the operation point of view" or
from "the relation point of viev/". Thus, the operation adding *Z is
TC[5-K]c
^,
Answers for Part H [on page 5-K].
1.
10 .
9*
8*
7-
6-
5»
4»
3*
•
• • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • •
1 2 3
3. (a) 50
(h)
(b) 50
(i) 23
(c) 45
5 6 7 8 9 10
2.
10* «
9« •
8» •
T •
6* •
5» •
4» •
3» •
2 • •
1 • '
(d) 55
(k) 77
12 3 4
(e) 100
U) 72
5 6
(f)
(m) 28
7 8 9 10
(g) 100
(n) 28
In doing parts (b), (d), (e), (g), and (j) of Exercise 3 students will
probably become aware of and use the generalization: For each subset
A of a space S, n(A) + n(A) = n(S). [As on page 4-12, *n(A)' means the
number of elennents in A.] They may also use this to get a short cut
for solving part (i) [n{T w U) = 100 - n(T w U)]. So, they may solve (m)
first, and use the result to solve part (i). On the other hand, they may
answer part (i) by recalling the generalization given on page TC[4-12]a
and using the instance:
n(T w U) = n(T) + n(U) - n(T ^ U),
together with the results of parts (a), (c), and (i). Point out, if they do
not use this to answer part (H), that they may use it to check the consis-
tency of their answers for parts (i), (a), (c), and (i). The consistency
of their answers for parts (k), (b), (d), and (n) can be checked in a
similar manner.
TC[5-K]b

Notice that Part H begins with the sentence:
For each two gannes that the members of the Cannes Club
invent, they can make up more games just by connbining
the charts for the two games.
Ask your students whether there could be pairs of games whose
intersection will not give a new game. The intersection of TREE and
UPPER TRIANGLE INTERSECTION TREE will not give a new game
since U r> T C T . Also, ask the students: If the intersection of two
games does not give a new game, can the union of these two games
give a new ganne ? [If the set of points for one game is a subset of the
set of points for another game, neither the intersection of these two
sets nor their union will give a new ganne . ]
Here is a description of a device you may find useful in illustrating
the notions of union, intersection, and complement, and demonstrating
principles such as DeMorgan's Laws. Draw a large-scale graph of T,
say, on a sheet of typing paper. Then cut out l/4-inch squares, each with
its center at a graph of a member of T, and with its sides parallel to the
edges of the paper, [This gives you a sheet with fifty square holes cut in
it.] Indicate the graphs of the mennbers of T by nnoderately heavy dots.
Label the sheet 'T'. Nov/, do the same thing for U, for T, and for U,
making sure that, when you place one sheet on another, graphs of the
sanne ordered pair coincide.
Now, if you place, say, the T -sheet on the U -sheet, mennbers of T ^^ U
are identified by holes, and members of T 'v-^ U by holes or thin spots.
It is clear, for example, that T r^ U is a subset of both T and U, and
that both T and U are subsets of T w U. Using the T -sheet and the
T -sheet shows that T w T = D X D and that T ^ T = 0. That T r> U =
T Ky U can be seen by connparing what one sees in placing the T -sheet
over the U -sheet with what one sees on placing the T -sheet over the
U-sheet. In the same way, one can see that T w U = T r>, U . Other
uses of these sheets, perhaps supplemented by sheets for additional
relations, nnay occur to you as you use them,
TC[5-K]a '!^

In the case of genetic relationships, our convention leads, for example,
to identifying fatherhood with {(x, y) € P X -^ Y ^s the father of x}.
[Here, *P' denotes the set of people.] So, 'John is the father of Henry'
is equivalent to '(Henry, John) € Fatherhood. Unfortunately this conflicts
with the common usage of logicians who commonly nnake 'John is the
father of Henry' equivalent to '(John, Henry) e Fatherhood. [Their con-
vention is that a relation R is {(x, y) : x bears the relation R to y}.]
Although this divergence in usage is unfortunate, we believe it best to
remain consistent with mathennatical usage as it has been established
in the important case of functional relations.
TC[5-1, 2, 3, 4]b

To avoid possible later confusion, note that when we speak of a rela-
tion among the members of a set, we do not mean to innply that all
members of the set "get into the act". For example, cousinhood is a
relation among people even though not everyone has a cousin. In this
connection, you may want to glance over the introductory paragraph in
section 5. 04.
The objective to be reached by studying the nnaterial on pages 5-1
through 5-4 is student acceptance of the facts that one can conne to
know a relation by studying a certain set of ordered pairs and that it
is natural to say that the relation is_ this set of ordered pairs. See
TC[5-K]c, d.
One who identifies relations with sets of ordered pairs must decide
whether a given relation R is {(x, y) : y bears the relation R to x} or
{(x, y) : X bears the relation R to y}. If he asks the question 'What
relation does a nonnegative nunnber bear to its square?', he gets as
answer 'The square rooting relation. '. [A nonnegative number is the
square root of its square.] Now, the square rooting relation is the
function v and, in graphing this function, the convention is to draw a
picture of {{x, y), x > 0: y = vx }. So, by this convention, the square
rooting relation is {(x, y), x > : y bears the square rooting relation
to x}. Since it would be quite unrealistic to consider changing this
basic nnathematical convention, and since we feel it to be very
important to nnaintain consistency, we choose to identify each relation
R with {(x, y): y bears the relation R to x}. Consequently, in the
Introduction, '5 TREES 3', for example, is equivalent to '{3, 5) e T'.
One result of this is that the relation of being greater than which each
number bears to each smaller number is {(x, y) : y > x}. So, for each
x, for each y, (x, y) e > if and only if y > x. Similarly, the relation
of being a factor of, with respect to the set I'^ of positive integers is
{{x, y) e r X I*: y is a factor of x with respect to I* }. This relation
is usually denoted by ' j', so, y | x--that is, y is a factor of x with
respect to 1* , if and only if (x, y) e | .
TC[5-1, 2, 3, 4]a
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Correction. In part (a) of Exercise 2 on
page 5-7, change *Ivl' to 'B'.
In preparation for Exercise 1(f) of Part A, you may need to remind
your students that, for each x > 0, n/^ is the positive number whose
square is x, and -nTx is the negative number whose square is x. Also,
for Exercise 5, students may need to be reminded of the distinction
between rational and irrational numbers [page 4-43 et. seq. ] and of the
fact [page 4-48] that, for each positive integer n, if •vTn is not an integer,
then "vfn is irrational.
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9].
1. (a) T (b) T (c) T (d) F (e) F (f) T
[Note the interesting connections in Exercise 1 between (a) and (c),
and among (a), (d), and(e).]
2. (a) T (b) T (c) F [7.8^1] (d) F (e) T (f) F
3. (3, 0), (8, -3), (-2, 3) [For each integer k, (3 + 5k, -3k) e A.]
4. [Since 3 is a factor of 3 and of 6 with respect to I but is not a factor
of 7, D = 0. So, the instructions cannot be carried out.]
The set selectors in Exercises 3 and 4 [for which the domain of 'x' and
'y' is the set of integers] are examples of Diophantine equations. [See
TC[4-41, 42]b and, for problems leading to such equations, TC[3-8l]
and TC[4-106, 107, I08]b and c] The facts concerning the existence of
solutions of such equations can be stated as follows. For integers a, b,
and c, there are integers x and y such that ax + by = c if and only if each
common factor of a and b is a factor of c. It is easy to see that there
are no solutions if this condition is not satisfied. It is more difficult to
see that there are solutions whenever the condition is satisfied.
The bracketed remark made above in connection with the answer for
Exercise 3 suggests how you can obtain all solutions of such an equation
when one has been found. [In the case of Exercise 3, the components of
a solution "in integers" other than (3, 0) must differ from 3 and by
integers, and if the sum of 3 times the first component and 5 times the
second component is still to be 9, then the sum of 3 times the first
difference and 5 times the second difference triust be 0.] An interesting
question to ask now in connection with Exercise 3 is 'Does A contain
any point in the first quadrant?'. The answer is 'no', because there is
no integer k such that 3 + 5k > and -3k > 0.
TC[5-7]
5. {nTz, sTS), {-n/T, nTS). (-v/T, -\r5)
6. (a) T (b) T (c) T (d) F (e) F (f) T
7. [Since there are many correct answers for each of most of the
parts of Exercise 7, there is little point in giving answers here.
The usual procedure of substituting for one variable in the set
selector and solving the resulting sentence will work for most
parts.
(j) Each solution in (r, s) of 'r = 2s' belongs to the relation and,
also, each solution in (r, s) of 'r^ + 3s^ =11' belongs to the
relation.
(k) The only correct answer is: (1, 1)
(i) (4, -2), (8, -5), (12, -8), ... all belong to the relation. In
fact, the relation is {(x, y) : for some z e I *, x = 4z and
y = 1 - 3z}.
(m) The relation is {(x, y) : for some k G I, x = 3k and y = (7 - 3k)/2}.
So, some of the ordered pairs in the relation are ( — 3, 5),
(0, 7/2), and (3, 2).
(n) The relation is {(x, y) : for some k e I, x = 15(2k + 1) and
y = 30( 1 - k)}. So, some of the ordered pairs in the relation
are (-15, 60), (15, 30), (45, 0), and (75, -30).
(o) Here is an easy kind of answer: (George Washington, Mrs.
George Washington).
(p) Perhaps the baseball coach will help you grade this question.]
TC[5-8, 9]

Answers for Part B,
1.
3.
{(x, y): y = 2x + 4}
2-
-i 1 (-
{(x, y): y = 3}
6.
{(x, y): X = 2y + 4}
24-
H 1 1-
{(a, b): 3a + 2b - 6 = 0} '{(r. s): s > |rl}
TC[5-103a

\
7.
H 1 h
{(x, y): x= 3ory = 2}
8.
2--
{{x, y) : X = 3 and y = 2}
Your students will probably notice
that {(x, y): X = 3 or y = 2} = {(x, y) : x = 3} ^ {(x, y) : y = 2}
and {(x, y) : x = 3 and y = 2} = {(x, y) : x = 3} -^ {(x, y) : y = 2}
Finding other nannes using *>^' or 'r^' for the relations given in
Exercises 11-17 will provide a good review of the connections between
'and' and 'intersection', and between 'or' and 'union'. It may also make
the graphing a little easier. See TC[5-H]a.
9. 10.
{(x. y): y = x^ } {{x, y): y > x^}
TC[5-10]b

\\
V
11.
2_-
{(x, y): X > 2 and y < 3}
13.
{(x, y) : Zy = X + 5 and x > 3
}
[This relation is a ray.]
15.
2-
H 1 h i 1 K
t
{(x, y) : (2y = x + 5 and x > 3)
or {y = 2x - 2 and y > 4)}
[This relation is an angle.]
12.
2-
-2
{(x, y): y < x< 3}
14.
^
—
I
—
I-
A
{(x, y) : y = 2x - 2 and y > 4}
[This relation is a half -line.]
{(x, y): 2x + 3y = 26
or 5x - 2y = 8}
TC[5-10]c

\\
17,
4-.
H 1-
{(x, y) : 2x + 3y = 26 and 5x - 2y = 8}
-\ 1 h
'1^
Note the bracketed sentences following the last exercise in Part B.
Our practice with regard to Supplementary Exercises in Units 1-4 was
to provide you with exercises for students who needed more drill. In
Unit 5 we are modifying this practice to include in the Supplementary
Exercises not only more drill work but also material for the student
who wants harder problems or who has the time and interest to pursue
additional topics. V/e strongly urge that you acquaint yourself with
Supplementary Exercises well in advance of the time you may want to
assign them. Then you will be prepared to make supplementary [and
differentiated] assignments on a moment's notice and you will avoid
the unfortunate situation of assigning impossibly difficult problems to
slower students.
The connparison made [in the lower third of page 5-10] between Exer-
cises 16 and 17 of Part B can also be made between Exercises 7 and
8 of Part B. Students should be asked to point out this second pair of
exercises.
TC[5-10]d

x>
Answers for Part A [which begins on page 5-11]
1. 2.
'(3, 7)
{2. -3)
A^ B = {(3, 7)} Ar^ B = {(2. -3)}
3.
(-5, -7)
Ar^ B = {(-5, -7)}
(-4, 4)
(-4. -4)
'M4, 4)
B-
X5i^<2, 3)
^<^-^ -i 1-
tT-^:
(32, -3)
Ar^ B = {{2, 3), < 32, -3)}
6.
(4, -4)
Ar^ B = {(4, 4), (4, -4),
(_4, 4), (-4, -4)}
Ar^ B = {(0, 0), {2, 4)}
T" /-fc 111.

V-
7. There are 16 ordered pairs in A *^ B. Students can answer this
question by drawing the graphs or by listing the pairs. You nnay
also want to accept '{(x, y)€lXI: 0<x<5 and < y < 5}' as
an answer.
The graph of A consists of dots.
The graph of B consists of crosses,
The ordered pairs in A >v^ B are
those whose graphs are marked by
either a dot or a cross [or both].
• •
m •
1
•
X
«
X
•
X
•
X
i t X X X
« • • • X X
1
• If • t # X
. 1..
1
1
•
«-
.
1
• • •
-
-•-
• • «
8. The graph of A consists of dots, the graph of B consists of crosses,
and the ordered pairs in A '^ B are those whose graphs are marked
by either a dot or a cross [or both].
5X
X
X
,..--. •- • •• -•---•--
-5 X
X
X
-5;i(
TC[5-12]b
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Answer for Part B [on page 5-12].
[This exercise is preparation for the geometric problem in section 5.03.]
Answers for Part C [on page 5-12],
2. A >^ B is a square vAth. the corners missing.
(A w B) r^ C
= {(8,2), (2.8), (-2,8), (-8,2), (-8,-2), (-2,-8), ( 2, -8), (8, -2)}
3. A r^ C = {(2, 8), (-2, 8). (-2, -8), (2, -8)}
B r^ C - {(8, -2), (8, 2), (-8, 2), (-8, -2)}
So, (A r^ C) w {B r^ C) = (A w B) r^ C.
TC[5-12]c

Answers for Part D [on page 5-12],
2.
,B
fZ/'MmM
^^^W
^^^^^^.
3. (A w C) ^ (B w C) = (A r^ B) w C
Part C suggests that the operation intersecting is distributive with
respect to the operation unioning.
Part D suggests that the operation unioning is distributive with respect
to the operation intersecting.
These suggestions are developed in section 5.02 which begins on page
5-13.
TC[5-12]d

Quiz
A. True or false?
1. (3, -8) € {{x. y): y < 3x - 15} 2. (2. -1) e {(x, y) : x = y' + 1}
3. (5, 1) € {(r. s): s + 7r - 41 = 1 + 4s}
4. (8, 0) e {(u, v), u > 0: v < /u - 3}
5. (17, 3) i {{a, b): a + 3 < 5b + 4}
B. Draw graphs and find the ordered pairs in A r^ B.
1. A = {(x, y): 4x - 3 = 2y}, B = {(x. y) : 6x+ 3y =
-|}
2. A = {(r, s): |s j = 3}, B = {(r. s): 3s = r}
3. A = {(x, y) e I X I: X + y = ?}, B = {(x, y) £ I X I: -3 < y < 3}
'1^
Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. T 2. T
B. 1.
4. F 5. T
(0,
-f)
3.
I
^
• <-x;)k>cX xx,xxxxxx ''^•
.«X ^XXx;<\XXXXX X^-
••e-xYVx XV X XXXX X X-»-
— *^. !(^^^XX-X- X-Xr '^>^^ X-?-
••^x>;xxx xxxx\xx x^.
••<-x irvxKXX'yxxj^x x^-
.*-X YXXXXXXXXXK X->'
•
•
t >J •
{(9,3), (-9,-3)}
The graph of A consists of heavy dots,
The graph of B consists of crosses.
The ordered pairs in A /^ B are
those whose graphs are marked by
a dot and a cross. These pairs are
(10, -3), (9, -2), (8, -1), (7, 0),
(6, 1), (5, 2), and (4, 3).
TC[5-12]e
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Section 5.02 has two purposes:
(1) to remind students of some principles which they have
already discovered for operating on sets and to acquaint
them with other such principles, and
(2) to point out analogies between operations on sets and
operations on numbers, and show students that theorenns
about sets can be derived from basic principles in much the
sanne way that, in Unit 2, they derived theorems about
numbers from basic principles.
[A list of basic principles and theorems about sets is given in the
SUMMARY on pages 5-22 and 5-23.]
To save class time, exercises on proving theorenns have, for the
most part, been inade optional [see Note at foot of page 5-18].
There are logical difficulties involved in the notion of "the set of all
sets", and besides, the discussion of complementing requires speci-
fication of some containing set or space [see TC[5-F]b]. Hence, in
discussing (2) on page 5-13, we specify that the domain of 'x', 'y*,
and 'z' should consist of all subsets of some set S, and refer to (2)
as the dpiu for subsets of S.
Part D on page 5-12 [referred to on page 5-14] suggests the distributive
principle for unioning over intersecting, for subsets of the number
plane;
V^V V^ (X rN y) W z = (x W z) ^ (y W z)
This principle continues to hold when the domain of 'x', *y', and *z'
is taken to be the set of subsets of any set S. In that case, it is the
distributive principle for unioning over intersecting, for subsets of S.
TC[5-13, 14, 15]
Answers for Part A
.
[See page 5-16 for statements of the commutative and associative
principles for unioning and intersecting.]
'I"
Answers for Part B.
V xv^0 = x;V x-^0 =X
'I"
Answers for Part C [on page 5-15].
V x*^x = x; V x'^x = xX X
TC[5-14, 15]


For a discussion of the kind of testing -pattern shown at the top of page
5-17, see TC[2-64]a, b.
Answers for Part D [on pages 5-17 and 5-18].
1. [We shall not rewrite the test-pattern here. In doing so, be sure
to nnake the indicated replacements in both columns of the pattern. ]
Yes
2. After rewriting one has the same statements he started with. [The
fact that they are listed in a different order is unimportant. ]
3 By making the replacements specified in Exercise 1.
'1^
A sentence like 'V V (x '--^ y) -^ (x -^ y) = 0' contains only two kinds of
symbols --logical symbols [that is, symbols such as *V', 'x*, * = ', 'if...
then ', etc. ] and symbols relating to sets [that is, synnbols like ''^',
'i^', '~', '0', and 'S']. Such a sentence is transformed into its dual by
the replacements specified in Exercise 2 of Part D. For exannple, the
dual of the sentence mentioned above is 'V V (x ^^ y) '^ (x "^ y) = S'.
In doing the exercises of Part D the student should discover that [since
dualizing does not modify the gramnnatical structure of a sentence] the
result of dualizing the sentences in a test-pattern is again a test-
pattern; and that, since the dual of each basic principle is again a basic
principle, it follows that the dual of each theorem is a theorem. This
point should be discovered by the time the students have completed
Exercise 3. Exercise 4 on page 5-18 gives an opportunity for checking
the validity of this discovery. [As will be seen in the COMMENTARY
for page 5-21, in dualizing a sentence which contains '^ ' one nnust, in
addition to making the replacements specified in Exercise 2 of Part D,
replace *C' by ' 3'. ]
'I*
Replacement Table for Dualizing
TC[5-17, 18]
r\ Ky s c D
i i I i i 4/
<y r\ S D C
4 [The test-pattern asked for is obtained by dualizing the one given
in the exercise. It begins with 'x=x'^S[V x'^S= x]', and
ends with 's x -^ x[V x '^ = x]'. ]
Answer for Part E.
Suppose that x ^-^ y = 0.
Then y = y w (x w y) [V x ^ jZi = x]
= (xWy)Wy[VV xWy=yWx]
= X ^ (y "v^ y) [V V V (x w y) w z = x ^ (y ^ z)]'•''xyz
= x^^y [Vx=x^->x]
= 0. [Assumption: x *^ y = 0]
So, if x w y = then y = 0.
Notice that the theorem proved in Part E shows that the analogy between
adding and unioning, nnultiplying and intersecting, and 0, and 1 and S
cannot be extended to include an operation on subsets of S analogous to
the operation oppositing on real numbers. For if there were such an
operation *, then the analogue, 'V x *->" * x = 0' of the principle of
opposites would have to be a theorem about subsets of S. But, if so, by
the theorem proved in Part E, 'V *x = 0' would be a theorenn. And
this last is analogous to the statement 'V -x = 0' about real numbers.° X
Since this statement is not a theorem about real numbers, the only
candidate for an cuialogue of oppositing [the operation on sets which maps
each set on 0] is not such an analogue. Hence, oppositing has no
ancdogue in the algebra of sets.
TC[5-18]a

Skill Quiz.
A. Simplify.
1. (3a + 2)(3a - 2) + (2a - 3)(3a + 1)
3. 7x - 3y - {-4y + 8x)
5 (c + 2)^ 44
33 *4c +8
7. 3(r - s)^ - 3(3^ + 2rs + r^)
2. 57a^bc^ ^ (3abc^)
4 l2 +G.
• 5 3
6. 51eS(f +g)2 ^ [iTeMf + g)]
6
8
9 - d d
54 36
B. Factor completely.
1. 49 -y^
16f - 40f + 25
2. a - a - 12
5. 12n^ - nr - 6r^
3. 5de^ - 5d
6. 12t^ + 89 jt - 56
j^
C. Solve. [For the inequations, give the solution set, using the
simplest sentence possible as set selector.]
1. 3q'= = 108
4.
7 k
12 " 4
Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. 15a^ - 7a - 7
4.
26n
15
7. -12rs
5s - 12 = 9s + 6
5. (2 - a)(3 + a) = 5a
- 15
-2. 5
2.
5.
19ac
c + 2
3
d
108
3. 3z + 2 > 11
6. 5p + 7 < 7p - 5
3. -X + y
6. ^^^L±El
B. 1. (7-y)(7+y)
4. (4f - 6)^
2. (a - 4)(a + 3) 3. 5d(e - l)(e + 1)
5. (4n - 3r)(3n + 2r) 6. (12t - 7j)(t + Sj)
C. 1. 6, -6
4. 7/3
2. -4.5
5. 0, 1
3. {z: z > 3}
6. {p: 6 < p}
TC[5-18]b


and either of the principles for complements from the other. For
example:
v_/' 0=x [Vxw0=x]
X
and:
X w S = X [S = 0]
X 1^ S = X [DeMorgan's Laws]
X r^ S = X
x'^S=x [Vx = x]
x.<^ X = S [Vx^x = S]
X ^ X = [0 = S]
X ^' X =0 [DeMorgan's Laws]
X '^ X - ^
x^x=0 [Vx = x]
Finally, either of DeMorgan's Laws, and either of 'S = 0' amd *0 = S'
can be derived from the other by using 'V x = x'. For example:
x'^y=X'^y [VV x'^y=xWy]
x'^y=X''^y [Vx = x]
x *^ y = X (^ y
x'^y=x'^y [Vx = x]X
and:
S =
S =
S = [V^ X = x]X
So, we could take as basic principles, for example, the first of each of
the pairs given on page 5-17 together with 'V V ^^ = x w v
'
'V^ X = x', and -S =0'. "" ^
TC[5-19]c

0^S=3 [V0wx = x]
0'^S = [Vx'^S=x]
So, w S = S and ^ S = 0.
But, if "^ S = S and 0-^5=0 then = S. [the complenaent theorem]
Hence, ^ = S.
x^x = S [VxWx=S]
X "
x'^x = [Vx^x = 0]
So, X "^ X = S and x ^"^ x =
But, if X ^^ X = S and x i^ x = then x = x. [the complement theorem]
Hence, x = x.
DeMorgan's Laws cast more light on the duality discovered in solving
Part D on pages 5^-17 and 5-18. For example, using these laws and
the principle 'V x = x', one can derive the second distributive principle
from the first. Here is a test-pattern.
(xWy) r^ z = (X-^Z) W (yr-^^) [V V V (x^y) r\ z = (x^z) W (y r>z)]X y Z
(x/^y) r> 2 = (xWz) w (yWz) [DeMorgan's Laws]
(x-^y) ^ z = [k^z) r\ (y wz) [DeMorgan's Laws]
(x^y) w z = (xWz) ^ (y^z)
(x^y) w z = (x Wz) -^ (y Wz) [V x = x]
[The fourth line derives from the third by way of the logical principle
'V^V if X = y then X = y.' Cf. the corresponding uniqueness principles
for intersecting, for which a test-pattern is given on page 5-17. ]
In entirely similar manners one can derive either of the commutative
and associative principles from the other. Moreover, if we use, in
addition to DeMorgan's Laws and 'V x = x', the principles 'S = 0' and
'0 = S', we can derive either of the principles of and S from the other,
TC[5-19]b

Below is a test-pattern for the complement theorem.
Suppose that x ^ y = S and x ^ y = 0.
It follows that X ^ (x ^ y) = X -^ S,
so, (x '^ x) ^ (x ^ y) = X ^ S, [idpiu]
and 0w(x^y) = x'^S. [V x^x = 0]
Hence, x^y=x. [V0Wx = x;Vx^S=x]
But, since x ^^ y =0,
(x ^ y) ^ (x '^ y) = X w 0,
so, (x '^ x) ^ y = X w 0, [dpiu]
and S^y = x^0. [V xWx=S]
Hence, y = x, [V S ^ x = x; V x w = x]
and X = y.
Consequently, if x "^ y = S and x -^ y - then x = y.
[As above, we shall continue to use (without bothering to derive them)
theorems, such as *V '^ x - x', which can be derived from basic
X
principles or previously proved theorems by using the commutative
principles
.
]
Here are test -patterns for 'S = 0', '0 =S', and 'V x = x'.
Sw0=s [Vxw0=x]
S^0=0 [VS^x=x]
So, S w = s and 5.-^0 =0.
But, if S w = S and S -^ = then S = 0. [the complement theorem]
Hence, S = 0.
TC[5-19]a
In order to save space horizontally, we have, in giving the first part
of the test pattern for the first of DeMorgan's Laws, reverted to the
fornn first introduced on page 2-35.
'I*
Answers for Part A.
1. [Such a test -pattern is given on TC[5 -19]b. ]
2. [The test -pattern asked for can be obtained nnerely by dualizing
the test-pattern given on page 5-20 for the first of DeMorgan's
Laws. The first lines obtained will be:
' y ' y IVVV (x^y)wz = (xwz)^(y^z)
= [x w (xwy)] '-N [y w (x^y)] J
and it will end with:
So, by the complement theorem, x'^y =x"^y.]
The complement theorem is a special case of the cancellation theorem :
VVV ify'^z=x^-.-'z and y "^ z = x '^ z then x = yX y z ' ^ '
[More precisely, the complement theorem is an easy consequence of
the cancellation theorem, the principles for complements, and the
commutative principles. For, an innmediate consequence of the cancel-
lation theorem is :
VV ify^->'z=z*^z and y '^ z = z i^ z then z = y]
Below is a test-pattern for the cancellation theorem.
Suppose that y '^ z = x '^ z and y '^ z = x ^^ z.
It follows that (y w z) '^ z = (x *^ z) -^ z.
So, (y -^ z) w (z ^ z) = (x '^ z) w (z ^ 2), [dpiu]
TC[5-20]a

and (y ^ z) w = (x ^ z) w 0.
Hence, 7*^2 = x "^ z.
But, since y (^ z = x '^ z,
{y r\z) ^ (y r\ z) - (x -^ z) w (x ^ z),
so, y ^ (z -^ z) = x '^ (z -^ z),
y w = x v.-* 0,
and y = x.
Hence, x = y.
[V^ X r^ X = 0]
[V^ x w = x]
[idpui]
[V^ X ^ X = 0]
[V^ x ^ = x]
Consequently, ify'^z=x^-^z and y '^ z = x -^ z then x = y.
TC[5-20]b


15. V V V X ~ (y w z) = (x ~ y) ~ zX y z
[x r^ y ^~J z = X. r>, (y r> z) = {x r^ y) r^ z]
16. V V V (x ~ y) ^^ z = (x /^ z) ~ yX y z '
[Use the principle of relative complements, the api and the cpi. ]
17. VVV (x~y)<^(x~z) = x~(y/^z)
X y z 7' » ' 7
[{x r^ y) ^~J {x r^ z) = X r\ (y \^ z) = X r>, y r^ z]
18. VVV (x v^ y) ~ z = (x ~ z) 'v^ (v ~ z)X y z ' »
7
'
[(x K^ y) r\ z = (x r\ z) ^^ {y r^ z)]
19. V V V (x (^ y) ~ z = (x ~ z) r^ (y ~ z)
[(x /^ y) r^ z = (x r^ z) r^ (y r~\ z)]
ZO. VVV (x ~ y) ~ z = (x ~ z) ~ (y ~ z)
[(x r^ z) <^ y r^ z = {x ^ z) '^ (y v^ z) =
[(x r^ z) r> y] w [(x ^ z) r^ z] = (x o> z) r> y = (x r> y) r>, z ]
21. V^V V^ (x ~ y) ^ z = (x /-> z) ~ (y r^ z)
[Similar to 18.]
22. y^y^V [z C x if and only if x ~ (y ~ z) = (x ~ y) w z]
[x ~ (y ~ z) = X r^ (y w z) = (x r^ y) w (x r> z). So, x ~ (y ~ z) =
(x ~ y) w z if and only if (x /^ y) w (x r^ z) = (x o, y) w z. But, i
any case, (x r^ y) r^ (x r^ z) = (x ^ y) r~N z. So, by the cancellation
theorem, x ~ (y ~ z) = (x ~ y) w z if and only if x r^ z = z.]
TC[5-2l]f
n

6. V V V C X if and only if y r> x =X y ' —
[y = (y /^ x) v^ (y rN x), so, if y r^ X = then y Oi x = y, and y C x.
And, if y C^ X, so that y = y r> x, then y^^x = [y r^ x) r\ x = . . , .]
7. V V x'^y = xv^(y~x)X y ' •'
[x "^ {y ~ x) = (x ^^ y) r~\ (x K^ x), by the principle for relative com-
plements and the idpui.]
8. VV x~y = {x'^y)~y
X y ' ' '
[(x v^ y) r^ y = X ^^ y]
9. VV x~y=x~(x/^y)X y ' ^ ji
{x r~\ X r\ y - X r\ [x ^^ y) =xr^y]
10. V V x~v = xv^vX y ' '
[x '^ y = X v^ y]
11. VV x~(x~y)=xr^y
X y
[x r\ X r\ y = X r\ {x KJ y) = x r^ y]
12. VV x~(y~x)=xX y ' '
[x r^ (y w x) = X (x C z w X, for any z)]
13. V^ V V^ X ~ (y ~ z) = (x ~ y) w (x /-> z)
[x r^ (y w z) = (x r> y) w (x r> z)]
14. V^ V if X ~ y = y ~ X then x = y
[x = (x /^ y) w (x r^ y), so, if x rN y = y r^ x then
x = (yr^x)w(xr^y) = yr^(xwx) = y/-^S = y]
TC[5-2l]e

The last two suggest that the dual of relative complementation is a
sort of analogue of division. So [although this notation is not standard],
one niight introduce the principle:
X y * ' '
This would have the advantage that we could, after introducing this
principle cuid the principle for relative conaplennents, obtain duals by
interchanging the binary operators ' ~ * and ' ~ ' [in addition, of course,
to interchanging *W and '^', '0' and 'S*, and 'C' and O*]-
Here, for the use of those of your students who wish to explore further
into the algebra of sets, are additional theorems which can be derived
from the basic principles. To save space, we give only one of each
pair of ducd theorems. [We also give hints for proofs. ]
^- \^y^z <^ ^ y) ^ ^ = (x w z) w (y w z)
[Replace 'z' on the left by 'z '^ z', and use the cpu and the apu. ]
2. VVV ifxCz and v C z then x '--^ y C zxyz — ' ~ ' —
[if z '^ X = x and z (^ y = y then (z (^ x) *^ (z '^ y) = x *^ y. Use the
idpiu. ]
3. VV ifx"^^v = x'^vthenx = YX y ^ ' '
[Since x'^yCx, ifx^->y = x'^y then x '^ y C x. So, since
xCx^^y, x^->'y=x. Hence y ^ x. Etc . . ]
4. VVV ifx'^y=y'^z then (x C y and y C z)xyz ' ' ~ ' ' —
[Similar to preceding.]
5. V V X = (x ^ y) ^ (x ~ y)x y
[Use the principle for relative complements, the ipdiu, etc.
.]
TC[5-2l]d

Note that, by using the inclusion principle eind its dual, the theorems of
Exercises 4 and 3 of Part B on page 5-21 may be transformed into:
VV (x^y)^x = x and: V V (x ^ y) "-^ x = x,
X y X y
respectively. These theorems are called absorption laws .
Although, as noted on TC[5-18], the operation oppositing, for real num-
bers, has no analogue, there is, in a limited way, an analogue of sub-
tracting. To see this, we introduce:
Principle for relative complements
VV x~y=x'^v
X y
'
[Read 'x ~ y' as 'the complement of y relative to x'. ]
Among the interesting theorems are:
(1) V X ~ = X (2) V S ~ X = XX X
(3) V V X C y if and only if x ~ y =
(4) V V (x ^ y) ~ y = X if and only if y C xX y / / _
(5
)
V V (x ~ y) *-^ y = X if and only if y C x
[Proofs are most easily obtained by first using the principle for relative
connplennents to replace relative complements by intersections.]
The duals of these are, of course, theorems. To obtain the dual of (1),
'V X ~ = x', we first use the principle for relative complements and
get 'V^ vi r\ qi = x'. Then, we maice the replacements necessary for
dualizing, and get 'V^ x w S = x'. Here are the duals for the 5 theorems
d') V X W3 =x (2') V v^ X = XX X
(3') V^V y C X if and only if x w y = S
<4')
^x\ (x ^ y) w y = X if and only if x C y
<5 ') V^V^ (x w 9) ^ y = X if and only if x C y
TC[5-21]c
"^-
Since y '^ x = x,
it follows that z '^ x = x.
But, if z "^ X = X then xCz. [VV ifx'^y=y then y ^ x]X y
Hence, x C z.
Consequently, if x C y and y C z then x C z.
As noted on TC[5-17, 18], in dualizing a sentence which contains 'C ',
one replaces this symbol by ' 2 ' [or, replaces, for example, *y C x' by
'x C y'J. V/ith this extension of the notion of dual, to show that the dual
of a theorem is a theorem it is sufficient to show that the dual of the
inclusion principle is a theorem. That is, it is sufficient to show that
the following generalization is a theorem:
V V X C y if cind only if x *^ y = y
Here is a test -pattern.
Suppose that x ^^ y = y.
Since xCx'-^'y, [VV xCx^vl
— •• X y — ''
it follows that x C y.
Consequently, if x "^ y = y then x C y.
Suppose that ^ ^ Y-
If X C y then y ^ x = x. [V V if y C x then x -^ y = y]
Consequently, y '^ x = x.
Hence, x^^y = (y'^x)^-^y
= (y ^ x) w (y ^ S) [V X ^ S = x]
= y /^ (x w S) [V V V x^ (y wz) = (x^y) w(x'^z)]
jC y z
= y^S [Vxws=S]
= y. [V^ X ^ S = x]
Consequently, if x C y then x *^ y = y.
Hence, if x '^ y = y then x C y and if x C y then x ^ y = y --that
is, X C y if and only if x "^ y = y.
TC[5-21]b
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Answers for Part B.
1. X ^ =
if X -^ j6 = then C X
C X
2. S /^ X = X
if S 1^ X = K then x C S
xC S
3. X -^ (x (^ y) = (x -^ x) -^ y
= X '^ y
[V^ X ^ = 0]
[V V if X '^ y = y then y 9 x]
[V S ^ X = x]
[V V if X -^ y = y then y C x]
[V^V^V^ (x ^ y) r^ z = X ^ (y ^ z)]
[V X ^ X = x]
4.
if x -^ (x^ y) = X^ y then x-^yCx [VV ifx^y=y then y C x]
X ^ y C X
(x ^ y) ^ X = (x w y) ^ (x w ^)
= X w (y r\ 0)
= X w
= X
if (x *v^ y) ^^ X = X then x C x *^ y
X C X '^ y
[V^ X w = x]
[V^VyV^ X ^ (y ^5^ z) = (x w y) r^ (x w z)]
[V^ X ^ = 0]
[V^ X w = x]
[V V if X ^ y = y then y C x]
5. Suppose that x C y and y C z.
Then, y /^ x = x and z -^ y = y.
Gince, z /^ y = y,
(z -^ y) r> X = y ^ X,
and z r^ (y r^x) = y ^x. [V^V V^ (x r>y)^z = x ^ (y r>z)]
TC[5-2l]a
k
•J,
'1-
Open-Book Quiz.
Use the basic principles and the theorems on pages 5-22 and 5-23 to do
the following exercises,
1
.
Simplify.
(a) A ^ (B w C) (b) (A w A) r> (A r^ A)
2. (a) Of what theorem [Theorem
_?^ ] is the sentence:
A C A w B
an instance ?
(b) Is it also the case that B C A w B?
(c) Fronn what theorem [Theorem
_?_ ] does the sentence:
if C C A then C v^ A = A
follow inrinnediately ?
(d) Simplify: (A r> B) w A
'J-
Answers for Quiz.
1. (a) A w (B w C) (b) 95
2. (a) Theorem 10(a) (b) Yes [Commutativity and Theorem 10(a)]
(c) Theorem 11 [only-if part]
(d) A[Theorems 10(b) and 3(a)]
TC[5-23]i

In order to derive the inclusion principle from PI through P7 it is
convenient to use a stronger result than P7*:
P7** V [e e X <=> e € y] <=> x = y
Since we have already derived P7*, all that remains to do to derive
P7** is to derive:
if X = y then V [e £ x <==> e e y]
To do so, suppose that x = y.
Since e € x <=> e € x,
it follows that e € x <=> e 6 y.
So, V [e t X <=> e € y].
Hence, if x = y then V [e e x <=> e € y].
In deriving the inclusion principle we shall make use of a principle of
logic which assures us that the sentence:
V ( if e € y then e € x) <=^ V [ (e € x and e e y) <=> e e y]
is valid. [Although the validity of this sentence can be justified on the
basis of simple principles of logic with which v/e are already acquainted,
to do so would take us too far afield.]
Here is a derivation of the inclusion principle:
y C x
V if e € y then e € x [P6]
e
V [(e € X and e e y) <=> e ^ y]
So, y £ X <=> V [(e € X and e € y) <=> e C y].
But. e € X n y <=^ (e € x and e 6 y). [p2J
^°' y c X <=> V [e e X n y <^=> e e y]
.
But, Vg[e € xo y <zi> e€ y] ^^ ^ ^ y = y^ [P7««]
^°' y £ X <:=^ xr> y= y.
Therefore, V^ V [y C x <=^ xr» y = yj.
TC[5-23]k

Here is a derivation of the intersecting principle for connplements
:
e i IP4]
Hence, if e ^ x r>i x then e ^ 0.
Consequently, if e £ then e € x r>> x.
e e X (^ X
<=^ (e 6 X and e e x) [P2]
<=> (e ^ X and e e x) [P3]
So, e € x r> X <=> (e ^ x and e e x).
But, it is not the case that (e (^ x and e 6 x).
So, e ^x /^ X.
Hence, if e / then e / x r^ x.
Consequently, if e e x /^ x then e € 0.
So, e E X r^ x <=> e € 0.
Therefore, V [e € x r^ x <=^ e e 0J.
But, if V [e e x ^ X <=> e e 0] then x /^ x = 0. [P7*]
So, X r^ X = 0.
Therefore, V x /^ x = 0.X
[Each of the two conditionals, above, which are preceded by 'Consequently,
is a consequence of the conditional directly above it by virtue of the
principle of logic by which a conditional sentence is a consequence of
its contrapositive, ]
TC[5-23]j

Here is a derivation of the unioning principle for complements:
e e X w X -.
}P1
(e€xore€x)
}P3
(e / X or e e x)
So, e € X w x<;=> (e / X or e e x)
.
But, e ^ X or e e x.
So, e e X w X.
Hence, if e e S then e e x w x.
Also, e e S. [P5]
Hence, if e € xw x then e € S.
Consequently, e € x v^ x<=^ e € S.
Therefore, V [e e x ^-^ x <=^ e e S].
But, if V [e e X w X <=> e e S] then xw x = S. [P7*]
So, X w X = S.
Therefore, V x w x = S.X
[Each of the two conditionals above, which are preceded by 'Hence', is
a consequence of the sentence directly above it. The principle of logic
appealed to here is the principle according to which a conditional sen-
tence is implied by its consequent. ]
TC[5-23]i

Therefore, V [e € x w <=> e € x].
But, if V [e e X w <=> e e x] then x w = x. [P7'-]
So, X ^_^ = X.
Hence, V x >^ = x.X
Here is a derivation of the principle for intersecting with S:
Suppose that e € x.
Since e e S,
e e X and e e S.
Since e e x r^ S <=^ (e e x and e e S), [P2]
e e X r^ S.
Hence, if e e x then e e x ^ S.
Suppose that e e x /^ S.
Since e e x r^ S •<=> (e
€
x and e e S), [P2]
e
€
X and e
€
S,
So, e e X.
Hence, if e £ x ^ S then e
€
x.
Consequently, e e x <^ S <=> e e x.
Therefore, V [e e x r> S <=> e e x]
^^^' if V^ [e e X r^ S <=^ e e x] then x r^ S = x. [P7=;<]
So, X ry S = K.
Hence, V x r^ S = x.
TC[5-23]h

((e
€
X and e e z) or (e £ y and e e z))
}P2
(e e xr\ z or e € y r» z) ^}P1
<=> e
€
(xr> z) v^ (yo z)
So, e e (x w y) n z <=i> e g (x o z) w (y r\ z).
Hence, V [e e (x w y) o z <:=^ e e (xn z) w (y r^ z)].
e
But, if V [e € (x w y) n z <=^ e € {xO z) w (y r> z)] then
(x w y) n z = (xn z)w (yr» z). [P7*]
So, (x w y) o z = (xn z) w (yr> z).
Hence, V V V (x w y) p> z = (xn z) w (yr» z).
Here is a derivation of the principle for unioning with 0:
Suppose that e 6 x.
Then e € x or e e Qf.
Since e e x w ^ <=> (e € x or e e ^), [PI]
e e X w ^,
Hence, if e e x then e € x >-->' 0.
Suppose that e € x "^ 0.
Since e
€ x w <=> (e € x or e € ^), [pn
e e X or e
€ ^.
But e ^ <p.
So, e
€
X.
Hence, if e € x v.^ then e e x.
Consequently, e
€ x w <=> e € x.
TC[5-23]g

A derivation of the commutative principle for intersecting can be
obtained from the derivation above merely by replacing 'v^' by *r\*
,
*or' by 'and', and 'PI* by 'P2'. Line (2) in the derivation so obtained
is the logically valid sentence '(e e x and e e y) <^=> (e e y and e e x)'.
The associative principle for unioning is derived as follows:
e
€
(x "^ y) vv z -,.
) PI
<=> (e e X v-^ y or e e z) -,}P1
((e e X or e e y) or e e z) -
>[Why?]
(ee xor(ee yoree z))-\
}P1
(eexoreey">-^x) -V
}P1
e e x w (y w z)
So, e
€
(x w y) v^ z <=> e e X ^> (y "^ z).
Hence, V^ [e e (x >^-^ y) ^ z <=^> c e ^^ (y ^ z)].
But, if V, [e € (x ^ y) ^ z <=^ e e x w (y v_y z)] then
(x w y) w z = X w (y v^ z). [P7*J
So, (x W y) W z = X W (y "^ z).
Hence, VV(xv^y)Vw^z = x <^ {y <y z).
A derivation of the associative principle for intersecting can be
obtained from the above derivation by replacing 'w* by 'o ', 'or' by
'and', and 'PI' by 'P2*.
Here is a derivation of the distributive principle for intersecting over
unioning:
e e (x v^ y) r^ z
<=> (e
€
(x w y) and e e z)
}P1
<=> ((e e X or e
€ y) and e € z)
TC[5-23]f

Here is a derivation of the commutative principle for unioning;
e e X w y ^
PI
<=> (e e X or e e y) J
<=^ (e e y or e e x) ~^
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4) So,
(5) Hence,
(6) But,
(7) Hence,
(8) Consec
e e y ^--^ X ;
e
€
X ^-^ y <=> e e y *^ X.
V [ e e X v^ y <==> e € y *^ x]
.
if V [e € X "^ y <=> e e y ^ x] then x w y = y w x. [P7*]
X V_> y = y W X.
quently, VVx*^y = y*^x.
Line (1) is a consequence of PI. Line (2) is the logically valid sentence
'(e e X or e € y) <=> (e e y or e e x)'. Line (3) is a consequence of PI,
and line (4) follows from the first three lines by virtue of the substitution
principle for biconditionals. Schematically:
PI
PI
^^
vq<=^r p<^=^q^:-line(l)
line (3)
r P ^
^— line (4)
Line (5) is justified by the fact that the preceding lines constitute a
pattern which shows that 'V [e e x w y <=> e e y ^ x]' is a consequence
of PI. Line (6) is a consequence of P7*. Line (7) follows lines (5) and
(6) by modus ponens, another principle of logic, this time one dealing
with conditional sentences. Finally, line (8) is justified by the fact that
lines (5), (6), and (7) constitute a pattern which shows that the general-
zation ' V^Vy xwy=ywx*isa consequence of line (5) and P7*.
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principle for biconditional sentences. Using the tree-form of presenting
derivations we can schematize these steps in the derivation as follows:
p^ line (I) /line (3)
line (2) P6 p <=> r^ (p and q) <s^^ (p and q)
q <=> s (p and q) <=> (r and q)
(p and q) <=^ (r and s)^,^^.^^
^^j
In deriving line (5) from line (4) we use a logical principle concerning
conjunctions and universal generalizations according to which a bicon-
ditional sentence of the fornn *[V p(e)] and [v q{e)] "^^^^ V [p(e) and q{e)]'6 ^ c
is valid nnerely on logical grounds. Line (6) follows from line (5)
because 'e e x <==> e e y' is just an abbreviation for *( if e e y then e e x)
and (if e e x then e e y)'. Line (7) sums up lines (4), (5), and (6),
according to the scheme below,
line (5).._^ , __
__^ ,4,^ line (4)
line (6)
^bj^ a^^_b.*— ^'
^^"-^c <=> d a <!=> c
a<=>d^j.^^
(7)
Line (8) is a consequence of P7, and line (9) is obtained from this and
line (7) by the substitution principle for biconditionals. Line (10) is
justified by the fact that the preceding lines constitute a pattern
[compare page 2-33 of Unit 2] which shows that the generalization
'\ Xr ^^ "^ [^ € ^ "^^^ e e y] then x = y' is a consequence of P6 and P7.
[When we use this generalization in later proofs we shall refer to it
by 'P7*'.]
We can now exhibit derivations of the basic principles, on page 5-22.
from PI through P7. [Bearing in mind the analogy between *<^
and •-•. it is clear that we can adopt a form analogous to that intr
duced on page 2-35 of Unit 2. ]
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So, one can use a biconditional sentence to justify replacing one sentence
by another just as he uses an equation as a premiss to justify his replacing
one expression by another.
As an illustration of how these logical principles are used, we shall
derive:
Y V if V [e e X if and only if e e y] then x = y
from P6 and P7. [To save space, we shall abbreviate 'if and only if*
by'^^^'.j
(1) y C X <=5> V if e € y then e e X [P6]
(2) X C y <=> V if e € X then e e y [P^]
(3) So, since y C x and x C y <=> y C x and x C y,
(4) y C X and x C y <=> [V if e € y then e e x] and
[Vg if e e x then e 6 y]
(5) <=> V [(if e e y then e e x) and
e
{ if e e X then e e y)]
(6) <^=^ V [e e X <=> e e y],
(7) So, y £ X and x C y <=>V [e e x <==> e e y]
,
(8) But, if y C X and X C y then X = y. [P7]
(9) So, if Vg [e e X <;=> e e y] then x = y.
(10) Consequently, V V if V [e e x <=> e e y] then x = y.
In the derivation above, lines (1) and (2) are consequences of P6, and line
(3), since it is of the form 'p <=> p', is valid on merely logical grounds.
Line (4) then follows from the first three lines by virtue of the substitution
TC[5-23]c

So, one principle of logic concerning biconditionals says that from a
biconditional sentence one can infer either of two conditional sentences:
p if and only if q p if and only if q
if q then p
' *
if p then q
[This principle of logic has already been used on page 5-21.]
And, a second principle of logic says that if a conditional sentence and
its converse have both been derived from given premisses, then the
related biconditional sentence is also a consequence of these premisses.
For short:
if q then p if p then q
p if and only if q
The principal value of biconditional sentences stems from an analogy
between such sentences and equations. As explained on TC[l-56]a
and b, and illustrated on TC[2-31, 32]b, TC[2-64]a and b, and
TC[2-65jb and c, the logical principles which govern the use of '='
all follow from the fact that 'V x = x' is valid merely on logical
grounds, and from the following substitution principle for '=':
From an equation and a second sentence one can infer any
sentence which can be obtained by replacing an occurrence
in the second sentence of either side of the equation by the
other side of the equation. [Example: From the equation
'3 = 2+ r and the sentence 'a < 3', one can infer the sentence
'a < 2+ v.]
Now, any sentence of the form 'p if and only if p' is valid merely on
logical grounds, and there is a substitution principle for 'if and only
if:
^
From a biconditional sentence and a second sentence one
can infer any sentence which can be obtained by replacing
an occurrence in the second sentence of either component
of the biconditional sentence by the other component of the
biconditional sentence. [Example: From the biconditional
sentence |e e y w z if and only if ( e € y or e e z)' and the
sentence 'e e x and e e y w z', one can infer the sentence
e e x and (e e y or e € z)'. ]
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For completeness, and to illustrate some techniques of proof, we show
here how to derive the basic principles on page 5-22 from the alterna-
tive principles, PI through P7, given on page 5-23. Since the new
basic principles relate unions, intersections, and complements of sets
to alternations ['or'], conjunctions ['and'], and denials ['not'] of
sentences, it turns out that each of the basic principles of 5-22 is
derived from the new ones by using an appropriate principle of logic
which concerns sentences and looks much like the basic principle
which is being derived. For example, to derive:
VV xWy=yWx,X y ' ' '
one uses the principle of logic according to which each sentence of the
form:
[p or qj if and only if [q or p]
is valid merely on logical grounds, and, so, is acceptable without need
of proof. To a beginner, whose understanding of logic is, as yet,
shallow, such logical principles are likely to appear trivial, and their
use in deriving the corresponding principles about sets may seem to
beg the question. Unfortunately, the charge of triviality can be countered
only by a rather deep and lengthy analysis [which would be out of place
here] of the nneanings of such words as 'or', 'and', 'not', and 'if -
then'. Once this has been accomplished, it is readily seen that the
derivations given are not circular; naturally, if one uses the logical
word 'or' in defining ''^', he must expect to use principles of logic
concerning alternation sentences in proving theorems about the
operation of unioning.
In order to make use of PI through P7 in deriving the basic principles
on page 5-22, we shall need to use some logical principles concerning
biconditional sentences
--sentences of the form 'p if and only if q'.
Such sentences can be considered to be abbreviations of sentences of
the form:
(if q then p) and (if p then q)
A biconditional sentence is just an abbreviation for the conjunction of
a conditional sentence and its converse.
TC[5-23]a
Section 5.03 provides the student with a few opportunities to apply what
he has learned about relations. Since the subject matter is geometric,
we cannot presuppose more geometric knowledge than what was learned
or used in Units 2 and 3. But, we do expect that students will pick up
additional geometric information in this section. Such information will
be called upon in exercises throughout the remednder of Unit 5.
As inentioned in earlier units, measures of geometric entities are num-
bers [in particular, numbers of arithmetic], A side of a triangle is a
segment, and one of the properties of a segment is its length. The
length of a given segment might be called '3 feet*, or '36 inches*, or
*1 yard', or
. . .
depending upon the unit. We say that the foot-measure
of the length of this segment is 3, that its inch-measure is 36, that its
yard-measure is 1, .... Note the difference in terminology:
the length of the segnient is 3 feet
and:
the foot-measure [of the length] of the segnnent is 3
Clearly, it makes no sense to talk about the measure of a given segment
because a segment has many measures each depending upon the unit
selected as the unit of measure. However, when the unit [say, the inch]
has been specified somewhere in context, it is customary to use 'the
measure' as an elision [say, for 'the inch-measure*]. [See the third
sentence of the first paragraph on page 5-26 for an application of this
convention.]
'I-
If students do not already know how to use a conapass to construct a
triangle whose side-lengths are given, this is the appropriate time to
teach them to do so.
Note that on page 5-25 we call attention to the isomorphism between the
systenn of numbers of arithmetic and the system of nonnegative real
numbers. It will be very convenient to use the nonnegative real nunnbers
as measures of geometric entities, and to depend upon the isomorphism
to translate the results thus obtained in terms of nonzero numbers of
arithmetic.
'1^
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When giving the side-measures [top of page 5-25] of a triangle, we use
a counterclockwise orientation, as mentioned, A clockwise orientation
would serve just as well except that the counterclockwise one is custom-
ary, [Just as going to the right is the customary orientation for the
positive direction, J It is essential to pick one orientation, and to stick
with it so that each triangle can be associated with only one ordered
pair. This need is made manifest in the discussion on page 5-26. With-
out a preferred orientation, the triangle pictured could be said to corre-
spond with both (3, 4.7) and (4, 7, 3). With the counterclockwise orienta-
tion it corresponds just with (3, 4.7).
Instead of drawing a second triangle corresponding with (4.7, 3), a
student might say: Just turn the drawing over. Certainly, if the given '»
triangle was pictured on a page whose reverse side was blank, one j|
could see a picture of the second triangle by following this suggestion.
Also, one could see it by carrying out our suggestion in the bracketed
remark about reflection.
TC[5-24, 25, 26]b

-x\
After establishing that the relation in question is symimetric, we next
try to find out if the relation is reflexive. This one is not because it
does not contain pairs such as ( 1, 1), (0.5, 0.5), and (0. 28, 0.28).
The properties of synnmetry and reflexivity are discussed in greater
detail in section 5.04. The reference to them on page 5-27 is just an
appetite whetter.
The connpleted graph should look like this :
^
M-
/f-
/f
/'
-^
Connpare this with the
answer for the exercise
in Part B on page 5-12.
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-28 and 5-29],
1. [The graph is like the one given above, but with the scale changed
so that the corners are at (0, 5) and (5, 0).]
2. {(x, y): |x - 5| < y < X + 5}
TC[5-27, 28]
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Answers for Part D [on page 5-29].
The maximum distance obtainable between P and Q is 10, and this occurs
when just P, R, and Q are coUinear. [In that case, the figure is a
triangle, not a quadrilateral.] The minimunn distance obtainable
between P and Q is 2. [In that case, Q, P, R, and S are collinear.]
»
—
>
Thus, the measure of the segment PQ can be d if and only if 2 < d < 10.
[Challenge students to answer these questions when the measure of PR is,
say, 3.]
Answers for Part E [on page 5-29].
1. No; 2 + 5 / 8 2. No; 9 + 1 1 ;^ 20 3. No; 8 + 8 ;^ 16
4. Yes 5, Yes 6. Yes
7. No; 1 + 2 / 3 8. Yes 9. No; 6 + 4 ;t 12
TC[5-29lc

Answers for Part *C [on page 5-29]
1.
2, The graphs of points corresponding with the triangles which have
inch-perimeter not exceeding 12, one side of inch -measure 4, and
the other sides having whole numbers as inch-nneasures are shown
on the figure for Exercise 1. However, not all such triangles are
differently-shaped. Those which have the sanie set of side-
nneasures are considered to have the same shape. Hence, there
are just eight triangles which nneet the conditions of Exercise 2.
They are the triangles whose side-measures are the components of
the ordered triples (3, 2, 4), (3, 3, 4), {4, 1, 4), (4, 2, 4), (4, 3, 4),
(4, 4, 4), (5, 2, 4), and (5, 3, 4). Notice that symmetry helps in
eliminating duplications.
A brace-notation name for the relation referred to in Exercise 1 is
{(x, y) : |x - y I < 4 < X + y < 12 - 4}
TC[5-29]b

3. (b) 2 < n < 12
(c) 14 < q < 18 [or: |l6 - q| < 2 < 16 + q]
(d) 40 < r < 80 [or: |20 - r| < 60 < 20 + r]
(e) |a-b|<ll<a + b [or: 1 11 - b | < a < 11 + b]
(f) |x - z| < y < X + z
[There are, of course, at least three correct answers for each part
of Exercise 3. ]
5''
Answer for Part "^B,
isosceles triangles with /\
base-measure 3 L ^
isosceles triangle
with leg-measure 3
/ \
L i.
Note that this relation is a subset of the relation of the measure of one
side to the measure of a second side of a triangle whose third side
measures 3. Clearly, the set of all isosceles triangles each of which
has a side of measure 3 is a subset of the set of all triangles each of
which has a side of measure 3. Note also that the intersection of the
two intervals and the half -line contains the point which corresponds
with the equilateral triangle of side -measure 3.
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Answers for Part F.
[Students are supposed to discover that the sum of the degree -measures
of the other two amgles is 130. The fact that students will get the same
relation regardless of the side-lengths shows that the sum of the angle-
measures is independent of the lengths of the sides. ]
100__
I
{(x, y): X > 0, y > 0, and x + y = 130}
[This relation is symmetric]
TC[5-30]


Answers for Part G [which begins on page 5-30],
1. {(x, y): X > 0, y > 0, and x + y = 120}
2. (a) 100" (b) 20° (c) 90° (d) 10'
(e) 60° (f) 81° (g) 80° (h) not a triangle
3. Students should sketch the interval whose end points are (0, 100)
and (100, 0). A brace-notation name for this relation is:
{(x, y): X > 0, y > 0, and x + y = 100}
4. (a) (50, 50), (80, 20), (20, 80); (60, 60) [Students are supposed
to be aware of the fact that two angles of a triangle have the
sanie measure if and only if the triangle is isosceles. [Avoid
saying 'equal angles'.] The fact that there is only one point of
the 60°-relation which corresponds to an isosceles triangle
shows that if one angle of an isosceles triangle is an angle of
60° then so are all of them, ]
(b) (60, 60) [This illustrates the fact that a triangle is equilateral
if and only if each of its angles is an angle of 60*
. ]
5. (a) (33i, 66|), (66|, 33^), (40. 60), (60, 40);
(33j, 66|, 80), (40, 60, 80)
(b) (40, 80), (80, 40), (30, 90), (90, 30);
(40, 60, 80), (30, 60, 90)
6. (a) 30" (b) 60° (c) 28° (d) 29"
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Answers for Part ""^H.
1. Students may find it helpful to develop a graphicaJ technique for
finding points which belong to this relation, a technique which does
not require them to make nneasurennents in order to find the compo
nents of the points. One such technique is shown in the diagram.
[Of course, students should use cross -section paper. ]
the required graph
X
Here is how point D of the graph was located. First, the ray AB
was drawn intersecting the x-axis in the point C. [Note that A is 12
units above the horizontal and B is 5 units above the horizontal. ]
The abscissa of B is the distance between the post and the wadker.
So, D is a point on the vertical line through B. The point C is the
far end of the shadow. So, the distance between the projection of
B on the x-axis and point C is the measure of the shadow, that is,
it is the ordinate of D. Use a compass to find the point D.
[The diagram also shows how points E and F were located.]
[Students who have done some work with similar triangles nnay rec-
ognise that, for each (x, y) which satisfies the conditions of the
problena, y/(x + y) = 5/12, that is, y = 5x/7. So, the relation in
question is { (x, y): x > and y = 5x/7}. ]
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^2. This question, in effect, asks for the first components of that point
in the relation whose second component is 5. That is the point
(7, 5). [Actually, geonnetric intuition alone will tell most students
that the far end of the 5 -foot shadow ought to be 12 feet from the foot
of the post. So, the walker is 7 feet fronn the post. It is rewarding
to find that the graph of the relation is consistent with intuition.
3. 14 feet.
Answers for Part "I [on page 5-32],
20 -j-
the required graph
15 —
10
T >C-
H 1 h H
—
h-
1. The diagram illustrates
a helpful graphical tech-
nique for locating points
in this relation. [The
distance between A and
B is the sum of the dis-
tance between T, and B
and between B and T^,. ]
The relation is {(x, y)
:
< X < 14 and y = \/ 9 + x^
+ n/16 + (14 - x)^}.
2. V/e seek the first connpo-
nent of the ordered pair
whose graph is the low-
est point. This ordered
pair is (6, \/45 + VSO).
X So, the required location
y- of P is 6 yards from F^^
.
/ Another way of solving
y Exercise 2 [without
using differential cal-
culus] is to reflect T^ in
-I—
I
—
I
—
I
—
I
the line through F^ and
B 10 F^ 15 Fg. Let T3 be the
image of T^. The sum
is the sanae as the sum of the dis-
e smallest of these sums is obtained
//
of the distances from T to P to T
tances from T^ to P to T..,. But, th
when T , P, and H are collinear. [This is a consequence of the fact
that the measure of one side of a triangle is less than the sunn of the
measures of the other two sides. Avoid saying, in seriousness, that
the shortest distance between two points is a straight line. A straight
line is not a distance!] By similar triangles we find that this minimizing
location of P is such that the dictance between F and P is 6.
TC[5-32]b
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The purpose of these Exploration Exercises is to prepare students for
the notions of the domain, range , and field of a relation. In answering
(a) for each exercise of Part A, they naine the domain of the given
relation; in answering (b) they name its range. The union of the
domain and range of a relation is its field, and in Part B on page 5-34,
students are asked to name the fields of the relations given in the
exercises of Part A. The exercises of Part C prepare students for
a new kind of generalization sentence- -existential generalization
sentences. Such sentences appear as set-selectors in the definitions
of domain and range on page 5-35. They have also been discussed,
along with universal generalization sentences, in the COMMENTARY
for page 2-27 in Unit 2.
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-33 and 5-34].
1. (a) {6, 7, 8}
2. (a) {2. 3, 4, 5}
3. (a) (-2, -1, 0. 1. 2}
4. (a) the set of real numbers
5. (a) {4}
6. (a) the set of real numbers
7. (a) {x: |x| < 2}
8. (a) {x: X > 2}
9. (a) {x: |x| < 5}
10. (a) {x: |x| < 6}
11. (a) {x: |x| < 6}
12. (a) {x: < X < 6}
13. (a) {x: < |x| < 6}
14. (a) {x: |x| < 6}
(b) {6. 7, 8}
(b) [6, 7. 8, 9}
(b) {5}
(b) (x: 1 < x < 2}
(b) t he set of real numbers
(b) [x: x > 0}
(b) (x: X < 4}
(b) [x: x < -1}
(b) [x: X < 5}
(b) [x: X < 6}
(b) [x: < X < 6}
(b) 1[x: X < 6}
(b) 1[x: < X < 6}
(b) [x: X < 6}
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15. (a) the set of states in the United States
(b) the set of cities in the United States other thcin Washington, D. C,
16. (a) the set of states in the United States
(b) the set of state capitals in the United States
17. (a) the set of people who have uncles [Note that this is not the set
of people who are either nephews or nieces : some of these
have only aunts !]
(b) the set of people who are uncles [or: the set of male people
who have a nephew or niece]
Answers for Part B.
1. {6, 7, 8> 2. {2. 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9}
3. {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 5} 4. the set of real numbers
5. the set of real nunnbers 6. the set of real numbers
7. {x: |x| < 4} 8. {x: X < -1 or X > 2}
9. {x: |x| < 5} 10. {x: |x| < 6}
11. {x: |x| < 6} 12. {x: |x| < 6}
13. {x: < |x| < 6} 14. {x: |x| <6}
15. the set of all political organizations in the United States which are
either cities or states, other than Washington, D. C.
16. the set of all political organizations in the United States which are
either states or state capitals
17. the set of all people who have or are uncles
Answers for Part C.
1. T 2. T 3. F
8. T 9. F 10. T
4. F 5. T 6. T 7. F
.1. T 12. F 13. T
TC[5-34]a

Students may, at first, experience some difficulty in distinguishing
between the meanings of the sentences in Exercises 8 and 11 [or those
in Exercises 9 and 10, or those in Exercises 12 and 13]. Using the
existential quantifier '3* introduced in the COMMENTARY for Unit 2
on TC[2-27]p and, now, in the text, on page 5-35, these exercises can
be written
:
8. ay(V^ xy = 0)
^
9. 3y(V^
^
Q xy = 1) >> 12. 3y(V^x + y = 0)
"^
11. V^(3yXy=0)J 10. V^^Q(3yXy = 1)J 13. VJ3yX+y = 0)^
[The parentheses are unnecessary, but they may make it easier to
grasp the sense of the sentences.]
A similar pair of sentences is considered on TC[2-27]i. When rewritten
they are:
(3') 3y(V^x < y)^
(4') V^OyX <y)j
The first says that there is a greatest real number [and, so, is false];
the second says that for each real number there is a real number greater
thcin or equal to it [and, so, is true --each nunnber is less than or equal
to itself.].
Of each such pair of sentences, the first makes a stronger clainn than
the second--more precisely, the first implies the second. The first
sentence of such a pair asserts that there is a number which bears a
certain relation to each nunnber [or, in the case of Exercise 9, to each
nonzero number,] The second sentence asserts only that, for each
nunnber, there is a number which bears the relation in question to it.
So, for exannple, since the product of each nunnber by is 0, the
sentence of Exercise 8 is true— there, is a nunnber [O] such that the
product of each nunnber by this single nunnber is 0. Consequently, the
sentence of Exercise 11 is also true--for each number there is a
nunnber [O] such that the product of the first by the second is 0. The
sentence of Exercise 9 is false- -there is no single nunnber such that
the result of multiplying each nonzero nunnber by it is 1. However,
the sentence of Exercise 10 is true--for each nonzero nunnber, there
is a number [the reciprocal of the first] such that the product of the
first by the second is 1. The sentence of Exercise 12 is false--there
TC[5-34]b

is no single number such that the result of adding it to each real num-
ber is 0. On the other hand, the sentence of Exercise 13 is true--for
each real number, there is a number [the opposite of the first] such
that the sum of the first and the second is 0.
Since, for each pair of sentences of the kind being considered here,
the second sentence is a consequence of the first, if the first sentence
of such a pair is true then the second must be true. And, if the first
is false then, still, the second may be true. That, in this case, the
second may also be false is shown by the pair:
3y(V^xy=:l)^
V^(3yXy = 1) J
TC[5-34]c
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If you discussed the imagined graph of U as suggested on TC[5-35, 36]a,
you might ask students how they could use the graph to tell if Mr, Adams
belonged to the range of U. Find Mr. Adamis' name in the vertical list
and draw a horizontal line through it. If this line passes through a
graph of a point in U, he is in the range. Otherwise, he is not. Next,
ask students to consider the set of all points in U whose graphs are on
this horizontal line. [This could be the empty set.] What can be said
about the first connponents of these points? They are the nieces and
nephews of Mr. Adams. To find out if Bill Smith is in the domain of U,
draw a vertical line through his name in the horizontal list. If it hits
the graph of the relation, Bill Smith has an uncle. The subset of U
whose meinbers have graphs on this vertical line are ordered pairs
whose second components are the uncles of Bill Smith. Extend the work
a bit by asking students to imagine a vertical line being drawn through
the name of Alice Smith, Bill's sister. Will her line hit the same points
as Bill's? No, but the second components of the points whose graphs
her line contains will be the same as those for Bill's line, if we may
assume that brothers and sisters have the same uncles. Ask students
to consider the lines they would draw to deternnine if Mr. Adams
belonged to the range and to the donnain. Of course, these lines cross
each other, but do they cross in the graph of a point which belongs to U ?
Ask if U contains any point with equal components, but avoid hassles
over marriage customs!
Sonne excellent references dealing with relations and their properties
are
Tarski, Introduction to Logic (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1956),
Suppes, Introduction to Logic (New York: Van Nostrand, 1957),
Huntington, The Continuum (New York: Dover, 1957),
Cogan et al.
,
Modern Mathematical Methods and Models
,
Volume II (Buffalo, New York: Mathematical Association
of America, University of Buffalo, 1958), and
Luce, Some Basic Mathematical Concepts (Nev/ Haven: School
Mathematics Study Group, 1959).
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Some pedagogical suggestions concerning the development of the
descriptions (1) and (2) of ^r, and fH^ nnay be in order since they involve
a new type of sentence, existential generalizations. We have a rela-
tion R among the nnembers of a set S. We wish to know which mennbers
of S are involved in the relation, and, in particular which mennbers of S
are first components and which are second components of ordered pairs
of R. Let us pick a mennber of S, say x, and ask if x belongs to the
donnain of R. To answer this question, we search annong the members
of S. If we find a meiTiber of S, say y, such that {x, y) belongs to R,
we say:
Yes, K e ^rj because there is a y e S such that (x, y) e R.
Similarly, to find the range of R, we start by picking a member of S,
say X, and ask if x belongs to {^„ . To answer this question, we search
among the members of S for a member, say y, such that {y, x) belongs
to R. If we are successful in the search, we say:
Yes, X e 5^p because there is a y e S such that (y, x) £ R.
The symbol '3 <,' is pronounced as 'there is a y in S such that'. [For
a detailed discussion of universal and existential generalizations, see
the essay which begins onTC[2-27]e. The "backwards 'E' " reminds
one of the first letter of 'exists' in the phrase 'there exists ... '
.]
In studying the diagram on page 5-36, students should understand that
the graphs of ^^ and {?„ are graphs of subsets of S, and that the graph
of R is a graph of a set of ordered pairs whose first components belong
to
,>j^ and whose second components belong to R„ . The graphs of ^„
and ftj^ are not graphs of axes. [See page 5-62ff.]
't-
Answers for questions in the text [on page 5-36].
Bill Smith is in ^^ if and only if the sentence : (Bill Smith, x) e U has
at least one solution. Mr. Adams is in ^^ if and only if there is at
least one solution of: (Mr. Adams, x)
€
U
TC[5-35. 36]d
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whose domain is P, the set of all people. Similarly, if M is the set of
all male human beings, the sentence:
V »x (3 T-, X is an uncle of y)
asserts that each male human being is an uncle of some person. Here,
'e M' indicates that 'x* is a variable whose domain is M, and 'e P'
indicates that 'y' is a variable whose don^ain is P. When the domain of
a variable is not so indicated it is to be understood that the domain is
the set of real numbers [or, if a restriction is attached, a subset of
this set]. [Sometimes, as in section 5.02, we nnay adopt, for a time,
some other convention.]
Now, although, as has just been pointed out, questions concerning the
domain of a variable are really questions about the use of language,
questions concerning the domain [and range] of a relation are questions
about the subject matter. Thus, the domain of the relation
{(x, y) e P X P: y is an uncle of x}
is the set of all people who have uncles. This is a proper subset of
the domain, P, of the variable *x'.
Note the script letters for domain and range. We want abbreviations
for 'the domain of R' and 'the range of R'. ['^n ' is read as 'the domain
of R* and
'j^^^' is read as 'the range of R'.] The script letters and the
subscripts serve this purpose. Students should be cautioned about the
importance of using script letters instead of Roman letters in these
cases. Naturally, they need not make copies of the particular script
letters we use in the text. All they need do is to make letters which
are clearly distinguishable from the block upper case letters. For
example
:
^
In the case of the field of a relation [page 5-37], letters like:
J
will do. Students will get practice in making these letters when theydo the exercises in Part A on page 5-37.
TC[5-35, 36]c

It is important to distinguish between the two uses of the word 'domain*.
Students have learned that the donnain of a variable is the set of entities
which can serve as values of the variable, that is, the set of entities
whose nannes can be used to replace the variable in an expression or in
a sentence in which the variable occurs. When one builds a language
for the purpose of talking about a particular subject matter, he usually
specifies at the outset which symbols he will use as variables and what
the donnains of these variables are. To ask about the domain of a vari-
able is to ask about one of the ground rules used in setting up the lan-
guage. In Units 1 through 4, one of our ground rules is that the domain
of each variable is a set of real nunnbers and, unless otherwise
specified, is the set of [all] real numbers. Ways of indicating a
restriction of the domain are illustrated by:
V^^o| = . TC[2-84]a
^^^°= ^= l> TC[3-27]c
3x 'x = 21«x, [x/ 0] TC[3-45, 46, 47]a
{(x, y) , X and y integers : x = y - 1 } 4-9
{x e D: (x, 3) e T} TCl5-H]a
{{x, y) eS X S: y < x} 5-3
In Unit 5 we have a variety of subject matters --real nunnbers, people,
sets, geometric figures, measures, relations .... One way of making
clear what is the subject matter of any particular discussion is to
choose, in each case, special symbols as variables. For exannple, we
might decide, once and for all, to use upper case Roman letters as
variables whose domain is the set of all people, lower case Greek
letters as variables whose domain is the set of all geometric figures,
etc. However, this is typographically impractical, and even if it were
not, would hardly be worth the trouble. Instead, when we need variables
whose domain is not the set of real numbers we shall, as in Exercises
7(£) through 7(p) of Part A on pages 5-8 and 5-9, assign an arbitrary
name, say *D', to the domain and use phrases like 'e D* to indicate that
a letter is being used as a variable with this domain. Thus in:
{(x, y) e P X P: y is an uncle of x},
*€ P X P' indicates that both *x' and 'y' are here being used as variables
TC[5-35, 361b

The relation U may seem a bit strange since the relations worked with
in detail thus far have been numerical ones. It may help to ask students
what the ordered pairs are which belong to U. For one thing, they are
ordered pairs of people. The first component is a person, and so is
the second component. Since these are ordered pairs which belong to
the relation of being an uncle of [or: unclehood], the second component
of each such ordered pair is an uncle, and the first component is one
of his nieces or nephews.
Students may wonder if you can graph the relation U. The answer is
'yes', although, practically speaking, it is impossible. However, it
is instructive to discuss the steps you would follow in making such a
graph. First, you might nnake a picture of the cartesian square of the
set of all people. One way to do this is to nnake two lists --one vertical
and the other horizontal- -of all the people in the world. Then, just as
one graphs an ordered pair of numbers, you could graph an ordered
pair of people. If you wanted to graph the ordered pair
(Al Brown, Stan Moore),
you would look for Al Brown's name in the horizontal list and draw a
vertical line through it; then, look for Stan Moore's nanne in the verti-
cal list and draw a horizontal line through it. The dot in which the two
lines cross is the graph of (Al Brown, Stan Moore). There is also a
graph of {Stan Moore, Al Brown) which is different from the graph of
(Al Brown, Stan Moore) [assuming Al Brown f Stan Moore],
Then, to graph the relation U you would have to select from the carte-
sian square of P and mark on the picture just those ordered pairs for
which the second component is an uncle of the first component.
A brace -notation nanne for U is : {(x, y) e P X P: y is an uncle of x}
Answers for questions in the text.
Each person who is not an uncle [in particular, each female person] is
an example of a member of P who is not the second component of any
member of U.
A nephew who is so only by virtue of having an aunt is not the first
component of any member of U.
The domain of U is the set of people who have uncles.
The range of U is the set of people who are uncles [that is, the set of
male persons who have nephews or nieces].
TC[5-35, 36]a

Skill Quiz.
A. Simplify.
3
2.
1 + i
4 2
3
7
3.
1
5
4.
5
3
5.
1-
1 2
8 9 f^^ 1^'
B. Simplify.
1. 3{2a - b) + (b - a) - 2(6 + c) 2. x(x - y) + y<x - y) - 7(xy) + /
3. 4(x - y)(x + y) - 7(x - y){x - y) + 6(x - y)^
4. 2ab(a + c) - 2bc(a + b) 5. 10 ( ^^^) + (x + y){2 + 3y)
C. Factor.
1. x^ + 5x - 14 2, x^ - 1 3. 3x^ - 24x + 45
4. x^ + 4xy + 4y^ 5. 5 - x^ + 4x
D. Solve. [In the case of inequations, give the solution set, using the
simplest sentence possible as set selector.]
1. 8x - 14 + 3x = 7 2. 5x + 16 < 2x + 9
3. x^ + x = 12 4. 8y + 5 < 6y - 7
5. x^ + 4 = 4x
»,i^
Answers for Quiz.
'I-
A. 1. 1 2. 35
12 3. 35 ^- 7 5.
3
~ 11
B. 1. 5a - 2b - 2c - 12 2. x^ - 7xy 3. 3x^ + 2xy - 5/
4. 2a^b - 2b^c 5. 4x + 3xy + 3/
C, 1. (x + 7)(x - 2) 2. (x - l){x + 1) 3. 3{x - 5)(x - 3)
4. (x + 2y)(x + 2y) 5. (5-x){l+x)
D- 1. IT 2. {x: x< -1}
4. {y: y < -6} 5. 2
TC[5-37]c
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member of the range because adding 1 has an inverse.
[One can solve Sample 2 by saying that
^g = {x: 3y y^ = x+ 1},
and that
R^ = {x: 3 x^ = y + 1}.By ' '
But, doing this is akin to answering: {x: x^ - 5x + 6 = O}, when asked
for the solution set of 'x^ - 5x + 6 = 0'!]
A foreknowledge of the domain and range of a relation is useful in draw-
ing a graph. Such knowledge helps you select the scales for the axes.
If you were graphing the relation in Sample 2 on a sheet on cross
-
section paper, you might draw the axes like this:
O y
X
o
o
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-37 and 5-38].
1. ^^ = {-2. 0. 5}, ^^ = {-2, 0, 1. 5} = 3j^
2.
^j^ = {3. 4} = R^ = 3j^
3. ^^ = {x e I: 1 < X < 10} = i^^ = g.j,
TC[5-37]b

The notion of the field of a relation makes it easy for us to give a
precise description of the property of reflexiveness . The statement
that the field of R is the smallest subset of S whose cartesian square
contains all the members of R may be a little hard for students to
understand without having had the experience of doing the exercises in
Part A. Don't push this statement, but instead raise these questions
which students should thinlc about as they do Part A:
(1) Is each member of ,5-„ a member of g_ ? [Yes.]
(2) Is each member of Rj^ a member of 3p ? [Yes.]
(3) Is each member of g_ a member of ,5-„ ? [Not necessarily.]
(4) Is each member of 3_ a member of 5^? [Not necessarily.]
(5) Can
-^1^ = 3^? [Yes, provided that R^Q. ^j^.]
(6) If either ^j^ or Si^ is S, does 3j^ = S? [Yes.]
Follow through by asking for answers when they have completed Part A,
A person who has an obsession both for drawing graphs of relations on
square charts and for using as small an area as practicable has probably
discovered the notion of a field. He knows that the domain and range of
a relation are subsets of the field. So, he prepares his chart to accom-
modate the cartesian square of the field. This assures him that there
will be no point of the relation whose graph will not fit on the chart.
Here are pedagogical suggestions for handling Sample Z. The relation
B is a relation among the real numbers . We want to find out what real
numbers belong to ^^. So, we pick some real number, say 7, and ask
if 7 e
.^D. This is equivalent to asking:
Is there a real number y such that y^ = 7 + 1 ?
The answer to this question is 'yes' because nTs^ is such a real number.
[-•/S is another real number whose square is 7 + 1, but the fact that
there are two is irrelevant.] Does -5 e .^-^ ? That is:
Is there a real number y such that y^ = -5 + 1 ?
The answer is 'no* because the square of each real number is non-
negative. The smallest number in the domain is -1.
Does 12
€ Rg? That is:
Is there a real number x such that 12* = x + 1 ?
Yes, 143 is such a real number. In fact, each real number is a
TC[5-37]a
4.
-?^j^ = {7}, a^ = {2, 6. 7, 9} = 3j^
5. ^3 = {2, 4. 6, 8, 12}, ftg = {1},
^s
= {1. 2, 4, 6, 8, 12}
6. ,^„ = {x: X > 3/2}, f£„ = the set of all real numbers = 3„
7.
^j^ = {x: -5 < X < 5} = fitj^ = 3j^
8. >j, = {x€ I: -10 < x< 10} = j^^ = 3^
9. ,5-p = the set of all real numbers = 3p, ftp = {x: x > 4}
10.
-^G ^ ^
""
'^G ^ '''G
11. ,.%. = the set of all real numbers = i^„ = 3„
rl H hi
12. ,3--r = {x: |x| > 5}, Si-r = the set of all real numbers = 3t 1 ^ j ^
13.
*j^ = {x: |x| < 5) = 3^, B^ = {x: |x | < 3} j ^rfpL.
See Exercise 3 of Part E, Supplementary Exercises [page 5-242], for
possible classroom discussion questions at this point. Also, see
TC[5-37]a.
Answers for Part B.
1. True [3{ll/3) + 7 = 18] 2. False [{x: x = x + 1 } = 0]
3. True [(-l)^ - 1 = 0] 4. True [3 + 8=8+3}
5. False [Note, however, that the conjunction *3 2x - 5 = and
3 5x - 2 = 0' is true.] Also, '3 (2x - 5 = -7 and
x * X
5x - 2 = -7)' is true.]
6. True ['2(5/2) - 5 = or 5(5/2) - 2 = 0' is true.]
7. False [2» 1 - 3 / 12] 8. True [2(15/2) - 3 = 12]
9. True [12 = 3' 4, and 4 e I] 10. False [{x: 12 = 7x} = {12/7},
and 12/7 / I]
11. True [0^ - 3'0* = 0(0 - 1)(0 + 9)]
TC[5-38]a

12. True [V x + (3 - x) = 3] 13. False [V 3^ x + y / 3]
[Note the difference between Exercises 12 and 13. Exercise 12 says
that, for each first number there is a second number whose sum with
the first is 3; Exercise 13 says that, there is a number such that, no
matter what number you add it to, the sum is 3. ]
14. True [V xO = 0] 15. True [V xO = O]
[For a discussion of sentences like those in Exercises 12
through 15, see TC[5-34]b andc]
Answers for Part C [on page 5-38].
[P v_y Q and P r^ Q are relations because the union and intersection of
sets of ordered pairs are sets of ordered pairs.]
^P w Q "" -^P "^ '^Q •
^p
^^ Q^ ^-p 1^ 'S-Q. However, ^p ^ may be a proper subset of
^p r> ^_. For example, consider the relations in Exercises 2 and 3
of Part A. N r> T is {(3, 4)}, so ^ „ is {3}. But, ^ r^ ^.N r^ T ^ -" " ' ~N ~T is
{3, 4}. [Similar remarks apply to ranges and fields . ]
It is interesting to note that if ,5-p C S and {?p C T then, although the
domain and range of R (with respect to S X T) are subsets of S and T,
respectively, nothing more can be said about ^~ and £~ unless one
has additional information about R. In particular, it is generally not
the case that ^~ = ^„ or that R~ = R„ .
TC[5-38]b


Quiz.
Suppose that
R={(2. 3), (3, 3), (7, 3), (-2, 3), {0, 3), (-8, 3)},
T = {(3, 0), (3, 5), (3, -8), (3, 7), (3, -10), {3, 2). (3, 3), (3, -2)},
S = {(0, 5, -8, 7, -10, 2, 3, -2},
U = {2, 3, 7, -2, 0, -8},
and V = {3}.
Complete each of the following to a true sentence with one of the letters
'R', 'T', 'S', 'U', or 'V.
1. The domain of R is . 2. The domain of T is
3. The range of R is
.
4. The range of T is
5, The field of R is . 6. The field of T is
7. The domain of the converse of R is
8. The range of the converse of R is
9. The field of the converse of R is
10. The domain of the converse of T is
11. The range of the converse of T is
12. The field of the converse of T is
Answers for Quiz.
1. U 2. V 3. V 4. S 5. U 6, S
7. V 8. U 9. U 10. s 11. V 12. s
TC[5-39]c

4. (a) {(2, 6), (9. 9). (3, 8)}
(b) {(x, y): X = 3y} [or: {{x, y): y = -^x.}] [Evoke both answers,]
(c) {(x, y): X = y}
(d) {{x, y): y = 3x} [or: {(x, y): x = pr}]
(e) {(x, y): y' + x^ = 25 }
(f) {(x. y): y = 2}
(g) the relation of being a parent of
(h) the relation of being a cousin of
(i) the relation < [or: {(x, y): y < x}]
5. ^g = K, R = J, g = J w K [Ask the class 'What relation is the
converse of S ? ' The Jinswer is, of course, 'R'.]
6. The converse of a relation R is the relation whose members are
obtained by reversing the order of the components of the members
of R. [More briefly (and less confusingly): the converse of R is
{{x. y) e i^j^X^j^: y Rx}.]
In some textbooks, the converse of a relation R is denoted by 'R*.
In speaking of the converse of a relation one is referring to the
converse of a set of ordered pairs. The word 'converse' is also used
in speaking of individual ordered pairs: for each a and b, the converse
of (a, b) is (b, a). So, one may say that the converse of a relation R is
the relation whose mennbers are the converses of the nriembers of R.
TC[5-39]b
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Correction. In Exercise 5, delete '(a)'.
Answers for Part D.
1. (a)
10--
6--
4
2 +
©
©X
©
©
X
(b) The members of B are
obtained by reversing
the order of the compo-
nents of the members of
A.
8 10
E = {(x, y): y
F = {(x, y): X
2x = 1}
2y = 1}
Ask students for a brace'
notation nanne for F.
TC[5-39]a
The remainder of this section deals with two of the more important
properties which a relation may have. Besides furnishing a good back-
ground for the study of functions, it provides an opportunity to bring up
interesting combinatorial problems, [Parts D and E on pages 5-43 and
5-44, and Part B on page 5-46].
The relation whose graph appears in the middle of page 5-40 is reflexive.
Its field is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8}, and each of the ordered pairs (1, 1),
(2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5), (6, 6), and (8, 8) belongs to the relation.
Answers for Part A.
The field of the relation whose graph is (1) is {x el: 1 < x < 9 }. To
obtain a reflexive relation one must adjoin to the given relation the
pairs (2, 2), (4, 4), (6, 6), (7, 7), and (9, 9). [in addition to these one
may adjoin others, for example, (2, 6), or (John, 7). But, if one does
include, say, (John, 7) then the relation so obtained has John in its
field and, to obtain a reflexive relation, one must then adjoin
(John, John). ]
The field of the relation whose graph is (2) is {x €l: 2 < x < 9}. To
obtain a reflexive relation one must adjoin to the given relation the
pairs (6, 6) and (9, 9).
After doing Exercise 1, students may jump to the conclusion that a
reflexive relation is one whose graph includes "the diagonal". That
this is not necessarily the case is seen in Exercise 2, and in the chart
in the middle of the page. The point (1, 1) does not have to belong to
the relation in order that it be reflexive. It does only if 1 is in the field.
Suppose you are preparing to graph a relation which is reflexive, and
you decide to make a chart which will just accoinmodate the graph, that
is, it will have no unnecessary columns or rows. The chart will then
picture a cartesian square, and the relation is a subset of this square.
Furthernnore, if the rows are nanned "going up" in the same order that
the columjis are named "going to the right" then the graph of the
relation will contain all the diagonal points. Moreover, any relation
which meets these conditions is a reflexive one.
TC[5-40]


Exercise 15: Each ordered pair of real numbers with equal compo-
nents satisfies the set selector because +0^ = 0.
[strange as it may look, the relation in Exercise 15
is the same as that in Exercise 3. Since squares and
fourth powers of real numbers are nonnegative and since
the sum is 0, each addend nnust be 0. ]
vO
'f
In later exercises [for example, those in Part D on page 5-43] questions
may arise concerning the empty set. For example; Is a relation?
If one recalls that each set all of whose members are ordered pairs
is a relation, he sees that the answer to this question is 'yes'. For,
one who claims that is not a relation nnust be prepared to exhibit a
member of which is not an ordered pair. Since has no members,
it is impossible that he should be able to do this. Note that
^^ = {x: 3y (x, y) e 0} =0 and ^0 = {x: 3^ (y. x) e 0} = 0.
Also, is reflexive. For, 3gi = and V w (x, x)
€ 0. [Here, again,
one who clainns that is not reflexive faces the impossible task of
exhibiting a member of 0--this time, an x
€
such that (x, x) jf' 0. ]
Finally, is [see page 5-45] symimetric. For, there is no ordered
pair (x, y) in such that (y, x) ^ 0.
TC[5-41]b

Answers for Part B.
1. (1, 1), (2. 2), (3, 3), (4, 4). (5, 5) 2. H^ = {3, 4, 5}
3. If R is a reflexive relation then ^_ ~
^r • t^^ ^
^^ reflexive and
X
€ 3 then, since x R x, x € -S'j^. So, ^^ C ^^. Since, in any
case, ^p C S_, it follows that if R is reflexive then ,^„ = iJ„
.
Similarly, if R is reflexive then j^p. = tJd • ]
4. Yes. [A relation and its converse have the sanne field.]
Answers for Part C.
The relations in Exercises 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, cind 15
are reflexive; the others are not.
Exercises 3, 4, 5, 6 : Draw the graphs.
Exercise 7: Since 1 el*, each member of I* is a factor of itself.
[Suppose G is the set of positive integers greater than 1.
Is {(x, y) e G X G: y is a factor of x with respect to G} a
reflexive relation? Answer: No. Note that the domain
of this relation is the set of composite positive integers. ]
Exercise 8: The members of this relation are all the ordered pairs
for which the difference of the first component from the
second is an integral multiple of 5. For each k in the
field of this relation, (k, k) belongs to the relation
because k - k = and is an integral nnultiple of 5.
[It may help students if they first attenript to graph this
relation. ]
Exercise 9: Each person has the same parents as himself.
Exercise 12; One is not one's own sister.
Exercise 13: Notice that to name an ordered pair belonging to this
relation one would write, for example:
(' 3x + 5 = 4 - 7x + r, 'z^ + 6 = 8 - 2')
That is, one must use naunes of the components in
naming the pair.
TC[5-41]a

So, all together, there are 2'^ + 4» 2^ + 6 • 2^ + 4' 2° + 2°, or 4381,
reflexive relations among the members of a given set of four elements.]
Students may be surprised that only about one fifteenth of the relations
among a given set of four members are reflexive.
[You may recognize the numbers 1, 4, 6, 4, 1 as the successive coeffi-
cients in the expansion of, say, '(a + b)'*'. They are sonnetimes desig-
nated by (q) , Lj , (^j , Lj , and i^j , and are called
'binomial coefficients'. So, the number of reflexive relations among
the members of a given set of 4 elements is
or, for short,
k to(k)^^'"^ fX:'
for 'sum'].
For each n, the number of reflexive relations among the members of a
given set of n elements is
ur
^
-k
.]
7. 50,625 [The second components of those members of a relation R
which have a given member of ^ as first component form a non-
empty subset of ftj^. If Rj^ is to be a subset of a given 4-member
set, then there are 2^ - 1 nonempty subsets to choose from. If the
domain is a given 4-member set then we must make four such
choices in succession. So, the number of relations whose domain
is a given 4-member set and whose range is a subset of this set
IS (2 - 1)
.
In fact, for each m, for each n, the number of rela-
tions whose domain is a given n-member set and whose range is
a subset of a given m-member set is ( 2"^ - l)'^.]
TC[5-43]b

Correction. In the third line of Exercise "^6,
change 'Exercise 4' to 'Exercise 5'.
Answers for Part D.
1. 16; 32; 2" [or: 33, 554, 432] 2. 2^^ [Answer for Hint : 16]
[For each n there are 2 relations among the members of a given set
of n elements. ]
3. 2 14 4. 4 < n (R) < 16
5. 2'^ [Both the domain and the range of such a relation is a set of
four elements. Each relation with this domain and range is a sub-
set of a 16-member cartesian square. If such a relation is reflex-
ive then it is the union of two sets, a first set consisting of the 4
"diagonal" ordered pairs, and a second set whose members (if any)
are annong the remaining 12 pairs. So, the question in Exercise 5
announts to asking how nnany subsets a set of 12 elements has.]
n^ - n[For each n, there are 2 reflexive relations whose field is a given
set of n elennents. ]
6. There are 4 381 reflexive relations among the members of a given
set of four elements. [\7e begin by classifying the relations in ques-
tion according to their fields. Then, compute the number of reflexive
relations which have a given field, and finally, add the results
.
There are as many possible fields as there are subsets of the given
set of 4 elements. These subsets are (1) the set itself, (2) 4 subsets
each of which has 3 members, (3) 6 subsets each of which has 2
members, (4) 4 subsets each of which has 1 mennber, and (5) the
empty set. We have seen in Exercise 5 that there are
and
A' - 4
.3^
- 3
.2^ - 2
,1'
- 1
>0^ -
reflexive relations which have a given 4-element
set as field,
reflexive relations which have a given 3-element
set as field,
reflexive relations which have a given 2-element
set as field,
reflexive relations which have a given 1 -element
set as field,
reflexive relations which have as field.
TC[5-43]a
Answers for Part E [which begins on page 5-43],
1.
2.
n ^^^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1
1 1 1
2 CD CD CO (o) (^ ® CSD ^ CO)
3 CD CD CD CD (o) C^ (S> ^^
4 1 4 6 4 1
5 (V) Csj (To) Qoj (^ (2:^ (U^ c^ (^
6 Cb (&) (7?) 20 (15^ (© CD C^ ^
7 CD a) (Zd) C25_) (15) (2 /J CD CD (^
8 CD <£) (Z-S^ C5&) (ZO) (^ (Z^ CS) CD
In completing the table, students will be computing the binonnial
coefficients Lj previously referred to on TC[5-43]b. There are a
number of discoveries which they miay make while doing so. For
example, they should note the symmetry due to the fact that, for each
n, for each k <^ n, there is the sanne nunnber of k-member subsets of
an n-member set as there are (n - k)-member subsets--that is,
(k)
~
(
-k) * ^^^° ^Y taking ratios of corresponding numbers listed
\ ' /n"l\//ri\ti — kin successive rows they nnay discover that I , j/li,) ~ » ^°'"
<_ k < n. For example [n = 6], the ratios of numbers listed in the
5-row to those listed in the 6-row are
that is,
1/1, 5/6. 10/15, 10/20. 5/15, l/6, O/l,
6/6, 5/6, 4/6. 3/6, 2/6, l/6, 0/6.
TC[5-44]a

However, the discovery referred to in Exercise 2 is that,
(1) for each n, (q) = U and
(2) for each n> 1, for each k> 1, (jj) = (k !^ l) + ("k J •
So, for example [n = 7], the numbers listed in the 7-row are
1, 1 + 6, 6 + 15, 15 + 20, 20 + 15, 15 + 6, 6 + 1. 1 + 0, + 0.
Those who discover this will want to know why it Vv'orks. Here is an
explanation:
For each n, ( 1 = 1 because each set has just one 0-mem ber
subset, the empty set.
Now suppose that, for a given n > 1 and a given k > 1 we want to
count the k-member subsets of an n-member set S. We can do
this by choosing one menriber, say e^, of S and counting, first,
the number of k-member subsets of S which contain e^ and, second,
the number of k-mennber subsets of S which do not contain e^ .
Now, the k-member subsets of S which contain e correspond
exactly with the (k - 1) -member subsets of the (n - l)-menniber set
{e, }. So, the number of these is the number of (k - 1) -member
subsets of an (n - 1) -member set--|,
,J
. And the k-mennber
subsets of S which do not contain e are precisely the k-mennber
subsets of the (n - l)-member set {e^}. So, the number of these
is the number of k-member subsets of an (n - l)-member set--
{ " j . Hence, altogether, the n-member set S has [~ A + \^ ]
k-member subsets.
Students may note that any entry in the table can be obtained mechanically
when one has discovered properties (1), (2), and
(3) for each k > 1, (°\ =
[that is, that the empty set has no noneinpty subsets!].
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to
or to:
The formula y " j/l!^) = ^^—— is, because of property (2), equivalent
\k- ij/ (kj ^ n'
This last formula can be explained as follows:
As in the explanation of (2), let S be an n-member set, say,
S = {e^, e^, , e }. 17e know that there are just [, ,1
k-member subsets of S which contain e,, (, ,1 which contain
/ - 1\ 1
\k - 1/
e^, , and f , , ) which contain e . If we add these results,
getting n I, , jj we will have counted each k-member subset
of S k times--once for each of its k-members. So, we get k[, ),
TC[5-44]c


In the case of any of the relations which are not symnr^etric, all that a
student must do is exhibit an ordered pair (a, b) such that (a, b) belongs
to the relation and (b, a) does not. Thus, in Exercise 2, (6, 4) belongs
but (4, 6) does not. In Exercise 3, (1, 7) belongs but (7, 1) does not.
[in connection with Exercise 3, ask if there is a pair (a, b) such that
(a, b) and (b, a) both belong. (-5, -5) is such a pair, and it is the only
one. ]
Note that the relation in Exercise 4 is the union of {(x, y): y = 2x + 5 }
and {(x, y): x = 2y + 5 }. It is the union of a relation and its converse.
Such a union is its own converse, and so it is symnnetric. It is instruc-
tive to ask if the intersection of the coinponents is symmetric. The
answer is 'yes' because the intersection consists just of points on the
diagonal [in this case, just the point (-5, -5)]. In general, both the
union and the intersection of a relation and its converse are symmet-
ric. [Exercise 6 can be discussed in the same manner.]
Exercise 12 deals with the union of a syminetric relation
[{(x, y): y+x + l=0}] and a nonsymmetric one [{(x, y): y - x + 1 = }],
In this case, the union is nonsymmetric. But, this is not generally so.
For if R is symmetric, T nonsymmetric, and T C R, R '^ T is sym-
metric.
Exercise 13 provides an example of the intersection of a nonsymmetric
relation and its converse. [Recall that 'y - 1 < x < y + 1' is equivalent
to 'y - 1 < X eind x < y + 1 '. ['x < y + 1 ' is equivalent to 'x - 1 < y
',
which is the "converse" of 'y - 1 < x'.] And, {(x, y): y - 1 < x and
x< y + 1} = {(x, y): y - 1 < x} ^ ((x, y): x< y + 1 }.]
Although students could do all of these exercises by drawing graphs
and searching for symmetry with respect to the diagonal [certainly,
a few of them should be done this way], we hope that Exercises 9 and
10 will be done merely by interchanging 'x* and 'y' in the set selectors.
TC[5-45, 46]d

As an eleventh exercise for Part B, it would be natural to ask how
many symmetric relations there are whose field is a given set of five
elements. Notice that this question is related to that of Exercise 8 in
the same way as that of Exercise 9 is related to that of Exercise 10
[and not as tliat of Exercise 10 is related to that of Exercise 9]. The
solution of such problems requires a more complicated technique
based on extensions of the formula:
(«) n(A w B) = n(A) + n(B) - n(A ^ B)
We cajinot go into this here but, for your infornnation, the answer to
the proposed exercise is
^(5^ + 5)/2
. 3 . 2^4^ + 4)/2 ^ 10 . ^(3^ + 3)/2 . ^^ . ^(2^ + 2)/2
^3^2(1^ +l)/2 . ^{O' +0)/2^
or 28217. One subtracts from the nuinber [2^^] of symmetric relations
among the nnembers of a given 5 -member set S the number of such
relations whose fields are proper subsets of S. Each of these relations
is a symmetric relation among the members of one of the five 4-
member subsets of S. So, if A is the set of symmetric relations
among the members of one of these sets, and B, C, D, and E are,
respectively, the sets of symmetric relations among the memibers of
the other four 4-member subsets, what we need to calculate is
n(A w B "^ C >^ D '^ E). For this we need an extension of {*). Using
it, and the fact that, for example, n(A) = 2^", n(A r^ B) = the number
of symmetric relations among the naennbers of a 3 -member subset of
S = 2"
,
n(A -^ B "^ C) = 2 , etc. , one arrives at the result given
above.
Answers for Part C [on page 5-46].
The relations in Exercises 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, and 13 are synnmetric,
the others not. [By the time students have done Exercises 4, 5, 6, 7,
8, 11, and 13, they should see that a relation described as these are is
symmetric if, when one interchanges *x' and 'y' in the given set selector,
one obtains an equivalent sentence. Exercises 3, 9, 10, 11, and 12
make the point that this condition is necessary (as well as being suffi-
cient) for symmetry.]
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8. 2'^ [This answer can be obtained by a procedure similar to that
used in solving Exercise 5 of Part D on page 5-43. Suppose
S = {l , 2, 3, 4, 5 }. A relation among the members of S is a subset
of the 25-nnember set S X S (and there are 2 ^ such subsets). Each
symmetric relation among the nnembers of S can be thought of as
resulting from choosing nnembers of {(x, y) €S X S: x > y), and
then choosing those mennbers of S X S "above" the diagonal which
are required by synnmetry. Since {{x, y) € S X S: x > y } has 15
members [5 + (5 - 5)/2 = 15], there are 15 choices to be made.
A slight variation is to think of the relation as determined by
choosing any subset of the diagonal of S X S and any subset of the
members of S X S below the diagonal. Since S X S has 5 diagonal
members and (5 - 5)/2 members below the diagonal, there are 2^
subsets of the diagonal and 2^** subsets whose members are below
the diagonal. So, the first choice can be nnade in 2^ ways and the
second in 2^° ways, and there are 2^ • 2"* conribinations of choices.
In general, for each n, there are 2 ' symmetric relations
among the members of a given set of n elements.]
9. 2 [This exercise differs from Exercise 8 only in that, here,
one has no choice with respect to a diagonal member of S X S: all
such ordered pairs must be chosen. So, there remain 10 choices,
2'° outcomes. For each n, there are 2 ' relations which
are both reflexive and symmetric and whose field is a given set
of n elements. ]
"" 10. 1450 [Exercise 10 is related to Exercise 9 in much the same way
as Exercise 6 of Part D on page 5-43 is related to the exercise
which precedes it. A relation among the mennbers of a set of 5
elements may have as its field either (1) the empty set, (2) one of
5 singleton sets, (3) one of 10 2-member sets, (4) one of 10 3-
member sets, (5) one of 5 4 -member sets, or (6) the given set
itself. Using the result obtained in Exercise 9, one sees that there
are, all together,
(0^
- 0)/2 ^3.2<^' - l)/2 + 10.2<2' - 2)/^ + 10. 2<^' 3>/22
or 1450, relations among 5 elements which are both reflexive and
symmetric. For each n, there are
"
'n\ 2<k' -k)/2
?o("^)k
relations among n elements which are both reflexive and symmetric]
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Answers for Part A,
(1) (1, 6). (4, 7), (5, 7). (6, 2). (6. 3). (6, 5), (6, 7), (6, 8). (6. 9),
(8. 3), (8, 7), (9. 3), (9. 7)
(2) (1, 2). (1. 6), (2. 3). (2, 6). (3, 1). (3, 6). (4, 5). (4, 6). (5, 6).
(7, 4), (8, 9). (9, 7)
(3) None.
(4) (2. 7), (2, 9), (4, 5), (4, 7), (6, 3), (6, 5). (8, 1). (8, 3), (10, 1)
Answers for Part B [on page 5-46].
1. Yes; yes; yes; yes. [A symmetric relation among the members of
set S must contain an even number (possibly 0) of "nondiagonal"
pairs in S X § and may contain any number of pairs from the dia-
goned of S X S. So, symmetry puts no restriction on the number of
members of a relation. ]
2. Yes. [Of course. ]
3. Yes. [One example is {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3)}.]
4. Rj^ = {3, 4, 5}
5. Jf R is a symmetric relation then ,^_ = ft., . [if x € >„ then there is
a y such that x R y. And, if R is syreunetric, y R x. So, x c R«.
Hence, ^_ C ft Similarly, SL C ^^,]
If R is symmetric then the converse of R is R itself.
6. A relation which is its own converse is symmetric. [So (Exercise
5), a relation is synxmetric if and only if it is its own converse.]
7. We know that there are at least five and no more than twenty-five
members in R, but we are not sure of any given one. [Since R is
symmetric, ^_ = tJn. So, each member of 2_ naust be the first
component of some member of R. Hence, 5 < n(R).]
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Quiz.
A. For each relation described below, give its domain, range, and
field.
1. T= {(-1. 7), (-3, 5), (9, 8). (7, 2), (6. 3), (31. 27)}
2. M = {(3, 7), (5, 9)} 3. F= { (x, y): x^ = 16 - y^}
4. G= {(X, y)e I X I: |x| < 5 - |y|}
5. K= {(a, b): 2b = 7a - 15}
B. For the relations described below tell whether
(i) the relation is reflexive, (ii) the relation is symnnetric.
1 . { (x, y): X ^ y} 2. { (x. y): x - y = 0}
3. {(a. b): |a| - |b| = 0} 4. {(p, q): p= 5q+ 3}
5. {(x, y): x= y^+ 2}
'I"
Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. ^ = {-3, -1, 6, 7, 9, 31} 2. ^ = {3, 5}
^T= {2, 3. 5. 7. 8. 27} R^ = {7, 9}
3^ = {-3, -1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 27, 31} ^^ = {3, 5, 7, 9}
3. ^^ = {x: -4 < X < 4} = ftj, = 3^
4. ^^ = {-4, -3. -2, -1 , 0, 1 , 2, 3, 4} = K^ = 55^
5. ^j.= the set of all real numbers = K,, = 3,,i^ K K
B. 1. r 2. r, s 3. r, s 4. neither 5. neither
TC[5-47]d

A little help may be needed for Exercise 5. Students do have some kind
of concept of right angle . But, to understand the set selector in Exer-
cise 5, they must think of an angle as the union of two noncollinear
rays with a common end point. So, an angle is a set of points. The
union of a line and a line is also a set of points. And, we are looking
for ordered pairs of lines such that the union of the first and the second
contains a right angle as a subset. Since these are lines [not rays],
the right angle will be a proper subset of the union. In fact, each
union which contains a right angle also contains three other right angles.
'1^
Answers for Part E [on page 5-47].
[To save space, we omit answers for parts (a) of Exercises 1-12.]
congruence (of triangles)
parallelism [We assume that
a line is not parallel to itself. ]
congruence (of circles)
congruence (of segments)
perpendicularity
similarity (of triangles)
congruence (of triangles)
similarity (of triangles)
congruence
similarity
[none]
equivalence (of triangles
with respect to area)
1. (b] yes (c yes (d)
2. (b] no (c yes (d)
3. (b] yes (c yes (d)
4. (b) yes (c yes (d)
5. (b] no (c yes (d)
6. (b) yes (c yes (d)
7. (b] yes (c yes (d)
8. (bl yes (c yes (d)
9. (b) yes (c yes (d)
10. (b] yes (c yes (d)
11. (b] yes (c yes (d)
12. (b] yes (c yes (d)
As in the answer for Exercise 9, we use 'congruence' as an abbrevia-
tion for 'congruence of plane geometric figures*. Similarly for
'similarity'. The parenthetical phrases in answers for Exercise 1,
3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 point out that the relations in question are subsets
of these "larger" relations.
Although there is no "commonly used name" for the relation in Exer-
cise 11, one might use 'equivalence of triangles with respect to
perimeter*.
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vertices to see whether one triangle can be made to "fit the other.
After a bit of experimentation, you should be able to tell that a pair of
triangles will belong to the relation just if they agree in their angles
and their sides with respect to at least one matching of their vertices.
[For a more formal discussion of triangle-congruence, see Unit 6.]
(Students should depend upon geonnetric intuition to make their decision
about whether one can decide on the truth of (*) just by looking at the
sentence. We hope that nnost of your students can do this without a lot
of drawing or model-making. You should be in a fairly good position to
judge their ability in view of what they did in section 5. 03. You may
want to come to class equipped with a dozen cardboard or wire models
of triangles, some of which are similar, some with the same area,
some congruent, etc. In any event, a correct answer for part (a)
consists of two pictures, each of a triangle, such that the triangles
agree in their angles and in their sides.]
The relation is reflexive since each triangle has the same size and
shape as itself. The relation is symmetric since if a first triangle
has the same size and shape as a second triangle, then the second
triangle has the same size and shape as the first. [As you can see,
the word 'same' is a key one in responding to parts (b) and (c). ]
In answering part (d), much depends upon the geometry studied in
earlier courses. Undoubtedly, some of your students will know the
words 'congruent* or 'congruence'. This is an opportunity to acquaint
all of them with it. In view of the other relations in the list to which
the word 'congruence' applies, it is best to call the relation in Exer-
cise 1 'triangle-congruence' or 'congruence of triangles'. [It is
rather interesting to note that those students who do not know the
word 'congruence' still have an awareness of the relation, an aware-
ness at least partially developed by the exercise itself.]
Do not insist too strongly on answers for parts (d); otherwise, there
may be considerable head-scratching at home for Exercises 11 and 12,
TC[5-47]b

Correction. In the figure on page 5-49, the
vertical dotted segment should start at (48, 0)
aaid the horizontal dotted Eegment should end
at [approximately] (0, 50).
Answers for Part D.
1. The relations in Exercises 2 and 13 of Part C are reflexive; the
others are not.
2. The only symmetric relations in Part C on page 5-41 are those in
Exercises 3, 5, 6. 8, 9. 10, 11, 13. 14, and 15.
Before you assign the exercises of Part E, we suggest that you discuss
Exercise 1 with the class [or, at least make a start on it]. Ask them to
look, first, at the index '(x, y) € T X T' in the name of the relation. This
tells you that the relation in question is a subset of the cartesian square
of the set of all triangles; and, this means that the domain of 'x' and of
'y' is the set of all triangles. So, a member of this relation is an
ordered pair of triangles. To do part (a) for Exercise 1, then, you will
[if the relation is not ennpty] need to draw pictures of two triangles. But.
what kind of triangles?
To answer this question, think about the triangles which belong to this
relation. An ordered pair of triangles belongs to the relation if and only
if the set selector 'x has the same size and shape as y' is converted into
a true sentence by substituting for *x' a name for the first component
and substituting for 'y' a name for the second component. [Notice that
we do not put triangles in place of 'x' and 'y' in the set selector; we put
names of triangles in those places.] How do we find triangles whose
names •will convert the set selector into a true sentence?
Let's use a bit of imagination. Pretend that you have access to the set
of all triangles [please don't ask us where those triangles are!]. Each
triangle has a tag attached to it [please don't ask us how!] and a name
of the triangle is printed on the tag. The tags might bear such names
as *AJIM', 'ALIZ', 'AS', 'AD', etc. If you choose one, and then
another, of those triangles at random, and put a name for the first one
chosen in place of *x* in the set selector, and a name for the second one
in place of 'y', can you determine whether the set selector has been
converted into a true sentence? You might get a statement like:
(*) AJIM has the same size and shape as ACAL
Of course, you can not decide whether the sentence is true just by
looking at it! You must look at the triangles ! You may be able to tell
at once that AJIM is bigger than ACAL. But, the triangles may appear
to be about the same size; if so. you will have to try matching the
TC[5-47]a
Correction. In the Sample on page 5-50,
insert '{7, 9)' after *(7, 5)'.
V/hen asking whether a given relation is a function, if 'No* is a correct
answer, don't accept 'No, it's a relation'. This way of speaking tends
to establish the incorrect belief that functions are not relations and that
relations are those sets of ordered pairs which are not functions.
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-50 and 5-51].
1. Not a function, [it contains two ordered pairs, (6, 5) and (6, -4),
which have the same first component.]
2. Function.
3. Not a function. [It contains two ordered pairs, for example,
(-1, 6) and (-1, 4), which have the sanne first component. This
relation contains five ordered pairs . ]
4. Function.
5. Function, [Since y4 = 2, '(3, 2)' and '(3, V^)' name the same
ordered pair. ]
6. Function.
7. Function. [Any singleton of ordered pairs is a function. Since
there are not two ordered pairs in a singleton, there cannot be
two ordered pairs with the same first component.]
8. Function. [An argunnent like that in Exercise 7 applies here. ]
9. Function.
10. Not a function. [It contains two ordered pairs, for example,
(0, v5) and (0, -V6), which have the same first component.]
11. Not a function. 12. Function.
13. Not a function. 14. Not a function.
15. Function. 16. Not a function.
'1^
Answers for Part B [on page 5-51],
The converses of the relations in Exercises 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, and 13 are
functions; the converses of the others are not.
TC[5-50, 51]

Correction. In Exercise 7, insert a
'}' after •/?'.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
The material on page 5-52 was inadvertently
misplaced. Have your class skip page 5-52, and
proceed to a study of pages 5-53 through 5-60.
After the exercises on page 5-60 have been
studied, and students are acquainted with func-
tional notation, you should assign the material
on page 5-52.
The purpose of Part C on page 5-52 is to point out that, given functions
f and g, in order to show that f = g it is necessary to show, not only
that f(x) = g{x) for each x
€
-5-, -^ ^ , but also that ^, = ^ . Your students,
for whom functions are sets of ordered pairs, should have no difficulty
in seeing that this is the case. [With some other approaches to this
notion of function, the pedagogical problem is more troublesome. ]
Answers for Part C.
1. (a) yes (b) no
3. (a) yes (b) no
4. (a) yes
5. (a) yes
7. (a) yes
(b) no
(b) yes
(b) yes
(c) no 2. (a) yes (b) no (c) no
(c) no [A 'no' answer for part (a) requires
that one find a connmon argument of f and
g. But, ^^ r^ ^ = {and f ^ g = 0).]
(c) no [Although g / f, gCf.]
(c) yes 6. (a) yes (b) no (c) no
(c) yes [Another reminder that V V^ = |xj.]
'1^
8. No. For example, both {(x, y) : y = x} and {(x, y) : y = x + 1} have
the same domain and the same range.
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Here is a similar problem which may amuse your students.
A boy has a drawer which contains 26 blue socks and
26 brown socks. If, without looking, he reaches into
the drawer and takes out socks, one at a time, how
many nnust he take out to be sure of having two of the
same color ?
Many people will give the snap answer: 27 The correct
answer, of course, is: 3
'^IS. Function. [The domain of 'x* is the set of all rectangles, and
the domain of *y' is the set of all ordered pairs of nunnbers of
arithmetic. If one adopts the convention that the width of a
rectangle does not exceed its length, the set selector assigns
to each rectangle exactly ozae ordered pair of dimensions. If
one does not adopt some such convention, the relation is not a
function. ]
TC[5-53, 54]d

9. Function.
10. Function, [in speaking of the area-:neacure, we assume that some
particular unit has previously been specified. A similar remark
applies in Exercise 11.]
11. Function.
12. Function.
13. Function. [Each tricingle has one and only one circumscribed
circle.
]
14. Not a function. [Each circle circumscribes many triangles. ]
15. Function.
16. [As in Exercises 10 and 11, %ve assume that units of weight and
pressure have been chosen.] (a) Function, (b) Function, (c
)
Function, (d) Function, (e) Function, (f) The relation is a
function if (and only if), for each two days on which Hamster 7's
weight is the same, his blood pressure is also the same.
17. (a) Function,
(b) Not a function, [in addition to the information given in the
bracketed sentence you also need to know that there are more
than a million and one persons in New York. Hence, if no
two of th'e first 1000 001 ordered pairs have the same first
component, then the 1 000 002nd ordered pair must have the
same first comjjonent as one of the first 1000 001. For
your informatiori, some authorities claim that no person has
nnore than 140 000 hairs on his head !]
(c) If there do not exist at least 3 students who have birthdays
falling in the same month then at most 2 students have
birthdays in each month. If this is the case then, since
there are exactly 12 months, the class can have at most
24 students.
TC{5-53, 54]c

6. Function.
-I—
I
—
I
—
t- H \ 1 1—
h
7. Function. [This exercise may be difficult for the students. First
they must realize that the domain of 'x' is a set of ordered pairs--
the set of pairs whose components are the components of points of
the unit circle. This set of pairs is {(a, b): a +b = l}. So, so
of the members of the domain of 'x* are
me
(-1, 0), (0, 1). (f,
1 ^
), (0, -1), (1, 0), (|. -'^).
After a little thought, students should realize that the domain of
{(a, b): a^ + b^ = 1 } is {x: ~ 1 j5 x < 1 }. Hence, the first component
of a point x must be a nuinber which is equal to or greater than —I
and less than or equal to 1.
Next, students should think about how one finds pairs which belong
to the relation. We choose a point x [that is, an ordered pair which
is in the domain of 'x']. Suppose we choose (-1. 0). Now, the first
component of this point is -1, so, according to the set selector, the
pair ((-1, 0), -1) belongs to the relation. If we choose another point
X, say, the point (1, 0), we get ((1, 0), 1), and this is a pair which
is a member of the relation. Still other pairs which belong to the
relation are
((0, 1). 0), ((i. |), i), ((0. -1), 0), ((i, -^), i).
Be sure students see that, even though the pairs {0, 1) and (0, -1)
which are in the donriain of 'x' do have the sanne first component,
[C^ is not a function], they are different pairs. So, when we use
them to get pairs which belong to the relation in question [((0, 1), 0)
and ((0, -1), 0)] we get ordered pairs with different first components.]
^'
t^°fhe^rTl*aUon l^^"""
^''^"'^^'''
^°' ^°' ^^^ ^^ ^0' (0, -1)) both belong
TC[5-53, 54]b

Answers for Part D [on pages 5-53 and 5-54].
[The kind of discussions referred to on TC[5-35, 36]a and TC[5 -47]a
should pay off in doing these exercises. For example, in Sample I,
students should understemd the nature of the domains of 'x' and 'y'.
The ordered pairs in this relation are ordered pairs of people. Note
that not every member of the domain of 'x' belongs to the domain of
the relation. The Ordered pairs in the relation in Sample 2 are
ordered pairs whose first components are circles and whose second
components are points. In this case, the domain of 'x' is the domain
of the relation, and the range of the relation is the domain of 'y'«]
1. Not a function, [Since each male has two parents, for each
ordered pair In the relation, there is another which has the
same first component but a different second coinponent. ]
2. Function. [Note that this relation is a subset of the one in
Exercise 1, Also, both relations have the same domain.]
3. Function, [in discussing this exercise, you may have some students
who will say that the relation is not a function. Their argument will
probably be that the relation might contain such pairs as
(Mr. S. A. Zick, 2), (Mr. I. E. Aye, 1), (Mr. S. A. Zick, 3)
since, (f Mr. Zick owns 3 automobiles it is certainly the case that
he owns 2 ! If this argument arises, point out to the students
that, in ordinary usage, when one says 'Mr. Zick owns 3 automo-
biles', one means that Mr. Zick owns exactly 3 autoinobiles. This
is the convention we are using in Exercise 3 [and, in Exercises 5,
9, 12, 14, and 17(a)]. Students should realize, also, that the
range of this function is a subset of the set of whole numbers, and
could be determined by analyzing automobile registrations. Cer-
tainly, 0, 1, and 2 belong to the range, as do several other small
whole numbers. There is surely a largest member of the range.
Very likely, not all whole numbers between and this largest
number belong to the range.
. . . ]
4. Not a function.
5. Function. [Ask students if the converse of this relation is a
function. Since it is reasonable to suppose that there were the
same number of traffic deaths on some two days, the converse is
not a function. ]
TC[5-53, 54]a

Quiz
.
(a) Which of the relations listed below are functions?
(b) Which of the converses of the relations listed below are functions?
1. {{5. 0), (0, 0), (-2, 3), (-5, 0)}
2. {(0, 5), {0. 0), (-2, 3), {-5. 8)}
3. {(x, y) e Reals X Numbers of arithmetic: y = |x|}
4. {(a, b) e Numbers of arithmetic X Reals: a = jb j }
5. {(0. 0)}
6. {(r, s) € Nonnegative reals X Reals: s = -r or s = r}
7. {(m, n) e Reals X Reals: n = m}
8. {(p, q) e Reals X Reals : q = p}
9. {(c, d) e Reals X Reals: c = d}
10. {(x, y): / = 25 - x^}
11. {(x, y), |x|<5: y = V 25 - x2 }
Answers for Quiz.
(a) 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 11 are functions.
(b) The converses of 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are functions.
TC[5-55. 56]c

9. {(x, y) € Rats X N: x learns the maze in y trials}
10. {(x, y) e Mazes X N: the rat learns x in y trials}
11. {{x, y) e Nonnegative numbers X Nonnegative numbers: y = Vx }
12. {{x, y) e Reals X Reals : y = -x}
13. {(x, y) e Reals X Nonnegative nui-nbers : y = x^ }
14. {(x, y) e Positive integers X N: x has y prime factors}
On page 5-56, the parentheses in the expression 'F{3)', rather than
serving as grouping symbols, indicate application of a function to an
argument. In such contexts, '( )* is the translation into mathematical
language of the English word 'of. 'of generally indicates function-
application. For example, the use of the word 'of in the next-to-last
sentence above indicates application of the function whose arguments
are English words and whose values are their translations into mathe-
matical symbols. Using 'T' as a name for this function, the sentence
in question can be rewritten: '( )' = T ('of). So, when you see 'of,
look for a function. [For example, the two other uses of 'of in this
paragraph suggest that the word 'application* refers to a function. In
fact, application is a "function of two variables" [See page 5-109.]
One of its ordered pairs is ((F, 3), 5).] In this light, such symbols
as '35%' are seen to be nam.es of functions [See TC[l-59].]
35% = multiplying by 0. 35; and 35% of 48 = 35% (48) = 48 X 0. 35.
TC[5-55, 56]b

Answers for Part E,
1. Ex. 9 2. Ex. 3 3. Ex. 6 4. Ex. 13
5. Ex. 7 6. Ex. 10 7. Ex. 5 8. Ex. 17 (a)
9. Ex. 16(e) 10. Ex. 15 11. Ex. 12 12. Ex. 16(c)
13. Ex. 18 14. Ex. 11
't-
Answers for Part F [on pages 5-55 and 5-56],
1. {(x, y) e Families X N: there are y children in x}
[In place of *N' we could have used a 'V/' to refer to the set of
whole numbers. A similar remark applies to the index given for
Exercises 6, 9, 10, and 14.]
2. {(x, y) e Triangles X N: y is the perimeter of x}
3. {(x, y) e Circles X N: y is the diameter of x}
[The word 'diaineter' is ambiguous. A diameter of a given circle
is a segnnent whose end points belong to the circle and which
contains the center of the circle. The diameter of a given circle
is the nneasure of such a segment.]
4. {(x, y) € A'lales X N: y is the dollar -income of x during his lifetime}
5. {(x, y) € Years X N: y is the dollar-income of John Wilson during x)
6. {(x, y) e Zabranchburg High classes X N: there are y students in x}
[See comment for Exercise 1.]
7. {(x, y) € Years X N: y inches of rain fell in Portland, Oregon
during x}
8. {(x, y) € Days X Reals : y is the temperature of the frog on x}
[Relative measures, such as centigrade or Fahrenheit temperature
-
measures, are real numbers. They measure a "directed trip"
from the temperature of melting ice [C], or of a melting nraixture
of ice and salt [F], to the temperature of the observed body. It
would be exactly analogous to nneasure the height of an object as
"40 if it were 40 feet below the roof level of a given building, and
*30 if it were 30 feet above the roof level. [Measures of absolute
temperature are numbers of arithmetic.]]
TC[5-55, 56]a

13. (a) 1 (b) -1 (c) 3/2 (d) -3/2 (e)
(f) -481 (g) {x: x/ 0}
Answers for Part C [on page 5-59].
1. {2,6,24} 2. {0} 3. the set of integers
4. 5. {9}
Answers for Part D [on page 5-60].
1. 6 2. 5j 3. 2 4. 1^
5. 7 6. 7 7. 2|- 8. 1 i-
9. No. Since P(r3) = P(r^), but A(r3) / A{r^), the relation contains
two ordered pairs [{7, Zy) and (7, 1 y)] with the same first
component.
No. There are two rectangles [not among those pictured] which
have the same area-measures, but different perimeters. For
example, suppose r has width-measure 3 and length-measure 5,
while r^ has width-measure 2. 5 and length-measure 6. Both
have area-measure 15, but P{r ) = 16 while P(r^) = 17.
10. (a) 14; 10 (b) 4; 26 (c) 30
(d) 14 (e) 2; 3
TC[5-57, 58. 59. 60]c

7. (a) 4 (b) 5 (c) -5 (d) -5 (e) (f) -1
(g) [3. 7 ^ Rp] (h) [Any numeral for a real number in
{x: 4<.x< 5} is a correct answer. ]
(i) the set of real numbers (j) the set of integers
[The function G of Exercise 7 is sometimes called 'the greatest
integer function". Its graph is shown on TC[5-53, 54]b.]
8. (a) 1 (b) -1 (c) 1
(d) [Any numeral for a nonnegative real number is a correct answer.]
(e) [Oj/a^]
(f) [Any numeral for a negative real number is a correct answer.]
(g) the set of real numbers (h) {1,-1}
9. (a) 3 (b) 1 (c) Martin (d) Ruth
(e) [George/
^J (f) 8
(g) {Mary, Ruth, Martin, Alice} (h) {1, 3, 5, 8}
10. (a) 25 (b) -10 (c) 500 (d) 2500 (e) 21
(f) 2 X 10** (g) (h) -1 (i) the set of real numbers
11, (a) [1 /
-^p] (b) 2 (^) [2/^p]
(d) [-2/^p] (e) 30 (f) 8 (g) [2.5 /^p]
(h) 20.25 (i) [0/M (j) {x: X > 0}
12- (a) 12 (b) 2 (c) 22 (d) 2 (e) 2/3
(f) -2[or: -1] (g) {x: x > -I/4}
[Students may guess the correct aftswer to part (g) of Exercise 12
after drawing a graph of the function h. They can obtain a check
on the graph by using methods learned in Unit 3 to solve the
inequation *x^ + 3x + 2 < 0*. These methods involve factoring
'x + 3x + 2' and the factored form, '(x + 2)(x + 1)', may suggest
the equivalent expressions '[{x + 3/2) + l/2] [{x + 3/2) - l/2]' and
\^ "* ^/ ^f - 1/4'. If so, they can at once verify their guess as to
the answer for part (g). This procedure of "completing the square
by factoring" is sometimes helpful in studying quadratic functions.]
TC[5-57, 58, 59, 60]b

Answers for Part A.
1. 4 2. 8 3. 4 4. -22
'1-
Note that part (d) of Sample 1 for Part B cannot be answered by filling
the blank. For example, 'g(13) = nonsense' is, itself, nonsense! In
the solution given for part (d), the 'is' is not the 'is' of identity [See
TC[l-L.]a.] This solution could be paraphrased: 'g{13)' e nonsense
because 13^/5- [If so paraphrased, 'nonsense' is used as a nanne for
the class of meaningless expressions.] Also, note that equally good
answers to parts (e) and (f) are:
(e) ^ = {5, 7, 3. 8} (f) ft = {9, 3, 7, 4}
& 8
Answers for Part B [on pages 5-57, 5-58, and 5-59].
1. (a) 18 (b) 1 (c) 27 (d) *f( 1 1)' is nonsense
(e) {1. 2, 3, 4. 5} (f) {1, 4, 11. 18. 27}
2. (a) 8 (b) [1.2^ ^j,] (c) 7 (d) 9
(e) {1.1, 1.3, 1.6, 2} (f) {7, 8, 9. 10}
3. (a) 16 (b) -5 (c) 10.9 (d) 37r + 1
(e) the set of real numbers (f) the set of real numbers
4- (a) 3 (b) 17 (c) [3.2/^^] (d) 11 (e) [14 /R^]
(f) [3.5 / R^] (g) the set of integers (h) the set of odd numbers
5. (a) 1/6 (b) 6 (c) -1/2 (d) 2 (e) [O ^ ^ ]
(f) [O^ftg] (g) {x: x/0} (h) {x: x/ 0} ^
6- (a) 7 (b) 7 (c) 7 (d) 7
(e) [Any numeral for a real number is a correct answer.]
(f) [0 i ft^] (g) the set of real numbers (h) ft = {7}
TC[5-57. 58, 59, 60]a

The word 'mapping' suggests maps of geographical regions. The
analogy between "using" a function to determine a correspondence
of the mennbers of one set with those of another, and the process of
drawing a nnap of a country, may be helpful. But, like most analyses,
it can be misleading if accepted uncritically. The map-drawing process
consists of choosing patches of a sheet of paper to correspond with
geographical objects and doing some art work on the paper to delineate
the chosen patches. The final result is a conventionalized picture of the
country, and this is called a map. In such a case, there is a function
which determines the chosen correspondence of certain patches of
paper with certain geographical objects. Its ordered pairs have
geographical objects as first components, and patches of paper as
second components. Its domain is a set of geographical objects, and
its range is a set of patches of paper. Now, one might be tempted to
think of the range of this function as a map. But a nnap differs from the
range of this function in just the way that a graph of an open sentence
differs from the solution set of the sentence [see TC[3-11, 12]]. So,
when one speaks of a function as determining a mapping, one thinks of
a correspondence which might be used in drawing a map, rather than
of a map, [Notice that when one graphs functions whose domain and
range are sets of real numbers, one is drawing maps of the number
plane. Here the number plane plays the role of the country to be mapped,
and the functions play the roles of some of the geographical objects. In
this case the function which determines the mapping has functions as
arguments and patches of graph-paper as values.]
[As stated in this text, a function is said to map its domain on its range.
For your information, it is also customary to say that a function maps
its domain in^any set which includes the range of the function. This
terminology being standard, do not allow students to slur 'on's to 'in*s.]
The answer to the bracketed question is 'No'.
TC[5-6l]
Since it is customary to use numerals, rather than names of ordered
pairs, in labeling graphs of axes, students may not be awake to the fact
that all points on a picture of the number plane, including those on the
graphs of the axes, are graphs of ordered pairs. Be sure, in discussing
Figure 1, that they are fully aware of this fact before passing to the
text below the figure. You might, for example, point out that in using
Figure 1 to find the value of g corresponding with a given argument a,
one begins by locating the graph of the ordered pair whose first component
is a and whose second component is 0. [We don't, in using Figure 1,
begin by finding "the graph of a on the graph of the x-axis". But, in
Figure 2, we do look for the graph of a on the graph of ^ . ]
O
Compare Figure 3 on page 5-63 with the diagram on page 5-36.
TC[5-62, 63]

Correction. Delete from line 9b:
[What do we call such a mapping?]
Answers to questions in the text on page 5-64.
f = {(x. y): y = 2x}
6
1MM 1 I I I M
{(X. y): y= 2}
-6 -2
-t— ^xT ^
ft
\ ' /
1r-^^-6 -4 -2
Answers for Part A,
1.
-3 -2 -1
H f-
-f=^
'1^
-^ ^
—I 1 1^ K
-3 -2 -1 1 4
TC[5-64]a

6 -4 -2
-1—
^
—
\
—
^-^k \ '\
2 4 6 8M—^^-^—
h
K
-\ ^ ^
V
^ r-^ R-6-4-2 2 4
-6 -4 -2
-f H-^^ \ 1 1 h-^
1 I
/
-6 -4 -2 ^^
4.
-4 -2 0. 2 4 6 8
-H 1 1 1 ^ 1 ' hr
^
t -4 -2 d i 4 6
5.
-6 -4 -2
-6 -4 -2
ft
ft
ft
TC[5-64]b


Answers for Part B [on pages 5-65 and 5-66],
1. (a) 5 (b) 8 (c) 6
2. (a) 8 (b) 3 (c) 1. 8
3. (a) 12 (b) 4 (c) [3/^]
[The fact that 3 is listed in the left loop along with 1, 2, 4, and 5
tells you only that the domain of the mapping is a subset of
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In the case of finite mappings which are pictured
this way, we depend on the arrows to tell us which elements are
members of the domain. In this connection, note the mapping f
pictured at the top of page 5-70. In that nnapping, the domain of
f is {5\ 6, 7. 8}.]
4. (a) -7 (b) n (c) rr
5. (2t) 9 (b) l-z/ V (c) V2
6. {^) 2 (b) [7/ ft^l (c) 14
(d) [3.5^ \! (e) -10 (f)
7. (a) 2.5 (b) -3.5 (c)
(d) 18.6 (e) -12.2 (f) 4/3
8. (a) 3 (b) 3 (c) -4
(d) (e) -1 (f) eac) h number in {x: 8 < x < 9}
TC[5-65, 66]
Correction. On page 5-67, in line 3b,
change 'h > 0' to'y > 0'-
If one uses, for example, 'x ' as a name for the squaring function, he
introduces a convention which is not consistent with the use of 'x' as a
variable, 'x^' is already a pronumeral expression which has values but
does not name anything, and to use it also as a name breeds confusion.
For example, if one uses 'x^ ' as a name for { (x, y): y = x^} then, since,
for example, {(x, y): y = x^ } = {(y, x): x = y^ } , there is no apparent
reason for not using *y^' ^s a name for the same function. And, if 'x^*
and 'y^' are used as names for the same thing, one nnust admit 'x^ = y''
as a true statement. But, in other connections, one needs to consider
*x^ = y^' to be an open sentence, neither true nor false, A similar
objection applies to the use, say, of 'f(x)' as a name for a function f.
An objection to 'y = x^ ' as a name for the squaring function is that it
involves using a sentence as a noun. And, as above, it would lead one
to accept 'y = x^ = X = y^ ' as a true statement in which the middle '=' is
a verb while the other two '='s are "letters" occurring in two nouns.
This is confusing in itself and also conflicts with a well-established and
usefbd convention according to which 'y = x^ = x = y^ ' is an abbreviation
for the open sentence 'y = x^ and x^ = x and x = y^ '.
One nnight attennpt to meet these objections by saying that the phrase
'the function x^ * is not the expression 'x^ ' and, for example, the sentence
*the function x^ = the function y^ ' need lead to no confusion. But, in
practice, the use of languages like (1) [on page 5-66] usually leads to
statements such as 'x^ is an example of a function' and 'Now, we shall
study such functions as y = x^ , y = 3x^ - 5, and 2 = x^ + 2y - 3'. In both
of these, pronumeral expressions or sentences are evidently being used
as nouns. The modes of expression illustrated in (4), (5), and (6)
[on page 5-67] do not so readily foster illegitimate abbreviations as do
(1), (2), and (3).
Answers for questions at bottom of page 5-67.
f is not defined at 2
f_ is not defined at 1 nor at —1
f is defined neither at 1 nor at -2
3
f is undefined at any negative number
f is not defined at any negative number
f^ is defined only for nonpositive real nunnbers
f is defined only for nonnegative real numbers
TC[5-66, 67]

Answers for Part A,
1. {(x, y): y = 5 - x} 2. {(x, y): y = 1 + 2x^}
3. {(x, y), x > 0: y = 3x + 4}, or: {(x, y): x > and y = 3x + 4
}
4. {(x, y), X > 0: y = 1 + V^}, or: {(x, y): y > 1 and (y - 1)^ = x}
When discussing Sample 2, do not allow students to speak as though f
were two functions. A single function, f, is described by stating a rule
for finding its value for each of its arguments. The rule has two parts,
but f is one function. If students have difficulty with this, point out that,
for example, in Exercise 15 on page 5-51 they had no doubt that the graph
shown there pictures a single function, although a written rule for
finding its values would require several parts. Also point out that the
function of Exercise 1 in Part A on page 5-57 can be described, calling
it 'g', by:
, .
_
r 4, for X = 3 or 17 [i. e. , x = 3 or x = 17]
8 ^^> ~ \8, for x = 5 or 16
On the other hand, point out that the function f of Sample 2 is the union
of two other functions. In fact, if f
^^
= {(x, y): x > and y = 2} said
fg = {(x, y): X < and y = -2} then f = f j^ '-^ f^. But the same applies
to any function [other than 0]. For example.
{(x, y);
5. {(x. y)
6. {(x. y)
7. {{x. y)
8. {(x. y)
y = x^} = {(x, y): x < 3 and y = x^} ^
{(x, y): X > 3 and y = x }.
(x > 1 and y = x) or (x < 1 and y = 2 - x) }
(x > 3 and y = 3) or (-3 < x < 3 and y = x) or
(x < -3 and y = -3)}
-2 < X < 2 and y = x + 3 }
(x is rational and y = -1) or (x is irrational and y = 1)}
TC[5-68]a

Answers for Part B [on page 5-68].
Sainple 1. 1.
Sample 2.
-—
1
—
h
-t-^-H—h-t-
TC[5-68]b

6. 7.
H—I—^—1- i
I
I
/., Z
-- 2
-f-H—K-l-
[The function of Exercise 8 cannot be grafdied.
would get a pair of parallel "lines", with each
If you tried, you
"line" full of holes.]
TC[5-68]c


Answers for Exploration Exercises [on pages 5-69, 5-70, and 5-71],
1. (a) 4 (b) 12 (c) 4 (d) 12 (e) [F2(4) (Z'^j
(f) 3 (g) [^x'!3)/
^1
(h) 4
2. (a) -3 (b) -3 (c) 1 (d) 1 (e) -3
(f) [-3 ^\] (g) 5 (h) 5 (i) 6 (j) [f{5)/-5-^]
3. (a) 12 (b) 87 (c) -7 (d) 5
(e) 7 (f) 29 (g) -13 (h) 2.7
4. (a) 19 (b) 3 (c) 33 (d) 5 (e) 100
(f) 1002 (g), (h), (i), (j) the set of real numbers
[While solving Exercise 4, students should discover that, for each
real nunnber x, H{G(x)) = x = G(H(x)). Exercise 4 helps prepare
for the work on inverses of functions which begins on page 5-79.]
5. (a) 8 (b) 6 (c) 7 (d) [S/^J (e) 3
(f) [1 ^fi^f] (g) 5 (h) 3 (i) 3, 5 (j) [7/^g]
(k) 9 (i) [1 ^R^]
6. (a) (1. 7), {2, 7), (3, 9), (4, 6), (5, 4)
(b) (7. 5), (9, 5), (4. 8), (6, 6) (c) {4, 6, 7, 9}; {4, 6. 7. 9}
(d) (1, 5), (2. 5), (3, 5), (4, 6), (5, 8)
7. (a) (1, 3), (2, 7), (3, 7). (4, 5), (5, 8)
(b) (3, 2), (7, 7), (9, 4), (5, 4), (8, 1), (2, 3)
(c) {3. 5, 7, 8}; {2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9}
(d) (1, 2). (2, 7), (3, 7), (4, 4). (5, 1)
8. (a) (-1, 1), (-2, 1), (-3, 2), (3, 3), (2, 4), (1, 8)
(b) (1, 10), (2. 11), (3, 11), (5, 12), (6. 13)
(c) {1, 2, 3, 4, 8}; {l, 2, 3, 5, 6 }
(d) (-1. 10), (-2, 10), (-3, 11), (3. 11)
TC[5-69, 70, 71]

Quiz
.
In each of the following exercises you are given a function. Fill in the
blanks to make true sentences.
I. f = {(1. 9), (-2, 5), (7, 3), (0, 1), (3, 7)}
(a) f(l) = (b) f{3) =
(e) f((d) f( ) = 5 ) = 1
g = {(x, y): y = 3x - 4}
(a) g(l) = (b) g(5) =
(d) g{ ) = -10 (e) g(0) =
(c) f{f(3)) =
If) f(f( )) = 9
(c) g( ) = 8
(f) g(g(0)) =
h(x) = x^ + 3, ^ = {-3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 3}
(a) h(3) = (b) h(-3) =
(d) h( ) = 7 (e) h{ ) = -3
(c) h( ) = 3
(f) h(h{0)) =
4. k is the function which maps each real number on its triple,
(a) k{8) =
(d) k( ) 81
(b) k{7.2) =
(e) k(k( )) = 81
m
(c) k(-3.3) =
(f) k(k(k( ))) = 81
*5
(a) m(l]
1="^^-^
;
(b)
(e)
m
TV
l(5) =
—
(c) m(_
(f) m(_
)
)
= 4
(d) m(iTt{l)) =
^{ ) = 5
'1*
= 3
Answers for Quiz.
1. (a) 9 (b) 7 (c) 3 (d) -2 (e) (f)
2. (a) -1 (b) 11 (c) 4 (d) -2 (e) -4 (f) -16
3. (a) 12 (b) 12 (c) (d) -2 (e) [-3^%] (f) 12
4. (a) 24 (b) 21.6 (c) -9. 9 (d) 27 (e) 9 (f) 3
5. (a) 5 (b) 5 (c) 3 (d) 5 (e) 1 and 5 (f) [3/^^]
TC[5-71]
The Exploration Exercises have suggested that, to each ordered pair
(f, g) of functions there corresponds a function h defined by:
h(x) = f(g(x)), for each x € ^ such that g(x)e ^,
The function h so defined is called the connposition [sometimes: the
compositum] of f with g, and is usually denoted by 'f°g'. Note that
^, = f X € ^ : g(x)e X} and, so, is always a subset of ^ . Exercisef"g g f g
8 on page 5-71 shows that^ may be a proper subset of^ . This
occurs precisely when there are values of g which are not arguments
of f. That is, ^, = ,5- if and only if R, C >.. It may even happenfog g ^ g - f
[it is easy to make up examples] that no value of g is an argument of f.
In this case ^^ = C^, and, also, f "g = 0.log
Composition of functions is a binary operation on functions, just as
multiplication of numbers is a binary operation on numbers. As is
shown by the example on page 5-73, composition is not commutative.
However, as will be seen shortly [page 5-78], composition is associa-
tive. Other similarities and differences with multiplication of numbers
will come up later in the unit.
The operation of composing functions is a special case of an operation
on relations in general. For example, x is a grandson of z if and only
if there is a person y such that x is a son of y and y is a child of z. So,
the relation of being-a-grandson-of is the result of "composing" the
relation of being-a-son-of with the relation of being -a-child-of. This more
general kind of composition is called 'relative multiplication'. As another
example, the relation of being-a-son-in-law-of is the result of conriposing
the relation of being-the-husband-of with that of being-a-daughter-of.
Up to now, nannes of functions have been, for the most part, uncompli-
cated symbols such as 'F', 'g', and 'hp'. Now that more complex
synnbols, like 'f °g*, are being used as function names it sometimes
nnakes reading sinnpler if one encloses such function names in brackets.
This has been done in the last line of the second paragraph on page 5-73
where we have the sentence '[q°p]{3) = 5'. Brackets are also used in
the definition at the top of page 5-74, in the Solution to the Sample on
page 5-75, and in many of the exercises in later pages.
One way of explaining the brackets in such expressions as '[q°p](3)'
on page 5-73 is to point out that there might be someone who regarded,
TC[5-72, 73]a

say, the symbol 'q ep(3)' as ambiguous.
The symbol:
is a more adequate symbol to use in indicating application of a function
to an argument than is the customary symbol:
( )
We shall continue to use the more familiar abbreviated notation ' ( )'
in contexts where the function name is not a combination of symbols.
TC[5-72, 73]b

Answer for bracketed question: ,^, = ,3- if and only if ft C ^.fog g ' g — f
[For, {x € ^ : g(x)€ ^.} = ^ if and only if, for each x € ^ , g(x) £ ^^.]gig g *
'1^
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-74, 5-75, and 5-76],
1. (6. 4), (9, 16), (12, 1), (5, 9) 2. (John, 22), (Emma, 25)
3. (a) (2, 3), (3. 6), (5. 3), (6. 2). (8, 6)
(b) (0, 1), (1. 2). (2. 0). (3. 2)
4. (a) (0. 5). (1, 3), (3, 9). (4, 11)
(b) (0. 2). (2. 8)
5. t<»s is the perimeter of an equilateral triangle. That is, tos is the
function which maps each equilateral triangle on its perimeter.
Your students may give a brace -notation name, such as:
{(x, y) e T X N: y is the triple of the side -measure of x}
,
where T is the set of equilateral triangles
or:
{(x, y) € T X N: y is the perimeter of x} , where T is the
set of equilateral triangles
Both of these are correct. However, the latter is preferable,
because it indicates that the student understands the meaning of
the word 'perimeter* as it applies to equilateral triangles.
TC[5-74]

^^^
Correction. In the first line of the solution to
the sample, insert a comma after
g
6. (a) {{x, y): y = 81x^}
(b) {(x. y): y = Sx^
7. (a) {(x. y): y = |x -5|}
(b) {(x, y): y = |x| - 5}
8. (a) (x + 3)'
(b) x^ + 3
9. (a) X
(b) X
10. (a) (b) 16 (c) 1 (d) 1 (e) 5, -5 (f) -4 /£qop
11. (a) 36 (b) 8 (c) (d) 32 (e) 2, -4 (f) 2
12. (a) 2t^ + 1
(b) {2t -1)2+1
14. (a) 7
(b) 11
13. (a) Z\^ + 1
(b) r(2t - if + 1, for t > 1
V(7 - tf + 1, for t < 1
^15. (a) {(x, y), X > 0: y = -^f^^}
(b)
16. (a) {(4.4), (5.5), (6,6)} [or: {(x, y). k e ^^: y = x}]
(b) {(3, 3), (7. 7), (-1. -1)} [or: {(x. y), x e^,: y = x}]
17. (a) {(x, y): y = x}
(b) {(x, y): y = x}
18. (a) {(x, y): y = 9x +28}
(b) {(x. y): y = 27x + 91}
19. (a) {(x, y): y = 4x - 3}
(b) {(x, y): y = -8x +9}
20. the perimeter of x [or: {(x, y) € S X N: y is the perimeter of x}];
the set of all squares
^1. (a) the father-in-law of x; the set of married people
(b) the mother of x; the set of married people
TC[5-75. 76]

(c) To show that the sentence 'x belongs to the domain of f» [g» h]*
is equivalent to (*):
By definition,
X belongs to the donnain of f°[g°h]
if and only if
x€^
^ ^
and [gohjix) e ^^.
But, again by definition,
X € ,5- ,goh
if and only if
X
€ ^, and h{x) e ;^ .h g
Also, bv definition, for each x € ^, such that h(x) € ^ ,
n g
[g»h](x) = g{h(x)).
So,
x belongs to the domain of f°[g°h]
if and only if
[x e ^^ and h(x) € ^J and g(h(x)) e ^^.
Therefore, since conjunction is associative, it follows
that the sentence 'x belongs to the domain of fo[g«'h]'
is equivalent to (*).
TCr5-77, 78]b

Correction. In the last line of part (b) on
page 5-78, change
'[fo]gch]](x)'tO '[fo[g.h]](x)'.
Answers for Part B.
In each of the four blanks: {(1, 2), (2, 0), (3, 4)}
f o g = f , o g if and only if f^^i
There are infinitely many such functions.
The only such function whose domain is Si is f^.
-J,
Answers for Part C [on pages 5-77 and 5-78].
1. The example on page 5-7 3 has already shown that composition is
not commutative. Also, the Sample on page 5-75 and each of the
exercises of Part A [on pages 5-74ff. ], with the exception of Exer-
cises 9 and 17, show that the result of connposing two functions
may depend on which function is composed with which.
There are some interesting special cases:
If f = {(x, y): y = ax + b} and g = {(x, y): y = ex + d},
then f»g=g»f if and only if (a - l)d = (c - l)b.
If f = {(x, y): y = x^} and g = {(x, y): y = x^}, then f«> g = g* f.
[Similarly for other "power functions".]
(a) 4 (b) 18
(g) 26 (h) 26
(i) 2[(x - 3) + 5]
(c) 18 (d) 18
(i) 22 (j) 22
(m) (x - 3) + 5
(e) 13 (f) 13
(k) 2(x +5)
(n) 2[(x - 3) +5]
3. (a) f(g(h(x))); f(g(h(x))) (b) g(h(x)); f(g(h(x)))
TC[5-77, 78]a
Quiz.
Suppose that
f = {(0, 3), (4, 7), (5. 8)}, g = {(5. 0), (9, 4), (10, 5)},
h = {(5, 0), (9, 4), (10. 5), (12, 7)}, j = {(x. y)
:
y = x - 5},
k = {(5, 0), (9, 4), (10, 5), (12, 5)}, and i = {(x, y) y = x + 3}.
Fill in the blanks.
1. [f»g](5) = 2.
6.
11.
14.
16.
19.
22.
27.
}
[f«h](9) =
3.
7.
12.
17.
20.
23.
25.
_
28.
[fog](10) =
4. f«g= {
5. [f«h](5) = [f»h](10) =
8. foh = {
9. foj = {
10. [f<.k](5) =
}
}
[f''k](9) =
fok = {
[^»j](9) =
[fok](10) =
13. [f ok](12) = }
15. [i»j](5) = [ioj](10) =
18. [i«j](15) = j(a) = i(b) =
21. £(a - 5) = j(r) = [i!«j](r) =
24. ioj = { } g(5) =
26. [jogKS) = [[i«j]'g](5) =
Answers for Quiz.
1. 3 2, 7 3. 8 4. (5, 3), (9, 7), (10,8) 5. 3
6. 7 7. 8 8. (5, 3), (9.7). (10,8) 9. (5. 3), (9, 7), (10, 8)
10. 3 11. 7 12. 8 13. 8
14. (5, 3), (9,7), (10,8), (12, 8) 15. 3 16. 7 17. 8
18. 13 19. a-5 20. b+3 21. a- 2 22. r-5 23. r-2
24. (x,y):y = x-2 25. 26. -5 27. -2 28. -2
TC[5-78]


In discussing the questions on page 5-79, it may be helpful to draw
graphs of the functions rcferx'ed to.
(1) (0, -5), (3/2, -7/2), (-3, -8), . . .
(2) (-5, 0), (-7/2, 3/2), (-8, -3), . . .
(3) yes (4) yes (5) yes (6) no
(7) no (8) yes (9) no (10) yes
A function has at most one inverse.
If a function has an inverse then the converse of this inverse is the
given function. So, if a function has an inverse then the function is,
itself, the inverse of its inverse.
If p is the inverse of f then ^ - R, and K = ^,.
g f g f
{(x, y): y = x} is its own inverse. So is {(x, y): xy = 1 }.
[in general, a function is its own inverse just if it is a function which
is a symmetric relation. ]
If g is the inverse of f then g '^ f is a synametric relation whose
domain emd range are the set ^r ^-^ ^r
.
TC[5-79]
Here is an an alternative solution for Sample 2,
Solution. A function has an inverse if no two of its ordered pairs have
the same second component. V/e shall show that f has an inverse by
showing that no two of its ordered pairs have the same second conapo-
nent. That is, we shall show that if (a, c)
€
f and (b, c) e f then a = b.
Suppose that (a, c) e f and (b, c) e f. Then c = 3a - 5 and c = 3b - 5.
So, 3a - 5 = 3b - 5. Hence, 3a = 3b, and [since 3 / O] a = b.
Consequently, f has an inverse.
Unlike the solution in the text, this alternative solution does not furnish
a description of the inverse of f. However, it illustrates the funda-
mental procedure generally used to determine whether or not a function
does have an inverse. This procedure is used, for example, on
TC[3-108, 109]a to show [proof of generalization (ii)] that the function
{(x, y): X > and y = x } has an inverse and, so, to justify introducing
the function nanne 'V '. [in further explanation, note that while, by
definition, {(x, y): y > and x = y } is the converse of {(x, y): x >
and y = X }, we were not justified in introducing a function name [^ ]
for this relation until we had proved generalization (ii) and, so, knew
that the relation in question is a function.]
Answers for Part A [which begins on page 5-79].
1. Since the converse of f is {(6,-5), (7,-6), (-10,-7), (l/3, 1/2)}
and since this relation is a function, the function f has an inverse.
Or: since no two ordered pairs in the function f have the same
second component, f has an inverse.
2. F does not have an inverse since it contains two ordered pairs,
(2, 9) and (4, 9), which have the same second component.
3. The converse of g is {(x, y): x = 5 }. This relation is not a
function since it contains two ordered pairs, for example, (5, -4)
and (5, ^fZ), which have the same first component. Hence, g does
not have an inverse.
TC[5 -80]


that f is a subset of the converse of g]. Similarly, to say that
(ii) for each k
€ ^ , [f o g](k) = k
is to say that g is a subset of the converse of f
.
So, (i) and (ii) together say that g is the converse of f . Since g is a
function, this amounts to saying that f has an inverse, and that its
inverse is g.
Notice that, since each subset of a function is a function, (i) alone
tells us that the converse of f is a function- -that is, that f has an
inverse. But, to conclude that the inverse of f is g, we need
additional information, for example, that ^ = ft^. Condition (ii),
on the other hand, does not ensure that f has an inverse [although,
as we have just seen, it does ensure that g does]. For example,
(ii) is satisfied by taking for f the squaring function {(x, y) : y = x^},
and for g the square-rooting function {{x, y), x > 0: y = \'x }.
[V (vx)^ = x]. However, since (ii) says that g is a subset of
the converse of f, it follows from (ii) together with 'R = ^' that f
has g as inverse. [Returning to (i), we see that if f = {(x, y),
x > 0: y = \'k} and g = {(x, y) : y = x^} then (i) is satisfied. Now,
by definition of '\^*, f = {(x, y), x > : y > and y^ = x}. Hence,
the converse of f is {(x, y) : x > and x^ = y), and is a proper
subset of g. As predicted, the converse of f is a function. So, f has
an inverse, and the inverse of f is a subset of g.]
TC[5-8l]c

10. [It may help to draw a graph of H. ]
H does not have an inverse because its
converse contains two ordered pairs
[for example, (6, -1) and (6, 1)]
which have the same first component.
The function h such that
h(x) = x^ + 5 and ^ = {x: x > O}
is a subset of H which does have an
inverse. The inverse of h is the
function g such that
Vx - 5 and ^
graph of H
H—I—
h
g(x) {x: X > 5}.
[Using brace -notation, g = {(x, y), x >^ 5 : y = Vx - 5 }.]
Another subset of H which has an inverse is the function k such that
k{x) = x^ + 5 and
^^^
= {x: - 1 < x < O}.
[Its inverse is {(x, y), x >^ 5 : x <^ 6 and y = -Vx - 5 }. ] Each sub-
set of k or of h is also a subset of H which has an inverse. More-
over, the union of a subset of k and a subset of h v.'hose ranges
have no inember in common is a subset of H which has an inverse
[and these are all]. So, one can obtain any subset of H which has
an inverse by the following procedure: Choose a subset D^ of
{x: -1 <^ X < 0} and a subset D^ of {x: x > 0} such that, for no
nnember of D^^ is its opposite in D . Then a subset of H of the
desired kind is
{(x, y), x e D^: y = -Vx - 5 } w {(x, y), x £ D^ : y = Vx- 5 }.
11. (a) first (b) second
12. (a) ^ = ^r and R = X
g f g f
(b) k [in both blanks]
'1^
Additional remarks about Exercise 12 . --If f and g are functions
[not necessarily inverse to one another] then, to say that
(i) for each k e r^., [g»f]{k) = k
is equivalent to saying that
for each k e ^^, if (k, i) e f then {£ , k) e g [for each i e R. ].
But, this merely says that the converse of f is a subset of g [that is,
TC[5-8l]b

Correction. In line 17:
[gof](k) =_ t
t
4. The function h has an inverse. In fact, h is its own inverse.
5. f = {(x, y) : y = 4x + 7}, and the converse of f is {{x, y) : x = 4y + 7}.
Since the latter is the function {(x, y) : y = (x - 7)/4}, f has an
inverse. In fact, the inverse of f is the function g such that
g(x) = (x - 7)/4 and r>^ is the set of real nuinbers.
g
'I-
When a function is described as in Exercise 5 and has an inverse,
students should be required to give the sanne Idnd of description of the
inverse of the given function. For example, to say that the function f
of Exercise 5 has an inverse and its inverse is {{x, y) : x = 4y + 7},
while correct, is not acceptable.
6. Similar to Exercise 5. The inverse of h is the function g whose
domain is the set of real numbers and such that g(x) = (3 - x)/2.
7. G = {{x, y) : x > and y = (5x + l)/9}. The converse of G is
{(x, y) : y > and x = {5y + l)/9}. But, this is the function
{{x, y) : y > and y = (9x - l)/5}. So, G has an inverse . The
inverse of G is the function H described by:
H(x) = (9x - l)/5, ^^ = {x: X > 1/9}H
[V, [(9x - l)/5 > x> 1/9]]
8. F does not have an inverse since (2, -1) and (-2, -1) both belong
to F. [That is, (-1, 2) and (-1, -2) both belong to the converse
of F.]
9. G has an inverse. It is the function H such that H(x) = (10 - x)/2
[and ^„ = the set of real numbers].
TC[5-8l]a
Answers for Part B [which begins on page 5-81].
1.
[Yes]
-+-+ H—t-H—+-
[Yes]
4.
-\—
h
« « «
til l
[No inverse]
I I
I I I
I
I
I
[Yes, it is its own inverse.] [Yes, it is its own inverse.]
TC[5-82, 83]a

8.
/. [No]
9.
H 1—+-
-i
1
1 \ f
[Yes]
10.
H
—
\
—^-
[No]
[A constant function does
not have an inverse.]
'1^
Answers for Part C [on pages 5-83 and 5-84].
For each exercise we show only two of several possible answers. [See
TC discussion of Exercise 10 of Part A on page 5-81. ] In each case we
show one of the subsets whose range is the range of the given function
and, except in Exercise 4, one of the subsets whose range is a proper
subset of the range of the given function.
X
TC[5-82, 83]b

7.
V
L \
8.
A
V
Each relation R has a subset which is a function whose domain is
the domain of the relation.
Exannple K R = {{>;. y) : y > -'^} f = {(x, y): y = X + 2}
Example 2. R = {{3, 2), (5, 7), {4, 9), {3, 6), (8, 10)}
f = {(3. 2), (5, 7), (4, 9), (8, 10)} or:
{(5. 7), (4. 9), (3, 6), (8, 10)}
^^
= {3, 5. 4, 8} =
.^^
Example 3. R = {(3, 2), (5, 7), (4, 9)}
f = {(3, 2). (5. 7). (4, 9)}
For any relation R, for each x e -S'j,, there is at least one ordered
pair in R with x as first component. Pick one of these ordered
pairs. The set of such ordered pairs [one for each x
€ ^p] is a
function which is a subset of R and whose domain is /^d •
rv.
It follows that, for each function f, the converse of f has a subset
which is a function whose donnain is the domain of the converse of
f
.
That is, whose domain is the range of f . The converse of such
a subset is a subset of f which has an inverse whose domain is the
range of f.
TC[5-84]a

Students may need practice in using the inverse -notation in simple cases
before they attack the problems in Part D. Use the functions f, h, and
G described in Exercises 5, 6, and 7 of Part A on page 5-81.
1,
-M2) =
4. f{G-M5)) =_
7. f{f-M-2)) =_
10. h(G-Mf{r))) =
2. G-Ml)
5. G-Mf(2)) =_
8. G-MG(^) =
11. f-'(f"^(f(2))) =
3. h"M-3) =
6. h-Mh(6)) =
9
12. G'^(n)
G{G-^(^)) =
Ans wers.
1.
5
4
5.
134
5
9. T^^ ^^-1
2 i
6. 6
10.
121
7. -2
11. -i
4.
211
«• T^
12.
97r - 1
The origin of the '"^' notation for inverses is the analogy between func-
tion composition and multiplication of numbers. Just as, for each
number x 7^ 0, x"-"- • x = 1 and x«x"^ = 1, so, for each function f which has
an inverse, f "^ » f = {(x, y), k e ^r'- y = x} and f » f '^ = {{x, y) : x e ft.: y = x}.
[See Exercise 12 of Part A, page 5-81.] The analogy just referred to
is developed further on TC[5-115].
Alternate solution for Sample 1 of Part D.
F,{6) = ^ - 1 = 1,
Since, for each x, Fg (x) =
-x»
it follows that F3-^(F3{6)) =F3-Ml) =
-|.
TC[5-84]b


Quiz .
A. R = {(5, 9). (2, 6), (14, 18), (-2. 2), {6. -2)}
1. The converse of R is { }.
2. Is R a function?
3. Is the converse of R a function?
4. Does R have an inverse?
If it does, what is it? {
5. Circle the meaningful expressions in the following list.
R{5), R(18), R-'(9), R'^(14), [RoR-^]{-2). [R»R-^](5)
6. Give a simpler equivalent expression for each expression you
circled in Exercise 5.
B. f = {(x, y): y = x+ 3}
1. f(2) = 2. f(5) = 3. f{_) = 7
4. fM?) = 5. f(b) = 6. f{_) = a
7. f'Ma) = 8. f'^ = {(a, b): b = }
9. f-^ = {(x, y): y = }
Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. (9, 5), (6, 2), (18, 14), (2, -2), (-2. 6) 2. Yes
3. Yes 4. Yes; (9, 5), (6, 2), (18, 14), (2,-2), (-2, 6)
5. R(5), R-H9), [R»R'M(-2) 6. 9. 5, -2
B. 1. 5 2. 8 3. 4 4. 4 5. b + 3 6. a - 3
7. a-3 8. a-3 9. x-3
TC[5-85]b

Correction. Exercise 15 should read:
5'F5{5)
t
Some students may prefer to find the inverse of each function before
doing these exercises.
F,-(x)-^ F„"Mx) = 3x + 3, F3"'{x) =
-|.
-1
F. -^x) = X - 2, F "'(x) X
+ 4
Answers for Part D [which begins on page 5-84].
1.
1
4
2.
7
3
3.
8
"3 4. 53 5.
28
3
6. -1 7. 4r + 5 8. 6t - 6 9. 9~2 10. -3
11. -2 12. -2 13. 4
3
14. 5 15. -70
16.
21
2
17. 3a + 3 18. 5b
+ 1
2
19. -1 20. 39
21. 5 22. 7a + 2a -- 8 23. 5 24. 5
25. 843 26. 927
I'-
TC[5-85]a
Correction. The third line of Sample 2 should read:
h = {(3, 9), (5. 12), (8, 7), (7, 10)}
Answers for Exploration Exercises [on pages 5-86, 5-87, 5-88, and 5-89].
1. {(1, 1), {2, 4), (3, 9), (-1, 1)}, or any function which contains the
members of this set; for example, {(x, y) : y = x^}, and
{(x, y), X € I: y = x^}.
2. Such a function would have to contain (8, 14) and {8, 18). So, there
is no such function.
3. {(5, 7), (9, 12)}, or any function which contains the members of this
set and whose domain does not contain 1 or 8. [If, for example,
1 e ^r then {0, f (1)) e f o g. In this case, since 0' ^, , h j^ f » g. ]
4. Since ^, ^ ^ [4 e -5^, and 4/^1, there is no such function.h ^ g • h g
5. There is no function f such that f og = h. For, since g(3) = 6 and
h(3) = 9, (6,9) iTiust belong to any such function f . So,
[f<»g](8) = f(g(8)) = f(6) = 9. Hence8€^j^ . But, 8 ^
^j^ .
In Samples 1 and 2 and Exercises 1 and 2, ^, = ^ . AYhen this is the caseh g
there is a function f such that h = f <> g if and only if, whenever g has the
same value for two arguments, then h has the same value for these argu-
nnents. For, if this condition is satisfied then with each value of g there
corresponds just one value of h, and the function f
^^
whose mennbers are
obtained by pairing such corresponding values is such that h C fj^og. But
^£ =R,,so,5f og = /5- ^-^L- Hence, h = f j^" g. Moreover, f « g = h if and
only if f^ C f. [See, further, pages 5-89, 90, and 91, and COMMENTARY.]
Exercises 3 and 5 illustrate complications which arise when rS-, C ,5' . In^ h — g
Exercise 3 the pairing of corresponding values again [as in Sample 1 and
Exercise 1] gives a function fj^ such that h = f^°g. But now,
,5-f
G R, . In
this case, f <> g = h if and only if f j^ C_ f and ^- r^ R = -S-f , that is, if and
only if f C f and those mennbers of f which are not in f have first conn-
ponents which are not in R, . In Exercise 5, although 6 and 9 are [the
only] corresponding values of g and h, the function f whose only member
is (6, 9) is such that h C f j^og, and there is no function f such that h = fog.
TC[5-86]


Corrections. On page 5-87, in Exercise 7,
line 3 should read:
h = { (x, y) : y = x^}
On page 5-89, in Exercise 15,
line 3 should read:
h(x) = the area-measure of
. . ,
6. {(x, y) :y = x) 7. {(x, y):y = x'}
8. Since, for example, g(-2) = g(2) but h(-2) / h(2), there is no function
f such that h = f o g [the squaring function does not have an inverse].
9. { (x, y ), X > : y = Vx} [V V? = i x | . Note that \= ^ and that ifX n g
g{x^)= g{x^) then h{x.^) = hix^). j
10. Since £ A but / ^ , there is no function f such that h = fog.
!!• { (x, y) : xy = 1} [The reciprocating function is its own inverse.]
12. {(7. 6). (8, 6), (9. 5)}
13. Since g(3) = g(5) but h(3) / h(5), there is no function f such that
h = f °g.
14. {(1. 1), (2, 4), (3. 9). (4, 16)}
15. X ; the set of nonzero numbers of arithmetic [or: the set of num-
bers of arithmetic]
16. {(0, 0), (2, 2), (5, 5), (11, 11)}, or any function which contains
the members of this set
17. VX ; the set of nonzero numbers of arithnnetic [or: the set of
numbers of arithmetic]
•ii- 18. the mother of x; the set of married people
TC[5-87, 88, 89]

Note that condition (1) [above] is automatically satisfied if ^, = ,5^ ,
In this case, to test for functional dependence one merely checks to see
whether h has the same value for each two argunnents for which g has
the same value.
Note that both condition (a) and condition (b) are automatically satisfied
if g has an inverse. [See Sample 2 of Part A on page 5-93.] For, in
this case, if g(Xj^) = g{x.^) then x^ = x^. To test for functional dependence
in this case one merely checks to see whether ^, (Z ^ .
^ h — g
[Condition (a) is automatically satisfied if h has the same value for each
of its arguments.]
The discussion on pages 5-90 through 5-91 is fairly heavy. It is
probably the case that most students will accept the theorem at the
bottom of page 5-91 just on the basis of the Exploration Exercises on
page 5-86.
TC[5-89, 90, 9l]b

Correction. On page 5-92, in line 7, change
'belong' to 'belongs'. Also, in the 8th line
from the bottom of the page, change
'5
€ ^j^' to '5 i ^^,
On pages 5-90 and 5-91 we develop a criterion for determining whether,
given functions g and h, there is a function f such that h = f » g.
Since, for any functions f and g, ^- C r> , there cannot be a function f
such that h = f • g unless ^. C^ h . [See, for example, t^xercise 4 on page
5-86.] Also, if x^ and x^ are arguments of f = g such that g(Xj^) = gCx^)
then [f >g](Xj^) = [f o gjlXg). So, there cannot be such a function f unless,
whenever x^ and x^ are arguments of h such that g(x^) = glx^), then
h(x.) = h(x,), [See Sample 2 on page 5-86.] If this condition is satisfied,
and hy^ 'Z_ > , then with each value of g there corresponds at most one
value of h. In this case, the pairs (g(x), h{x)), for x e b,, are the mem-
bers of a function f_ such that, at least, h C f-, e g.
But, suppose that there are ajguments, x and x^ of g such that
g(Xj^) = g(x„) = u, say, and that, \while h(x^) = v, x^ ^ 5, . In such a
case, (u, v) e f-, so fp(g(x^)) = f^(u) = v and fc,(g(x2)) = v. Hence, both x^^
and Xg belong to the donnain of f^ <> g but only one of them, x^, belongs to
rV, . Hence, h / f„ » g, since h and f^ » g have different domains. [See,
for example. Exercise 5 on page 5-86.] So, to ensure that h = f^ » g,
rather than, merely, that h C^ fq « g, we must rule out the possibility that
there are arguments x, and x^ of g such that g(Xj^) = g{y.^), and x, e ^, ,
but Xg ^ ^ .
These three necessary conditions:
(1) \C.^ [page 5-90]
(a) if {x^, Xg} C b^ and g(x^) = g(x2) then h(x^) = hCx^) [page 5-9l]
(b) if {x.^, Xg} C b and g(Xj^) = gCx^) and x^^ e ^, then x^ € b,
[page 5-91]
are also sufficient in order that there be a function f such that h = f ' g.
For, if they are satisfied then the set of pairs of corresponding values
of g and h is a function f^ such that h = f^ » g.
TC[5-89, 90, 9l]a

8. (a) Yes. [^. = /S'p, and squares with the saine perimeter have the
same area-measure.]
(b) Yes. [,5-p = -5-« , and squares with the same area-measure have
the same perimeter.]
Ox
'I*
Students should proceed directly to Part B after they finish Exercise 8
of Part A. If you wish to pursue the discussion on pages 5-94 and 5-95,
it will be nnore meaningful to the students if they have pushed through
the exercises in Part B.
TC[5-93, 94]b

Corrections. The s^icond line on page 5-93
should read:
(b) Since -5, C <^ , we
On page 5-95, line 11 should read:
The converse of g is {{x, y) : x = 3y - 4},
Answers for questions in Solution for Sample 2.
p is not a function of q because /S' U. ^ .f ^ p q
{(x, y) : X > and y = 2x + 5} is a function of q because its domain is
^ and q has an inverse.
q
'1^
Answers for Part A [which begins on page 5-92].
1. (a) No. [k(2) = k(4), HZ) /^ i{4)]
(b) No. [je{2) =i{5), k{2) 7^k(5)]
(c) (2, 4) and (4, 3)
(d) Replace (2, 4) by (2, 3); ot_ replace (4, 3) by (4, 4).
2. (a) No. [u(5) = u(7) and 5 e ^ but 7 |^ ^ ]
(b) No. [^ ^^ ]* u V
3. Yes. [f has an inverse, and .^ = -Jr,. 1
4. (a) No. [t{l) = 3 = t(2) but s(l) / s{2)]
(b) Yes. [s has an inverse, and y = ^ .1
t s
6, Yes. [^ = ^ , and if g(x^) = g(K^) then h(x^) = h(x^).]
6, (a) Yes. [^ = ^ , and circles with the same circunnference have
the sanne radius.]
(b) Yes. [^ = ^ , and circles with the same radius have the same
circumference . ]
7. (a) No. [There are rectangles with the same perimeter but with
different area-measures.]
(b) No. [There are rectangles with the same area-measure but
with different perimeters.]
TC[5-93, 94]a
Correction. At the end of the second line of the
directions for Part B, the expression should
be *h«g"^' .
Answers for Part B.
1. {(8, 4), (7, 3), (6, 2), (5, 1)}; {(7, 9), (6, 14), (5, 2));
{(3,9), (2, 14), {1, 2)}
2. {(x, y): y = ^^-j^h y = 2x - 29; y = 4x - 1
1
3. {(x, y): y = ^-^ }; {(x, y), x < -3: y = 2 - 4x};
{{x, y), x> 4: y = 6x - 10}
4. {(x, y): y = x-l}; {(x, y): y > and {x - 1)^ + y^ = l};
{(x, y) : y > and x^ + y^ = 1
}
^5. {(x, y): x>Oandy = x^}; {{x, y): x > and y = x};
{(x, y), X > 0: y = 4x}
A procedure very similar to that explained on page 6-94 works to find
an f such that f o g = h whenever there is such a^ function . [Warning. The
procedure will yield a function f even when h is not a function of g. But,
of course, it will not then be the case that fog = h» ] Suppose that h is a
function of g and that f is the function such that X C_ ft and h = f » g. Now,
even if g does not have an inverse there are subsets of g which have the
same range as g and which do have inverses. Suppose that gj^ is such a
function. That is, suppose that
g-L
C g, fig = R , and g^^ has an inverse.
Then
h«gi'^ = [f »g]°gi"^ = f '[g°gi"M.
The domain of g"»gj^"^ is the donnain of gj^'^, and this is Rg. For each
X e {^g, [g'gi'^K^) - ^' So» since ^-CR . the domain of f« [go g^'-"-]
is ^^ and, for each x e ^^ , [f " [g- g^ ]](x)= f ([g ° g^' ]{x)) = f (x). Hence,
fo[gog^"^] = f. Consequently, hog^^"^ = f. [Notice that the preceding
argument is just like that on page 5-94. If g has an inverse, then
g = g. If g does not have an inverse then there will be more than one
choice for g^^. Whichever choice you make, as long as ^, £.^g»
f-'lg-'gi'^] = f- If h = fogthenhog^-i= fo[gog^-i] = f. So, [hcg^'^]og = h.
TC[5-96]a

In general, the donaain of g^' o g is ,5' , and its range is ,5-„ , a subset
of ^ , For each xe^p , [g/ » g](x) = x but, in general, if x € -5- , one
can only say that g{[gj^"-'^ °g]{x)) = g(x). If the test for functional depend-
ence is satisfied [and only then], one can conclude that, for each x e ^,,
Mlgi'"' "gK^)) = h(x). So, in this case, h'>[g^"^ <> g] = h and, by the
associativity of function composition, hog^"''^ is a function f such that
fog = h.]
As an example, consider the functions g and h, where
and
g = {(3, 6), (5, 9), (8, 4), (7, 6)}
h = {(3, 9), (5, 12), (8, 7), (7, 9)}.
^, = ^_ and 3 and 7 are the only arguments for which g has the same
value. Since h( 3) = h(7), h is a function of g. For this function there
are just two appropriate choices for g .
g^ = {{3, 6), (5, 9), (8, 4))
gi'' = {{6, 3), (9, 5), (4, 8)}
hog^-' = {(6, 9), (9. 12), (4, 7)}
g, = {(5, 9), (8, 4), (7. 6)}
g- {(9, 5), (4, 8), (6, 7)}
h»gi"' = {(9, 12), (4, 7), (6. 9)}
Note that with either choice, one obtains the same function hog^.'''' and
that on connposing this function with g one obtains h.
As another example, consider the functions g and h, where
g = {(x, y): y = x^}
and h = {{x, y) : x^ < 1 and y = |x|}.
<5-, C_^ and, for two arguments x^ and x^ of g, g(x^) = glxg) if and only
if x^ and x^ are opposites. In this case, either both or neither of them
belong to ^,, and if both do, h(Xj^) = h{x2). So, h is a function of g. A
TC[5-96]b

suitable function gj^ is {(x, y) : x > and y = x^}. With this choice,
gi'^ = {{x, y): y > and y2 = x}
= {{x, y), X > 0: y = /x}, and
h»gi'^ = {(x, y), X > 0: (Vl^)^ < 1 and y = |V7^ |}
- {(x» y)
.
X >^ : X < 1 and y = vx }.
Checking,
[h«g^'^]og = {(x, y), x^ > 0: x^ < 1 and y = /3?}
= {(x, y): x^ < 1 andy = jx|}
= h.
An alternative choice for g^ is {(x, y) : x < and y = x^}. \7ith this
choice,
g^^ = {(x, y)
:
y < and y^ = x}
= {(x, y), x>0: y=-Vx}, and
h»gi"' = {(x, y), x> 0: (-/^)' < 1 and y = |->/^|}
= {(x, y), X > 0: X < 1 and y = Vx } .
So, with either choice for g^^ we obtain the same function hog,"''^.
TC[5-96]c

f(4) +f(3) - f-i{7) =
7. f»g = { }
f°[g'>g-M= { }
Quiz .
A. g = {(3, 5), (2. 9). (1, 4), (0, 7)}
f = {(4, 2), (5, 1), (3, 8), (9, 11), (7, 7)}
1. g-' = { } 2. r' = {
3. g(3) + gH9) = 4.
5. f(g(3)) = 6. [f»g](2) =
8. gog"' = { } 9.
B. 1. a = {{3. 8), (4, 0), (6, 5), (9, 8), (7, 9), (1, 3)}
b = {(4, 7), (6, 1), {7, 9), (1, 11)}
Tell why a is not a function of b.
2. c = {(5, 8), (4, 2), (9, 8), (10, 8)} d = {(5, 7), (4, 9), (9, 7)}
Tell why d is not a function of c.
3. e = {{1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (6, 4), (6, 3), (7, 2)}
f = {(7, 8). (6, 5), (5, 4), (3, 5), (2, 5), (1, 8)}
Tell why f is not a function of e.
C. Suppose that g = {(x, y) : y = 2x + 9} and h = {{x, y) : y = 4x - 11}.
Find a function f such that h = fog.
D. Suppose that d is the function that maps each real number on its
double, and t is the function that maps each real number on its
triple
.
1. Is t a function of d? If not, tell why. If so, describe
a function f such that t = f « d.
2. Is d a function of t ? If not, tell why. If so, describe
a function g such that d = got.
TC[5-96]d

Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. (5, 3), (9, 2), (4, 1). (7, 0) 2. ( 2, 4), ( 1, 5), { 8, 3), ( 1 1 , 9), (7, 7)
3. 7 4. 3 5, 1 6. 11
7. (3. 1), (2, 11), (1, 2), (0, 7) 8. (5, 5), (9, 9), (4, 4), {7, 7)
9. {5, 1), (9. 11), (4, 2), (7, 7)
B. 1. ^^^ ^^
2. c(9) = c(10) and 9 6-5-^ but 10 / ,5^^
3. e(3) = e(5) but f(3) /^ f(5)
C. f = hcg-^ = {(x, y): y = 2x - 29}
D. 1, Yes; f = {{x, y) : y = yx} [f is the function that maps each real
3
number on the real number j- times as large.]
2. Yes; g = {(x, y) : y = ^^} [g is the function that maps each real
2
number on the real number t^ as large.]
TC[5-96]e


The importance of variable quantities, and of distinguishing between
variables [pronumerals] and nannes of variable quantities, has been
stressed recently by Karl I/Ienger [for example, in "Why Johnny Hates
Math--", The Mathematics Teacher . December, 1956]. [This
distinction is often lost sight of in dealing with formulas , such as
z
.
t.Z
'A = s ', or 'v = 2gh', in which, properly speaking, *A', 's', V, and
'h' are names of variable quantities, rather than pronumerals.]
Annong variable quantities we include both those functions whose ranges
are sets of numbers of arithmetic, and those whose ranges are sets of
real numbers. [As previously, 'N' is a name for the set of numbers
of arithmetic . ]
Ox
The following exercises on pages 5-5 3 et seq . refer to variable quan-
tities :
Part D, Exercises 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16(a), (b), (c), (d),
(e), 17 (a).
Part E, Exercises 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14.
Part F, Exercises 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.
'I"
Answer to question on page 5-98, line 4.
The pair (0, 0) does not belong to the second function [but does belong
to the first].
Remark concerning bracketed sentence on page 5-98 preceding
exercises
.
If f has an inverse and A = f os then f "^o A = f '^o [f o s] = [f "^of]os.
Since ^^ = ^^, ft^C^^. So, [f'iof],s=s.
TC[5-97, 98]
Answers for Part A.
1. Yes; V = TT
u
Yes; V = u/tt
Answers for Part B.
1. No; you can have two rectangles with the same length-measure
but different area-measures.
2. No; you can have two rectangles with the same area-measure
but different length-measures.
Answers for Part C [on page 5-99].
1. Yes; here is a graph of a function g such that, for each tripx,
c(x) = g(m(x)).
100
50
10 -
2. No; trips of differing lengths may cost the same.
[Here is a description of the function g whose graph is given in the
answer for Exercise 1 of Part C:
g(x) =
35, for < X < 2/3
.35 + 10 (-1 - (3x - 2)1), for x > 2/3
[The formula in the second line can, of course, be simplified to:
35 - 10 I 2 - 3x1. ] See Exercise 5 of Part L of the Supplementary
Exercises for a definition of '[ . . . ]'.]
TC[5-98. 99]


Note concerning the word 'singulary'. The Latin distributives from
which such words as 'binary', 'ternary', 'quaternary', etc. derive
are 'singuli', 'bini', 'terni', 'quaterni', etc.
The essence of the discussion on pages 5-99 and 5-100 is that each
operation on numbers can be used to induce an operation on functions.
In the case of a singulary operation on numbers, the corresponding
singulary operation on functions is defined in terms of the given
operation on numbers just as, on page 5-100, we define the oppositing
operation on functions in terms of the oppositing operation onnunnbers.
To bring out the fact that we are actually dealing with two ope rations --
one on numbers and the other on functions- -it might be helpful to use,
at first, a bold-face '—•' for the operation on functions. But, since one
can tell from context which of the two operations is meant, there is no
harm in using the same symbol, ' —
',
for both.
The oppositing operation on functions is of little interest except as
applied to functions whose values are real numbers. So, we nnight,
in the definition on page 5-100, have replaced 'functions', both times,
by 'real-valued functions', and, since each real number has an
opposite, have omitted 'such that g(x) has an opposite*. Our reason
for not doing so is that we want to provide a pattern for students to
follow in solving Exercise 1 of Part B on page 5-101.
Answers for Part A [on page 5-100].
1. (a) -18 (b) (c) -12 (d) -84 (e) -84
(f) {{x, y):y= -(3x + 12)}
2. {(x, y), x>0:y= -/^} 3. 4. ^
5
^5. {0}
"^ 6. the only real number in 6^ is
TC[5-99, 100]

Answers for Part D [on page 5-101].
1. 2.
3. 4.
5.
6. ^ = the set of real numbers
-^ 2 = the set of real numbers
'^le I
~ ^^^ ^^^ °^ real nunnbers
^-Q - the set of real numbers
;y i/g = {x: x/ 0}
TC[5-101]c
g
R 2
g
R,
a
-g
ft i/g
the set of real numbers
(x: x> 0}
{x: x> 0} [if •)... I'
abbreviates ""|.
. .
|
']
the set of real numbers
{x: X / 0}

Students will probably follow the pattern of the definition on page
5-100, and give the answers displayed above for Exercise 1 of Part C.
You might then suggest the following simpler definitions which cover all
cases of interest:
(a) For each variable quantity g, g is the variable quantity
such that
g^(x) = (g(x))^, for each x
€ ^ .
(b) For each real -valued variable quantity g, |g ( is the variable
quantity such that
|g|(x) = |g(x) I, for each X e ^ .
(c) For each variable quantity g, — is the variable quantity such
that ^
[?)"" = ife-)-g g
for each x
€
,5- such that g(x) / 0.
o
(a) 121 (b) 100 (c) 1,
1
~ 7
(d) 46
(e) 24 (f) 4, -^ (g) i (h) -^
(i) [0 J^ftj/g] (j) [f / -^i/g]
(k) {(x, y), X ^ |- : y =
^- } [or: { (x. y) : y(7x - 3)' = 1 }]
(7x - 3)'
o.
TC[5-101]b

Answers for Part B.
1. Vgfx); X e ^ such that g(x) has a squai-e root
2. (a) 2 (b) 14 (c) (d) [4 /^ ^]
(e) [-2 ^£ r-] (f) V^ = {(x, y), x > 5 : y = Vx - 5 }
ve'g
3. {tx, y) :y = |x|}
4.
(a) 1 (b) 1 (c) 5 (d) [-5 ff^_^]
10
(e) [4 fl^^J (f) [3 f(^_^] (g) {(x. y). x > ^ : y = -VIZ-IO}
(h) {(x. y). X < ^ : y =V-(3x - 10)}
Answers for Part C.
1. (a) For each function g, g is the function such that
g^(x) = (g(x))^
for each x e ^ such that g(x) has a square.
(b) For each function g, |g | is the function such that
|g|(x)= |g(x)|.
for each x e ^ such that g(x) has an absolute value.
(c) For each function g, — is the function such that
for each x e ^ such that g(x) has a reciprocal.
TC[5-10l]a
Instead of reinterpreting '2' as a name for a variable quantity, we
might define, for each number z and each variable quantity f,
zf = { (x, y) : y = z "f (x)} , thus introducing a third kind of multiplication
in addition to those already introduced; to wit, multiplication of
numbers and multiplication of variable quantities. This procedure
can be carried through, but gives rise to annoying complications. For
example, in dealing with the variable quantities circumference and
diameter of a circle [c and d], we want to be able to interpret not only
'c = TT d' [which we can do whether we consider 'tt' as a numeral or
as a name for a variable quantity], but also 'c/d = tt'. The latter
makes sense only if 'tt' is a name for the variable quantity c/d, i.e.
for the variable quantity whose domain is the set of all circles and
whose range consists of the single number n. With this re -interpretation
of numerals as being nannes of variable quantities, it turns out that one
can manipulate formulas according to what are, essentially, the same
rules as one uses in manipulating arithmetical sentences. How this
comes about is discussed on pages 5-112 through 5-115.
The ambiguity resulting from the fact that each numeral is, now, not
only a name for a number but also a name for any function whose range
consists of this number, does not present a serious problem. As in
the case of numerals for numbers of arithmetic, which may on occasion
be used as names for corresponding nonnegative real numbers, either
the proper interpretation is clear fronn context, or it is immaterial
which interpretation is adopted.
Note that there is some conflict between the terms 'constant variable
quantity' and 'constant function' [see page 5-83]. Although a variable
quantity is a function, a constant variable quantity may not be a constant
function! A constant function has the set of real numbers as domain.
[The word 'constant' is also sometimes used to refer to symbols which
function as nouns [for example, nunnerals] in contrast to symbols, called
'variables', which function as pronouns [for example, pronumerals]. ]
TC[5-104]


(ii) Point out that the parentheses in Exercise 3 are not punctuation,
but, rather, indicate application of a function to an argument
[see TC[5-55, 56]b]; and that the value of the variable quantity
3 at any of its arguments is the number 3.
(iii) Show that the incorrect answer '31' is the correct answer to
another exercise: [f^ + 3j](2) =
,
where j = {(x, y) : y = x}.
Similar remarks are appropriate if students give answers: 26, 51, 7,
11, 77, or: 18 for Exercises 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, respectively.
TC[5-105]c

Answers for Part C [on page 5-105].
1, 2, 3.
0-.
"I*
Answers for Part D [on page 5-105].
1. 25 2. 30 3. 28
48 7. 6 8. 8
A clever way to do Exercise 2
is to lay a strip of paper
vertically on the drawing [as
indicated by the dotted line],
mark on an edge of the strip
the points where it crosses
the graphs of the x-axis and
g, and then shift the strip
vertically until the nnark which
was on the graph of the x-axis
is on the graph of f . Then,
the other mark is on the graph
of f + g. Repeat this process
until you have obtained enough
points on the graph of f + g.
[This method of graphing is
called 'addition of ordinates'.
It can be a great time -saver
especially in situations more
complicated than that
illustrated here. ]
45
9. 48
23
10. 14
In solving Exercise 3 of Part D, students nnay obtain '31' as an answer
rather than the correct answer: Z8. In this case, apparently the close-
ness of the * 3' and the '2' suggested multiplication. There are several
ways of correcting this error.
(i) Have students show that f ^
and that ' ^
that
f^ + 3 = {(x, y): y =
[f2 + 3](2) =(7-2 - 9)^ +
{(x, y) : y
{7x - 9)^
3.
= (7x -
+ 3}, so
9)^}
TC[5-105]b

Correction
numer
. In line
al from '
5
2'
change
to '3'.
the exercise
Answers for Part A.
1. h + j = {{7. 1), (5, 2), (8, 18)}
2. hj = {(7, -12), (5, -48), (8, 65)}
3. j + h = h + j 4. jh = hj
5. 7 + h= {{3, 9), (7, 11), (0. 12), (5, 1), (8, 20)}
6. 3j = {(5, 24), (8, 15), (7, -9), (2, 9), (6, 0), (9, 54)}
7. h' = {{3, 4), (7, 16), (0, 25), (5, 36), (8, 169)}
8. 1 9. -48 10. 31
11. 64 12. 23 13. 5
14. (7, 1) e h + J, but (7, 1) (!' h w j [f + g = f w g <=^ f = g and R^ = {o}]
Answers for Part B.
1. c + d = {{x, y): y = 5x + 2}
2. cd = {{x, y): y = (2x + 7)( 3x - 5)}
3. 12 4. 170 5. 31/3 6. 31/3
[Notice, for Exercises 5 and 6, that c + (-•:r)d is a constant variable
quantity. ]
7. c^ = {{x, y): y = (2x + 7)^} 8. d^ = {{x, y): y = (3x - 5)^}
TC[5-105]a
Answers for Part E.
1. f - g= {(1, 2), (2, 6), (3, 4), (4, 7)}
2. g - f = {(1, -2), (2, -6). (3. -4), (4. -7)} = -(£ - g)
3. g/f = {(1, 1/2), (2, 1/3), (3, 1/3), (4, 0)};
f/g= {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 3)}
4. ^, = {1, 2, 3, 4} = ^ . m. = {4, 6, 7, 9}, k = {O, 2, 3},
* g *• g
^g/^ = {1, 2, 3, 4}, ^^/g = {1, 2, 3}, i^g/^ = {1/2, 1/3, O},
Vg = ^^' ^^
Answers for Part F.
1. 20 2. 40 3. 4.
5. f - 3g = {(x, y), X > 0: y = O}. It is the constant whose domain is
{x: X > 0} and whose range is {O}. It is one of the constants
which we denote by *0*.
6. if - g = f - 3g 7. 3 8. 3
9. f/g = {(x, y), X > 0: y = 3}. It is the constant whose dotnadn is
(x: X > 0} and whose range is {3}.
10. g/f = {{x, y), x> 0: y = 1/3}
Answers for Part G.
U 2(x^) = 2; 2(X2) = 2 2. 3(x^) = 3; 3(x2) = 3
3. yes, yes, yes, yes 4. [2 + 3](Xj^) = 5; [2 + 3](Xg) = 5; yes
TC[5-106)a

Quiz.
A. Suppose that M and N are variable quantities where
M= {(Hans, 1), (Joe, 5), (Lila, 4), (Eva, 9)}
and N = {(Hans, 4), (Joe, 16), (Lila, 13)}
1. M(Joe) + N(Joe) =
3. [-M](Hans) =
5. >/N(Joe) =
7. [M - N](Joe) =
2. [M + N](Lila)
4. [M^](Eva) =
_
6. MN = {
8. [M + N](Eva) =
B. f = {(x, y): y = 3x - 5},
1. [i + g](3) =
{(x, y): y = 5x + 3}
3. [f - g](5) =
5. [fg](4) =
7. [g-f](4) =
9.
11.
f(-4) = g( )
[f'3(x) =
13. [f2 + g^](x) =
15. [f - g^](x) =
17. [gAKD =
19. [f/gl(-3/5) =
2. [f + g](-3) =
4.
6.
[f - g]( ) =
[f°g](4) =
8. [gf](4) =
10. [fg](x) =
12. [g'](x) =
14. [f + g](x) =
16. [f/g]{l) =
18.
20.
"1^
[f/g]( ) = 7/2 3
[f/g]( ) = 3/5
TC[5-106]b

Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. 21 2. 17 3. -1 4. 81 5. 4
6. (Hans, 4), (Joe, 80), (Lila, 52) 7. -11 8. [Eva /
^^^ ^ j^]
B. 1. 22 2. -26
6. 64 7. 38
11. 9x^ - 30x + 25
14. 9x^ - 25x + 28
17. -4 18. 4
3. -18 4. -4
8. 161 9. -4
12. 25x^ + 30x + 9
15. -25x^ 27x - 14
19. [-I^Vg^
5. 161
10. 15x^ - 16x- 15
1 3. 34x^ + 34
16.
4
20. [|/af/gl
TC[5-106]c


In reading the formula 'A - yhlb^ + b^)' students should say 'one -half
times aitch times bee one plus bee two'. [Since the arguments of h are
not numerical, the parentheses do not indicate that h operates on b, + b^.
As is usual in formulas, the parentheses are inerely grouping symbols.]
The common domain of A, y, h, b^, and b^ is the set of all trapezoids.
In the context 'V = Tj^Trr^h', the common domain of V, — , n, r, h, r^,
1
and TT-TT is the set of all circular conical solids.
In the context 'c = 7rd', the connmon domain of c, ir, and d, is the set of
all circles. And, c/d is the constant tt which has this domain.
To assert 'c = Trd' is to say that c and 7rd are the same variable quantity
--that is, that
c(x) is [ird] (x),
,^ = ^ , and that, for each member x of this donnain,
C TTQ.
If d(xj^) = d{x2), the circles x^^ and x^ have the same dianneter, or:
are the same size, or: are congruent. Two such circles also have
the same circumference --that is, c{x^) = c(x^)
.
TC[5-107]
Note that the choice of which of a set of variable quantities is to be
taken as the dependent one [the others, then, being called 'independent']
is largely arbitrary. For example, reference to the formula 'c = 7rd'
usually means that the speaker has chosen to consider c as the dependent
variable quantity, but reference to the equivalent formula 'd = c/jr' »
indicates that he has chosen to think of d as dependent on c.
In the case of the rectangles x^ and x^, it of course does not follow frona
the fact that JI(k^) = ^(x^) that P{x^) = Plx^) . In fact, for the given
rectangles, P{x^) / P(k^). And, since i{x^) = ^(x^) but P(x.^) /^ P(x^),
it follows that P is not a function of £. A similar example shows that P
is not a function of w.
Two rectangles, x^ and x^, such that J? (Xg) = i{x^) and w(x3) = w(x^)
are congruent. So, in that case, Pix^) = P{x^).
f((5.2)) = 14; f((5, 3)) = 16; f{{9.6)) = 30; f((3, 2)) = 10; f((10,7)) = 34
'I-
The phrases [on page 5-109] 'functions of two variables' and 'functions
of one variable' do not, of course, nnake literal sense. A function is
not "of" anything; like any other entity, a function just "is"! But
these phrases are the ones conventionally used to distinguish between
functions whose arguments are ordered pairs of numbers and those
whose arguments are numbers.
Answers for questions on page 5-109. ®
V is not a function of h because there exist cones x^ and x„ such that
h{x^) = Mx^) but V{x^) ^ Vlxg).
V is not a function of tt because tt is a constant variable quantity and V
is not. [Similarly, V is not a function of l/3.]
V is a function of (h, r) [as well as of (r, h)]. One function g such that
V = g({h, r)) is
{((u, v), w)
€
(N X N) X N: w =
-j jruv^}.
It is different fronn the function f which V is of (r, h).
TC[5-108, 109]

Answers for Part A.
1. ^^^ = {Al, Bob, Cora}
2. (a) 19 (b) 13 (c) 17 3. (a) 361 (b) 210
Answers for Part B [on pages 5-110 and 5-111],
1. (a) 25 (b) 13 (c) 256 (d) 840
2. (1. 55), (2, 48), (3, 27), (4, 20)
3. Yes; {(x, y) : y = 5x - 2}, or: {(3, 13), (4, 18), (7, 33). (8, 38)}
4. (a) (1, 209), (2, 162), {3, 57), {4, 34)
(b) A = 3M^ + 2M + 1 ['in terms of M' means 'referring to no
variable quantities other than constants and M'.]
5. (a) Yes; {{8, 64), (7, 49), (4, 16), (3, 9)} [or any more inclusive
function such as {(x, y) : y = x^}]
(b) Yes; T = M^
6. (a) Yes; {{8. 15), (7, 13), (4, 7), (3, 5) } or : {{x, y) : y = 2x - 1
}
(b) Yes; S = 2M - 1
7. (a) Yes; {(8, 98), (7, 347), (4, 629), (3, -708)} [or anymore
inclusive function]
^(b) Yes; Q = 6 3. 8M^ - 1250. 95M^ + 7733. 05M - 1437 1 . 2
There are two procedures for obtaining a function f, whose domain is
the set of all real numbers, such that Q = f oM. One way begins by
assuming that there are numbers a, b, c, and d such that
f (x) = a + bx + cx^ + dx^, drawing the conclusion that, since f (8) = 98,
f(7) = 347, f{4) = 629, and f(3) = -708,
a + 8b + 64c + 512d = 98,
a + 7b + 49c + 343d = 347,
a + 4b + 16c + 64d = 629,
and a + 3b + 9c + 27d = -708.
TC[5-110]a
I
It is clear that a solution (a, b, c, d) of the above equations will yield
a function f which does the job. The system can be solved by standard
elimination procedures, and it is seen that
f(x) = -14371.2 + 7733. 05x - 1250.95x2 + 63. 8x^
A second procedure is to use the Lagrange interpolation fornnula which,
for a function whose values, for four arguments x^^, Xg, Xg, and x^, are
specified to be y^^ , yg , y^, and y^, respectively, is;
(X - Xg)(x - X3)(X - X^) (X - X^)(X - X3)(X - X^)
(X^ - XgXx^ - X3)(X^ - X4) ^1 (Xg - X.^){xi^ - X3){X2 - X^) ^2
(x - xJ{k - Xg)(x - xj (x - Xj^Hx - X3)(x - X3)
(Xg - X^)(X3 - X2)(X3 - X^) ^3 {x^ - X^){k^ - K^)(>i^ - X3) ^4
In the present case, this yields:
H^\ - (x - 7)(x - 4)(x - 3) . (x - 8)(x - 4)(x - 3) . . .»
^^^' " (8 - 7)(8 - 4)(8 - 3) ^" ^ {7 - 8)(7 - 4)(7 - 3) ^^'
^
(x - 8)(x - 7)(x - 3)
. ,
,
(x - 8)(x - 7)(x - 4)
.
(4 - 8)(4 - 7)(4 - 3) ^ (3 - 8)(3 - 7)(3 - 4)
To see how this works, note that, according to the above formula,
f (8) = 1 • 98 + • 347 + • 629 + • -708 = 98,
f (7) = • 98 + 1 • 347 + • 629 + • -708 = 347,
f (4) = • 98 + • 347 + 1 • 629 + • -708 = 347,
and f(3) = 0*98 + 0» 347 + 0*629 + 1 • -708 = -708.
[There are, of course, many other functions which can be used in place
off.]
8. (a) {{x, y): y= 3x + 5}, or: {(3, 14). (4, 17). (7, 26). (8, 29)}
(b) Yes; {{x, y) : y = (x - 5)/3}
(c) M = (R - 5)/3
TC[5-110]b
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Correction. On page 5- 112, the last part of
line 17 s hould be ' quantity
1
as fh + gh'.
10.
(a) Yes; {(x, y) : y = x - 5} ; E = M - 5
(b) Yes; M = E + 5
(c) (1,3/8). (2.2/7). (3,-1/4), (4,-2/3)
(d) Yes; {(x, y) : xy = x - 5} . or: { (x, y), x/ 0:y = 1 - 5/x}
(e) E/M = 1 - 5/M
(a) B = M (b) C = 3, where 3 is the variable quantity
{(1,3). (2,3), (3,3), (4,3)}.
II. (a) That constant 2 whose domain is {1, 2, 3, 4} is a function of
M. [A. constant is a function of each variable quantity which
has the same domain. ]
(b) No; [2(1) = 2(2), but M(l) / M(2)]
Answers for Part C.
1. (a) 43 (b) 51 (c) -21 (d) 29 (e) 1849 (f) 836
2. (a) (1,-1). (2, -1), (3.23). (4,-23)
(b) (1.-96), (2,-133). (3.-85), (4,-144)
(c) (1,-96), (2,-133), (3,-85), (4,-144)
Answers for Part D.
1. AU^) = A(x^) + 15
2. A{k^)= 7-A(x^)
TC[5-111]

Answers for Exploration Exercises.
Answers for Part A [on page 5-115],
1. 2. {(0. 0)}
3. {(0. 0)}
Answers for Part B [on page 5-115].
1. 2.
+y 3. ^
T
-y = 7
.y =
z:
H (—I-
y = -2
X
TC[5-115]d

Answers for Quiz.
A. 1. (e^, 13), (eg, 10), (63, 7), (e^, 16)
2. (e^, -1), (63, -1), (63, -1), (e^, -1)
3. (e^, 97), (63, 58), (63, 29), (e^, 146)
4. Yes; f = {(x, y) : y = 2x + 1 } [or any function which contains as
a subset {(4, 9). (3, 7), (2, 5), (5, 11)}]
B. 1. 65 2. 51 3. 79 4. 66 5. 4225 6. 4356
7. Yes; f = {(x, y) : y = 7x + 2} [or any function which contains as a
subset {{9, 65), (7, 51), (5, 37), (11, 79)}]
8. Yes, g = {(x, y) : y = 1 4x + 9 } [or any function which contains as
a subset {(4, 65), (3, 51), (2, 37), (5, 79)}]
9. M = 14A + 9 [since M = 7B + 2 and B = 2A + 1]
C. 1. IOOtt 2. 847r 3. 2 4. l/4 5. l/9
TC(5-115]c

vl./
Quiz.
A. Suppose that A and B are variable quantities where
A = {{e^, 4), (e^, 3), (63, 2), (e^, 5)}
and B = {(e^, 9), {e^, 7), (63, 5). (e^, 11)}.
1. If C = A + B then C = { }.
2. If D = 2A - B then D = { }.
3. If E = A^ + B^ then E = { }.
4. Is B a function of A ? If not, tell why. If so, describe a
function f such that B = f <> A.
B. Suppose that A and B are the variable quantities described in
Part A, and that M is the variable quantity 7B + 2.
1. M(e^) = 2. M(e^) = 3. M(eJ =
4. [M+l]{e^)= 5. [M2](e3^)=_
6. [M^ + 2M + l](e^) =
7. Is M a function of B ? If not, tell why. If so, describe a
function f such that M = foB.
8. Is M a function of A ? If not, tell why. If so, describe a
function g such that M = g° A.
9. V/rite a formula for M in terms of A.
C. The formula 'V = ^j-Trhr^' tells you that the volume of a circular
1
^
cone is ^tt times the height of the cone times the square of the
radius of the base.
1. If h(c^) = 12 and r(c^) = 5 then V(c^) =
.
2. If Mcg) = 9/7 and ric^) = 14 then Vic^) =
.
3. If x(c^) = r(c^) and h{c3) = 2[h(c J] then V(c3) v V(cJ =
4. If htCg) = h{cj and ^c^) = l/2[r(c^)] then V{c^) v V(c^) =
5. If Vlc^) = V(Cg) and r{c^) = 3[r(c3)] then h(c^) -=- Mcg) =
TC[5-115]b

Answers for Exercises.
1. b=P-a-c 2. a=~-^ 3. h = ^
4. c = 2s - a - b 5. h = -^^-^ 6. b^ = 2m - b
c
-^ 2
8. a=2S.,
n
11.
-1-
7 b =^ -b ^-i 9. n=-^
10. h=^^-^^^ r=p R 12. r = 1 - I-Zttt C S
13. a=^^ 14. V=^ 15. d=—
^
Znr - S
6V - (B^ + B2)h
16. M= —4h
'1^
There is another analogy between operations on functions and
operations on numbers which you may wish to point out to your
students. Consider all functions whose arguments and values are
real numbers. When one adds or composes such functions he obtains
functions of the same kind--that is, this set of functions is closed
under the operations of addition and composition. As we have seen,
addition of functions is commutative and associative, and function
composition is associative, but not commutative. Moreover, it is
easy to see that function composition is distributive with respect
to addition in the sense that the generalization:
\^VV[f+g]o h=foh+goh
holds, [That a left-hand distributive principle does not hold is shown
by, among other examples, the well-known fact that the square of a
sum is not the sum of the squares. ] If one restricts one's consider-
ation to real-valued functions whose donnain is the set of all real
numbers then addition of functions is a commutative group operation
[see TC[5-264]]. In this case, including composition gives an example
of an important kind of mathematical system called a ring. Since, for
each f, fol = f= lof, itisa ring with unit.
TC[5-115]a
Answers for Part C.
1.
61 + 82
y = 3x + 2
= 4x + 2
y = ^x + 2
y = -3x + 2
2.
y = 4x +
y = -3x +
y = -6x - 5 —-A ]
TC[5-ll6]a

Answers for Part E [on page 5-116].
[Students should be allowed to use whatever algebraic techniques they
can discover in doing these problems. ]
1. {(0. 5)} 2. {(0, -7)} 3. {{0. 9)} 4. {(0, 0)} 5. 6 .
Answers for Part F [on pages 5-116 and 5-117]^
1. 7 2. 83 3. 12 4. 5. 5 6. 52
7. 1/5 8. 2 9. 1/2 10. 5/2 11. -l/2
TC[5-ll6]b
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IV. 1. (a) {1. 3. 5} (b) {2. 4. 6} (c) {l. 2, 3, 4. 5. 6}
(d) {{2. 1), (4, 3). (6, 5)}
2. (a) the set of real numbers (b) the set of nonnegative real
numbers
(c) the set of real numbers (d) { (x, y) : y = Vjc or y = -n/x}
V. 1. (a) ^^^^ (b) 2(x - 5) (c) 2 (d) 2 (e) ^ (f) ^
2. (a) the set of all real numbers (b) (x: x > 1}
(c) 13 (d) 13 (e) 169 (f) -13 (g) 1 (h) 1
(i) (13, 2) and (13, -2) both belong to the converse of f; so,
the converse of f is not a function.
(J ) {(x, y), X > 0: y = 3x^ +1} [There are many others.]
3. (a) (1, 5). (2, 6). (3, 6), (4, 4) (b) (5, 2), (6, 1). (4, 2)
(c) 2 (d) 2 (e) 2 and 3 (f) (1, 2), (2, 1), (3. 1), (4, 2)
VI. 1. f = {(x, y): y = x^} 2. f = { (x, y) : y = |x + 4}
3. No; g(l)= 3= g(2) but h(l) 7/ h(2).
VII. 1. Union of two straight lines, one containing the points (0, 8) and
(8, 0) and the other containing the points (0, 0) and (1, 3). Both
lines contain the point (2, 6).
2. The set consisting of just the point (2, 6).
3. The union of the first and third quadrants.
4. The circular region with radius 3 and center (0, 0) including
the boundary.
5. A right angle with vertex (3, 0) and symmetric with respect
to the straight line containing (3, 0) and parallel to the second
component axis. The angle opens upward.
6. A parabola opening upward with extreme point (-3, 0) and
containing the points (0, 9) and (-6, 9).
TC[5-117. 118]g

VI. For each pair of functions, g and h, tell whether h is a function of g.
If not, tell why. If so, describe a function f such that h = f» g.
1. g= {(x, y):y = |x|}. h = { (x. y) : y = x'}
2. g = { (x, y) : y = 2x} , h = { (x, y) : y = x + 4}
3. g = { (x, y) : y = 3} , h = { (x, y) : y = 3 - x}
VII. Graph each of the relations listed below.
1. {(x, y):x+ y = 8} w {(x, y):y = 3x}
2. { (x. y) : X + y = 8} rA { (x, y) : y = 3x}
3. {{x, y):xy>0} 4. { (x, y) : x^ + y' < 9}
5. {{x, y):y= |x - 3|} 6. { (x, y) : y = (x + 3)'}
Answers for Quiz.
I. 1. T 2. F 3. T 4. T 5. T 6. T 7. F
8. T 9. T 10. F 11. T 12. T 13. F 14. T
15. T 16. T 17. F 18. F 19. T 20. T 21. F
22. F 23. T 24. T 25. F
n. 1. (1. 1) (3. 3), (5, 5). (7, 7). (9. 9), (11, 11), (13, 13)
2. (1, 1). (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5)
3. (9. 9), (9, 10), (9, 11), (10, 9). (10. 10), (10, 11), (11, 9),
(11, 10), (11, 11)
4. 6 < X < 14 5. X = 110 6. {2, 4, 6, 8} [or: Rj^]
7. 4 8. 1/3 9. -2x+ 8
10. quadrupling function [or: 4-times function, or: the function that
maps each real number on the real number 4 times as large]
III. 1. C 2. S and C
3. (a) 4 (b) 21 (c) 9 (d) 16 (e) 21 (f) 21 (g) 4
(h) 4 (i) 12 (j) 9 (k) (i) 25 (m) 13 (n) 4
4. (c) 5. (b)
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IV. For each of the two relations given below, tell its
(a) domain (b) range (c) field (d) converse
1. H= {(1. 2). (3. 4), (5, 6)} 2. J = { (x, y) : y = x'}
V, 1. Suppose that f = { (x, y) : y = 4x + 3} and g{x) = ^x + 5.
(a) r'= {(x. y):y = .} (b) g (x) =
-1
(c) f (f(2)) =
(e) g{f''(2)) =
-1,
(d) [ff ](2) =
(f) [f'\g"']{2):
2. Suppose that f = { (x, y) : y = 3x^ + 1
}
(a) ^^ =
(c) f(2)
(f) [-m) =
(d) f(-2)
(g) ^/f{0)
(b) fi^ =
(e) [f'](2) =
_
(h) [l/f](0) =
(i ) Prove that i does not have an inverse.
(j ) Describe a subset of f that does have an inverse.
The mappings g and f are shown below.
(a) g= {.
(c) f(g(l))
(f) fog={
} (b) f= {.
(d) f(g(4)) =
}
(e) f(g(_)) = 1
TC[5-117, 118]e

III. Suppose V = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and S and C are relations among the
nnembers of V. Here are graphs of S and C.
S • • • • • 5#...#
3 # . . . • 3 . . » . .
I • • • I , . ' 912345 12345
Graph of S^ Graph of C
1. Which of these relations are reflexive?
2. Which of these relations are symmetric?
3. How many elements are in each of the sets listed below?
[Complements are with respect to V X V.]
(a) S r> C (b) S w C (c) S (d) C
(e) SwC (f) S r^ C (g) S r^ C (h) S w C
(i) S r> (S v_y C) (j) C w (S ^ C) (k) S r^ (S r> C)
(i) S w (S w C) (m) (S ^ C) w S (n) (S w C) r^ (S ^ C)
4. Which of the following describes S?
(a) {(x. y) e V X V: (x < 2 or X > 4) and (y < 2 or y > 4)}
(b) {(x. y) e V X V: |x - 3| > 1 and |y " 3| > 1}
(c) {(x, y) e V X V: X = 1 or x = 5 or y = 1 or y = 5}
(d) {(x, y) e V X V: 1 < X < 5 and 1 < y < 5}
(e) {(x, y) € V X V: 1 < x < 5 or 1 < y < 5}
5. Which of the following describes C?
(a) { (x, y) e V X Y: X = y or X = -y}
(b) {(x, y) eV X V: |x - 3| = |y - 3|}
(c) {{x. y) e V X V: jxl = |y|}
(d) {(x. y) e V X V: X - 3= y - 3}
(e) {(x, y) e V X V: 3 - y = X - 3}
TC[5-117, 118]d

22. For all variable quantities M and N, the domain of M + N is
the union of the domains of M and of N,
23. For each real-valued function f, the range of the function -f
consists of the opposites of the values of f.
24. For each real-valued function f and for each argument x of f
such that f(x) >_ 0, 4I(k) = N/f(x).
25. If a 6
^j^ but (a. b)/ R, it follows that b ^ ^^.
II, Fill the blanks.
1. The reflexive relation whose field is {l, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13}
and which has the fewest members is { }.
2. The intersection of all reflexive relations whose field is
{1. 2, 3, 4, 5} is { }.
3. The union of all reflexive relations whose field is {9, 10, 11}
is { }.
4. The three sides of a triangle are 4 inches, 10 inches and x
inches long if and only if
.
5. The degree -measures of the angles of a triangle are 20, 50 and
X if and only if
.
6. If K is a symmetric relation and (i^ = (2, 4, 6, 8} then
7. (5, ) e {(x, y) € r X I*: 4x - 2 < y + 15 < 3x + 5}
8. If (3, 8) e { (x, y) : y = ax + 7} then a =
.
9. If f = {(x, y):x+ 2y = 8} then f'^= { (x, y) : y = }.
10. If d is the doubling function [that is, the function that maps
each real number on its double] then dod is the
.
TC[5-117, 118]c

Examination [for pages 5 -A through 5-115].
I. True or false ?
1. A variable quantity is a numerical valued function.
2. Every relation is a function.
3. Every function is a relation.
4. Intersecting is distributive with respect to unioning.
5. For all subsets x and y of a given set S, x 'w' (x /^ y) = x.
6. For all subsets x and y of a given set S, y /^ (x v^ y) = y.
7. V x+ 3 = 5 8. 3 x+ 7 = 12X X
9. V (3 x+ y= 10) 10. 3 (V x+ y= 10)X y X y '
11. There is a unique value corresponding to each argument of a
function.
12. For each function f and for all arguments x^^ and x of f, if
f(x^) / fCxg) then x^^ / x^.
13. The relation { (x, y) : y < x} is symmetric.
14. The relation { (x, y) : y > x} is reflexive.
15. The converse of a symmetric relation is symmetric.
16. The converse of a reflexive relation is reflexive.
17. For al^ relations R^ and R^, if R^ <j R^ is symmetric and
R^ is symmetric then R^ is symmetric.
Ig. The perimeter of a rectangle is a function of its length-
measure.
19. The area-measure of an equilateral triangle is a function of
its side-measure.
20. The degree -measure of an angle of a triangle is a function of
the sum of the degree -nneasures of the other two angles.
21. The measure of a side of a triangle is a function of the sum
of the measures of the other two sides.
TC[5-117. 118]b

12. 2 13. 3
14. © A\ 15. © . 3 16.
17. © 77 18. © • XX 19.
20. © 4 21. © . -1 22.
23. 3 24. A • w
26. @ , '210 27. © • 13 1 . r2T) 28.
Answers for Part G [on pages 5-117 and 5-118].
1. 19k 2. -29k 3. ak 4. m/k
7. b, 21 + b
10. 9 + b. 9p
13. aq + b, ap
8. b, a + b, 2a + b
11. 14 + b, -2p
14. ap
©.
A . ^
0. Em . GH)
5. b 6. b, 7 + b
9. b, ap
12. a3 + b, ap
Note that a constant function of a real variable is a constant- -that is, a
variable quantity whose range is a singleton. But, of course, not every
constant is a constant function of a real variable.
Answer for question in the last paragraph on page 5-118.
The domain, and the range, of each of the given functions is the set
of real numbers.
•J,
TC[5-117, 118]a

Answers for Part A [on pages 5-120 and 5-121]
.
1. Yes; a = -5, b = 3 2. Yes; a = 3/2, b = 5/2
3. Yes; a = l/3, b = -7/3 4. Yes; a = 5, b = 11
5. Yes; a = -1, b = 9
6. No; ^^ = {O, 1, 2} / the set of real numbers [ However, f is a
subset of the linea r function { (x, y ) : y = x + 9} . ]
i
TC[5-119, 120]b

If the graphs of Figure 1 and Figure 2 [on page 5-119] were drawn on
the same chart then that of Figure 3 could be formed by the method of
addition of ordinates. [See discussion on TC[5-105]b. ]
Answers for questions in first paragraph on page 5-119.
For the value of 'a', and each value of 'b', {(x, y) : y = ax + b} is a
constant function, and its graph is a horizontal line.
None of the graphs are vertical lines, [After all, the sets are functions.]
For each nonzero value of *a', and each value of 'b', the graph is an
oblique straight line.
The explanation called for in the last paragraph on page 5-119 might
run as follows: In the preceding paragraph of the text, linear functions
have been identified as functions whose graphs are oblique straight lines.
Now, { (x, y) : y = 7} is a function whose graph is a straight line, but not
an oblique one; and { (x, y) : x = 4} is not even a function [although its
graph is a straight line]. Hence, neither of these sets of ordered pairs
is a linear function.
Another interesting function to consider is the function g defined by:
/ \ X - 4
Its graph is an oblique straight line [y = x+ 2] with a hole at (2, 4). It
is not a linear function because its domain is not the set of all real
numbers.
'I-
Answers for questions on page 5-120.
If f(x) = ax + b, then f(0) = b and f(l) = a + b. Hence, if a 7/ 0, f(0) / f(l).
Consequently, no linear function is a constant function.
The domain of each linear function is the set of all real numbers.
The domain of { (x, y) : y = 7x - 5 and |y| £ 1000000} is not the set of
real numbers. For example, 1000000 does not belong to the domain.
[The largest member of the domain is (10^ + 5)/?, and the smallest is
(-10 + 5)/?.] So, the function in question is not a linear function.
TC[5-119, 120]a

{(x, y) : C = O}, and is either the cartesian square of the set of real
nunnbers, or 0, according as C = or C / 0. So, if B = then
{(x, y) : Ax + By t C = 0} is not a function unless, also, A = and
C / 0. In this case it is not a linear function.
Having treated all cases, we see that {(x, y) : Ax + By + C = 0} is
a linear function if and only if neither A nor B is 0.
'1-
Answer to question at foot of page 5-122.
(3, -5) i g because g, being a linear function, has an inverse, and
(0, -5) € g.
TC[5-121, 122]c

^3. If f and g are linear functions then there are nunnbers a / and b
such that f = {(x, y) : y = ax + b}, and numbers c j^ and d such that
g = {(x, y): y = ex + d}. So, fog = {(x, y) : y = {ac)x + (ad + b)}.
Since ac / 0, f <> g is a linear function. [Note that if either f or g is
a linear function and the other is a constant function then f»g is a
constant function. ]
'1^
Answers for Part C [on page 5-lZl].
1. Yes
2. No [The product of each function whose domain is the set of real
numbers by the constant function is also this constant function and,
so, no such product is a linear function.]
3. No [The sum of the linear functions {(x, y) : y = x} and {(x, y) : y=-x}
is the constant function 0.]
[In extension of Exercises 2 and 3 of Part C, note that the product of a
linear function by any constant function other than is a linear function;
and that the sum of a linear function and a linear function is either a
linear function or a constant function.]
Ox
Answers for Part "D [on page 5-121].
1. Yes [AH such relations for which AB /^ 0.]
2. constant functions; no functions; linear functions containing (0, 0);
the function 0; not a function, just the set of all ordered pairs of
real numbers
3. Suppose B / 0. Then
{(x, y): Ax + By + C = 0} = {{x, y) : y = (-A/B)x - C/B}.
If, in addition, A /^ then -A/B / 0. Hence, if neither A nor B is
0, the function in question is a linear function with a = -A/B and
b = -C/B. Also, if A = and B / 0, the function is a constant
function and so is not a linear function.
It remains to be shown that if B = then {{x, y) : Ax + By + C = O}
is not a linear function. Now, if A / 0, this set of ordered pairs
is {(x, y): X = -C/A), and is not a function. And, if A = 0, it is
TC[5-121, 122]b

/Corrections. Exercises 2 and 3 of Part B |
should be s tarred. 1
On page 5-122, in the las t line, insert
a ']' after 'isn't?' •
7. Yes; a = 14/29, b = -37/29
8. No; f = {{x, y) : x = 3}, and this is not a function,
9. No; f is a constant function.
10. Yes; a = 7, b =
12. Yes; a = -1, b =
14. No; f is not a function,
16. Yes; a = -5/3, b = 5
18. Yes; a = -2/3, b = 13/3
20. No; f is not a function.
5^22. No; f is not a function.
11. No; ^, = {x: x > O} / the set of
real nunnbers
13. No; ;^£ = I / the set of real
numbers
15. Yes; a = -2, b = 11
17. Yes; a = -5/7, b = 3l/7
19. Yes; a = -3, b =
21. No;
^f
= {0} / the set of real
numbers
^23. Yes; a = 2, b = -1 [Note that
V x2 + 1 / . ]
y = 2x - 1
[Try: f = {(x, y) : x^ - 2xy + y^ = } as an extra exercise. This is, of
course, just {(x, y) : y = x}.]
Answers for Part B.
1. Yes [f-^ = {(x, y): y = (x + 5)/2}]; yes [a = l/2, b = 5/2]
^2. If f is a linear function then there are numbers a / and b such that
^ = {{x, y) : y = ax + b}. The converse of f is {(x, y): x = ay + b}--
that is, since a / 0, {{x, y) : y = ( l/a) x - (b/a) }. So, if f is a
linear function then so is its converse. Hence, each linear function
has an inverse, and this inverse is a linear function.
TC[5-121, i22]a
Quiz .
Each of the relations described below is a linear function. For each of
them, write the defining equation in the form 'y = ax + b*.
Sample , {{x, y) : 2x - 3y - 7 = O}; y = x +
Solution , y = 1 /3Jx + (~^3)
1. {{x, y): 5x - y = 10}; y = x +
2. {{x, y): 16x = 3 - 4y}; y = x +
3. the function which maps each
real number on its double; y = x +
4. the function which maps each real
number on its opposite; y = x +
5. the sum of {(x, y) : x = 2y - 5}
and {(x, y): y = 2x-5}; y = x +
6. the composition of {(x, y) : x = 2y - 5}
with {(x, y) : y = 2x - 5}; y = x +
7. the inverse of {(x, y): 3x + 4y + 2 = O}; y = x +
'1^
Answers for Quiz.
1. 5. -10 2. -4, I 3. 2, 4. -1,
5. 2' "2 ^' ^' ° ^- "3' -3
TC[5-122]


Notice the inequations in lines 15 and 16 of page 5-1Z5. You can, when
going over this material in class, insert a very brief reviev/ of proce-
dures for transforming inequations [See Unit 3, page 3-100.]:
ak >
ak + q> + q}^'P^
q + ak > q } ^P^' P^°
'I-
Answers to questions on page 5-125, lines 19ff.
If a is positive and k is negative, the graph of (p + k, q + ak) is
below and to the left of the graph of (p, q). Yes, the graph of
the function rises to the right.
Vlhen a is negative and k is either positive or negative, the graph
rises to the left. If a < and k < then ak > 0. So, q + ak > q.
V/hen the intercept is positive, the graph of f crosses the vertical
axis above the horizontal axis; when the intercept is negative, the
graph crosses below the horizontal axis; when the intercept is 0,
the graph crosses the horizontal axis at the graph of (0, 0).
'1^
Answers to questions at top of page 5-126.
The graph rises to the right if the slope is positive, to the left
if the slope is negative. No, the slope cannot be 0.
A valuable kind of classroom exercise consists in drawing numerous
oblique lines on the chalk board and asking students to estimate the
slopes of the linear functions v/hose graphs they are. Disputes should
be resolved by taking rough measurements [perhaps using the eraser
length as unit], and taking account of the direction of rise.
Notice that, although we have chosen to use pronumerals 'a' and 'b* in
discussing linear functions, it would have been very natural to have
introduced the variable quantities the slope of a linear function and the
intercept of a linear function
. Had we done so, and used 'a' and 'b' as
names for these variable quantities, then, in place of *y = ax + b' as
the type of defining equation for a linear function, we should have used
'y = a(f)*x + b(f)'. Here, instead of the numerical variables 'a' and
'b' we have the linear functional variable 'f.
TC[5-125, 126]

Answers for Part A [on pages 5-127 and 5-128],
(1) . - 2 , y -X - 2
(3) 2, 0, y = 2x
(5) -^. 1. y= -^x-fl
(2) -y, -2, y = -yx
3 3
(4) 2-' -4. y = 2^ - 4
(6) 2, 1. y = 2x+ 1
In finding the intercept of the function graphed in Exercise 6, students
may argue, as on page 5-125, that, since a = 2, if k = 2 then ak = 4,
and the intercept, b, is -3 + 4.
Answers for Part B [on page 5-128],
1.
TC[5-127, 128]
Correction. On page 5-128, Exercise 3 of
Part D should be starred.
Answers for Part C.
No. We could define the slope of a constant function to be 0. The inter-
section of each constant function, {(x, y) : y = b), and {(x, y) : x = 0} is
{(0, b)}. We could define the intercept of a constant function to be its
value.
Answers for Part D.
y = 2x + 3
The intersection of the two
functions is
.
^2. As in the hint, if (p, q) ei^ r^ fg then (a^^ - a^) p = bg - bj^. Now,
if fj^ and f^ have the same slope then a^^ = a^, and [since • p = O]
it follows that b^^ = bg. Hence f
^^
= fg. [We have shown that if
l^ and fg are linear functions with the same slope and a nonempty
intersection, then f j^ = fg.] So, if f^^ / fg [that is, if (^ and fg are
two linear functions] and fj^ has the same slope as fg, then there
is no (p, q) e(^ r\ i^; that is, {^ r\ t^ = 0.
^ 3. If i^ is fg then f^^ and fg have the same slope, but f^^ ^^ fg / 0.
TC[5-128]


Answers for Part E,
1. 2 2. i 3. I 4.
-I 5. -1 6. -1 7. -A
8. No linear function contains both points.
9. No function [linear or otherwise] contains both points.
^10.
Answers for Part F.
These exercises foreshadow the discussion starting on page 5-134.
1. 2 2. 2 3. 2
4. Yes [{{x, y) : y = 2x}]. This illustrates the fact that if the linear
function containing a first point and a second point has the same
slope as the linear function containing the second point and a third
point then they are the same linear function.
No. [A graph shows this quite readily, and, obviously, there are
no numbers a. f and b such that 2 = la + b and 2 = 2a + b. Or,
since a linear function has an inverse, (1, 2) and (2, 2) cannot be-
long to the same linear function.] This illustrates the fact that the
linear function containing two points may differ fronn the linear
function containing two other points even though the functions have
the sanne slope.
Explanation asked for on page 5-130, line 8.
There are as many linear functions containing (5, 7) as there are non-
zero real numbers because there are as many such functions as there
are possible slopes.
A quick way to obtain a defining equation for any linear function which
contains (5, 7) is to substitute for 'a' in 'y - 7 = a{x - 5)'.
TC[5-129, 130]

The displayed principle in the second paragraph on page 5-131 is analo-
gous to that given in Exercise 6 on page 2-66 of Unit Z. Here is a proof.
Suppose that X = y and u = v.
Since X - U = X - u.
it follows that X - u = y - u.
and, hence, that X - u = y - V.
Therefore, if X = y and u = v then x J = y - U.
Notice that no mathematical principles are involved in the proof. Only
logical rules and logical principles are needed. [Compare with the solu-
tion for Exercise 6 on TC[2-66]b.]
[One purpose of the exercises in Parts G and H is to introduce students
to methods of solving two linear equations in two variables [See pages
5-200 ff.]. So, students should use the procedure given in the Sample.]
Answers for Part G [on page 5-132].
1. {{x, y): y = ^x - j} 2. {(x, y):y=^x} 3. {{x, y) : y = -x+ 5}
4. {{x, y): y = 3x + 5} 5. {(x. y) : y = -5x - 5} 6. {{x, y) : y = 12x}
7. No linear function contains both ordered pairs.
8. {{x, y): y = -x+ 5} 9. {{x. y) : y = - |x + 3}
10. {(x, y): y = ^x + 3} 11. No function contains both (3, 5) and (3, 7).
^12. If X, / X3 and y, / y^ then {(x, y) : y= XiJlI^ • x + (y, - x, • ^Hl^ )
}
1 " 2 1 ~ 2
is a linear function which contains both ordered pairs.
[Simpler descriptions are:
{(X. y): y= XiJ22.x+ lilsJli^Sll ^
y - y, X - X,
and: {(x, y) : JL-Ii=^^}.]
'2 '1 -^2 -^1
K Xj^ = Xg and y^^ = y^ [so that, contrary to the instructions, there
are not two ordered pairs listed] then, for each a / 0,
{{x, y): y = ax + (y^^ - ax^^)} is a linear function which contains the
given ordered pair. In any other case [x^^ = x^ and yj^ / y^, or
^1 r- ^2 and y^^ = y^], either no function or, at least no linear
function contains both ordered pairs.
TC[5-131, 132]

/Actually, the slope of the linear function which contains the points (0, 0)
and (2, 5) is less than that of the linear function which contains (2, 5)
and (5, 13). So, the rectangle is not completely covered by the pieces
of the square. The part not covered is [enclosed by] a parallelogram,
one of whose diagonals is a diagonal of the rectangle, and whose area-
measure is 1
.
Answers for Part J [on page 5-133].
1. Yes [{(x, y): y = x}] 2. Yes [{(x, y)
:
y = 2x + 2}]
3. Yes [{(x. y): y = ix+ i|- }] 4. Yes [{(x, y) y = -x + 6}]
5. No 6. Yes [{(x, y) y = - ix + 1 }]
7. No 8. No
'J"
Quiz
.
1. What are the slope and the intercept of {(x, y) : 2x - 4y = 5}?
2. Write the defining equation of the linear function which contains the
points ( J, 8) and (-2, 4). [y = x + ]
3. Find the ordered pair which belongs to the functions
{(x, y): 4x + y = 7} and {(x, y) : y = 2x - 5}.
4. Write the defining equation of the linear function whose slope is 7
and which contains the point (-2, 8).
5. Find two ordered pairs which belong to the inverse of the linear
function which contains (0, 8) and (8, 0).
6. Write a brace-notation nanne for the constant function which
contains the point (-3, -2).
Answers for Quiz.
1. j; -| 2. y=|-x+^ 3. (2,-1) 4. y = 7x + 22
5. (0, 8) and (8, 0) [or any other two points in the linear function
{(x, y): y + X = 8}]
6. {(x. y): y = -2}
TC[5-133]b

Answers for Part H [which begins on page 5-132].
1. {(10.38)} 2. {(-1,-4)} 3. {(18,2)} 4.
5. {(-3,-3)} 6. {(1,1)} 7. {(1,5)} 8. {(6.2)}
9. {(-3,9)} 10. 11. {(x, y): y = -ix+ |}
[Students are expected to invent techniques for Exercises 6 - 11.]
Answers for Part I
1 // N
4
,
13,
{(x, y): y = ^x + -rr-
}
2. There is no such linear function.
The slope of the linear function containing (-89, -93) and (67, —8)
is 85/156, and that of the linear function containing (67, -8) and
(15, -37) is 87/156. So, no linear function contains all three
ordered pairs. However, each of the sets of three ordered pairs
listed below is a subset of some linear function.
{(-89, -93), (67, -8), (15, -109/3)}
{(-89, -95), (67, -8), (15, -37)}
{(-89. -93), (67, -9), (15. -37)}
{(-89, -93). (67. -8). (1171/85, -37)}
{(-89, -93), (482/7, -8), (15, -37)}
{(-89, -2269/29), (67, -8), (15, -37)}
Here is a familiar puzzle whose
solution is like that of Exercise 3
of Part I. Apparently, a square
can be cut into 4 pieces which,
when reassennbled, make up a
rectangle whose area-nneasure is
greater than that of the original
square. [Solution on next page.]
1 r^/ —
_l +_Z4—
I j /
8 X 8 = 64 5 X 13 = 66
TC[5-133]a
Corrections
.
In the last line at the bottom of page
5-135, insert an 'if after ' only '.
In the first line on page 5-136, insert a
'[' in front of 'suppose*.
Answer to bracketed question at top of page 5-136: No.
[Ask students to compare Exercises 2 and 10 of Part G on page 5-132.
If the pairs given in Exercise 2 are used for (x^, y^) and (x^, y^)
respectively, the slope is the sanne as if the pairs given in Exercise 10
are used. Yet, the pairs given in Exercise 10 do not belong to the same
linear function as do the pairs given in Exercise 2, Also, recall
Exercise 4 at bottom of page 5-129.]
TC[5-136]


Answers for Part K [on pages 5-137 and 5-138].
1. Yes 2. Yes 3. No 4. No 5. Yes 6. No
Answers for Part L, [on page 5-138],
Explanation: If g and h are linear functions then their common domain
is the set of all real numbers; so, ^, = /5^ . Also, by Exercise 2 of
' h g ^
Part B on page 5-121, g has an inverse, and g is a linear function. By
Exercise 3 [same Part], since both h and g"""^ are linear functions, so
is h « g'-"^
.
1. f = {(x, y): y = -2x - 9} 2. f = {(x, y) : 9x + 4y = 13}
3. f = {(x, y): X = 15y +2} 4. f = {{x, y) : 2x + 15y = 23}
Here are two ways of solving Exercise 3, above. [Each of the other
three exercises can be solved in the same two ways.]
Since g = {(x, y): y = 3x - 4}, g'^ = {(x, y) : y = ^^-^}.
Hence, hog'^ = {{x, y) : ^^^ = 5y + 2}.
This function, {(x, y) ; x = 15y + 2}, is a linear function f
such that h = f <» g.
An alternate method of solution makes use of the fact that, since g
and h are linear functions, there is a linear function f such that
h = f og. That is, there are numbers a. i^ Q and b such that, for each
X, h{x) = a«g(x) + b; that is, such that
e
^x f - I = a(3x - 4) + b.
By inspection, a =
-pr ^^nd, since, in that case,
--r = -^^ + b, itJ-J DID
follows that b = - -r^
. So,
1 D
f {(x, y): y = —x - y^ } = {(x, y) : x = 15y + 2}.
TC[5-137, 138]
Correction. On page 5-139, part (c) of
Exercise 2 should be starred.
5. If f has an inverse then, for each x e ^r> (f (x), x) e f '^. So, for each
X €
,5y , [f'^»f]{x) = f 'Hf (x)) = X. In particular, ^- C ^>.-i^- and since,
for each function g, ^
o f — '^f ' '^f^of ~ '^f ' Summarizing, for each
xe^jf-i^p [f'^of]{x) = X. So, f-^of = {(x, y) e
^f X-^£: y = x}.
Now, if g is a real -valued function, f is a linear function, and
h = f » g, then f '^o h = f '^o[f » g] = [f "^«f] > g = g, by the result just
proved. Since f "^ is a linear function, g is a linear function of h.
(Essentially, we have proved a more general result: If f has an
inverse, h = f » g, a.nd ^ Q_ \ , then g = f "^°h. ]
"I"
The remark at the foot of page 5-138 is placed there because of its
application to Exercises 1 and 2 of Part M on page 5-139. In general,
measures are nunnbers of arithmetic and to be able to say that variable
quantities whose values are measures are linear functions of ond'
another, one nnust confuse nunnbers of arithnnetic with the corresponding
nonnegative real numbers. We shall consistently do this in the next
section, which begins on page 5-140. The justification for doing so is
discussed in the COMMENTARY for Unit 3 on TC[3-55]. Briefly, doing
so simplifies the algebraic manipulations [one does not need to restrict
subtraction to the case where the minuend exceeds the subtrahend]; and,
the fact that the system of numbers of arithmetic is isomorphic, with
respect to addition and multiplication, to the system of nonnegative real
numbers, ensures that the results obtained by this procedure can be
properly interpreted. ]
'J*
Answers for Part M [on page 5-139].
1. (a) Yes (b) {{x, y) : y = ttx}
2. (a) No (b) T^(c) Yes; the linear function in question
is {(x, y): y = x}
3. (a) A = 2B - 1 (b) A = 5B - 1 (c) A = (B - l)/3
(e) A = (B - 6)/5 (f) A = (B - 6)/5
(h) A = B^ (i) A = 24/B
TC[5-138, 139]a
(d) A = -B
(g) A = -B + 9

Quiz
.
1. Is the perimeter (P) of an equilateral triangle a linear function of
its side-measure (s)? If not, tell why. If so, describe the linear
function f such that P = f <> s
.
2. Suppose that A and B are variable quantities where
A= {(e^, 5). (eg. 6), (e ^. 7). (e^, 8)}
and B = {(e^, 9), (e^, 12). (e3, 15), (e^, 18)}.
Write a formula for B in terms of A,
3. If f is a linear function which contains (-2, 5) and (8, 7) then f also
contains ( 1 3, ? ) .
4. Describe the linear function r such that p = req where
q = {(x, y): X + 2y = 6} and p = {{x, y) : 3x - y = 5}.
'I"
Answers for Quiz.
1. Yes; f = {(x, y) : y = 3x}
2. B = 3A - 6 3. 8 4. r = {(x, y) : y = -6x + 13}
TC[5-138, 139]b

Answers for True-False questions on pages 5-140 and 5-141.
1, T 2. F 3, T [if 'temperature* refers to absolute tempera-
ture; otherwise, not.]
4. T 5. F 6. T 7. F [if he has a fixed charge for making a
call, in addition to a charge depending
on timie worked.]
8. F 9. T 10. F
Some students nnay feel that one variable quantity is proportional to
another if they "increase together" --that is, if "when one increases,
so does the other". The only answer to such feelings is to say that
people who use words properly don't use this word so loosely. The
matter should be cleared up by the definition on page 5-141, so, don't
spend more time than absolutely necessary discussing questions 1 - 10.
Notice that, in the definition of proportionality, 'k' is a pronunneral, and
the factor of proportionality is a number. This is consistent with the
equation 'P(e) = kQ{e)'. On the other hand, if one writes 'P(e) = [kQ](e)'
or, as we later do, 'P = kQ', then, in each of these equations 'k' naines
the constant variable quantity whose domain is the comimon domain of P
and Q and whose range consists of the factor of proportionality.
The perimeter of a rectangle whose length -naeasure is 5 is given by the
formula:
P = 10 + Zw
If the width-nneasure of such a rectangle is 1 then its perimeter is 12;
if the width-measure is 2, the perimeter is 14. Since, if 12 = k» 1 then
k = 12, and if 14 = k* 2 then k = 7, and, since 12^7, there is no number
k such that, for each rectangle r, P(r) = k*w(r). So, the perimeter of
a rectangle whose length-measure is 5 is not proportional to its width-
measure. [However, P is proportional to w + 5. Compare with True-
False question 3. The volume, V, of a gas sample is not proportional
to its centigrade temperature, t; but, V is proportional to t + 273. In
general, if a variable quantity P is a linear function of some variable
quantity Q then P is proportional to the sun:i of Q and some constant.]
"I"
Answers for Part A [on page 5-142].
1. Yes; 3 2. No 3. Yes; -3 4. No
5. Yes; 5/3 6. Yes; 1 7. Yes; 3/8 8. No
TC[5-140, 141, 142]


Answers for Part B.
1. c = {(x, y) e Circles X N: y is the circumference of x},
r = {(x, y) e Circles X N: y is the radius of x}; so, ^ = /S- .
Fronn geometry, we know that there is a nunaber Zir f Q such that,
for each e e ^ , c(e) = Ztt 'rle). Hence, the circumference of a
circle is proportional to its radius, and the factor of proportionality
is Ztt.
2. Yes. [The factor of proportionality is 6.]
3. Let Q be {(e, s) e Squares X N: s is the side-measure of e},
and P be {(e, A) e Squares X N: A is the area-measure of e}.
Suppose that e^ is a square whose side -measure is 1, and e^ is a
square whose side-measure is 2. If P is proportional to Q, then
there must exist a number k / such that P{e^) = kQ(e^) and
PlCg) = kQ(e2). If this is so, then,
since P{ej^) = 1 and Q{ej^) = l, l=k'l and k = 1,
and, since 'P(e^) = 4 and Q(e^ = 2, 4 = k» 2 and k = 2.
Since 1 / 2, it follows that there exists no number k / such that,
for each e
€ ^q, P(e) = kQ(e).
4. V = {(x, y) e Cones X N: x is a circular cone whose base has radius
-
measure 3, and y is the volume -measure of x},
h = {{x, y) € Cones X N: x is a circular cone whose base has radius
measure 3, and y is the height-measure of x};
so, ^^ = ^^.
From geometry, we know that there is a number 37r / such that,
V(e) = j;r»32.h{e) = 37r-h{e).
Hence, V is proportional to h, with factor of proportionality 37r.
Answers for Part C.
1. Yes 2. No 3. Yes 4. No 5. No 6. Yes
TC[5-143]
for each e e ,5^.
,n
Correction.
Exercise
On page 5-145, in line 4 of
19, change 'm + q' to 'm + p'.
Answers for Part D.
1. is [t~] 2. is [slope = factor of proportionality, intercept = O]
3. k; r- 4. (a) k (b) Yes, a constant variable quantity
Answers for Part E [on pages 5-144 and 5-145].
1. 4 2. 1.2 3. 14 4. 30 5. 7 6. 9 7. 2
8. If, for some e e ^^, Y(e) = 0, then, for this e, X(e) = r- = 0. But,
[by assumption] is not a value of X. Hence, there is no e
€ -S-y
such that Y{e) = 0--that is, is not a value of Y.
[An alternative proof. We are given that Y is proportional to X,
and that no value of X is 0. So, there exists a k / such that,
for each e e ^y-, Y(e) = kX{e).
By the -product theorem, ii 'k f and X{e) ^ then kX(e) / 0.
Hence. Y(e) / 0.]
9. 19 10. Ii=k=^ 11. flt=l=fk 12. 3
X X
13. By Exercise 11, —i = -^ . So, [by the MTP, etc.] x y^ = x^y , .
Y \ Y2
["Product of the means equals product of the extremes. "]
3 17
14. J 15. 9 16. ^
17. By Exercise 10, ^ = Zg. ^ 18. JX, x^ o
Hence. ^^jLiii - Zali^
^1 ^2
TC[5-144, 145, 146]a

*19. (a) Vi = ^1 *"** Va = ^^2
So. Yi + Ya = kxi + kXg
.
that is, Yi + Ya = kUi + ^z).
Hence,
X^+Xg
But, ^1= k
Therefore, Vi
+ Va = Vi.
Xj^ + Xg Xj^
(b) Suppose that, for some a / 0, (m, n) and (p, q) belong to
{ (x, y): y = ax} . Then,
n = am and q = ap.
So, n + q = anri + ap
and n + q = a(m + p).
Hence, (m + p, n + q) € {(x, y) : y = ax}.
On page 5-146, the answer to the bracketed question preceding
•EXERCISES' is * Yes'.
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-146 and 5-147].
1. 15 2. ^ 3. 10 4. 8
5. f 6. 40 7. ^ 8. -^
9. 0.75 10. 6, -6 11. 4, -4 12. 8,-8
TC[5-144, 145, 146]b

Quiz .
1. Suppose that P and Q are variable quantities such that
P= {(e^, 3), (63, 5), (63, 7), (e^, 9)}
and Q= {(e^, 6), (e^. 9), (63, 12), (e^, 15)}.
(a) Is Q a linear function of P? If not, tell why.
If so, describe the linear function f such that Q = f • P.
(b) Is Q proportional to P? If not, tell why. If so, give the factor
of proportionaltiy.
2. Suppose that A is proportional to B and that (a^^, bj^) and (ag, b^)
are ordered pairs of corresponding values of A and B, If a^^ = 7,
bj^ = 12, and a.^ = 3, what is h^7
3. Prove that the area-nneasure (A) of a rectangle is not proportional
to its length-nieasure (i).
Answers for Quiz.
3 3
1. (a) Yes; f = {(x, y) : y = jx. + j}
(b) No: Q(eJ = 2'P{e^), Q{e^) = ^'Ple^), and 2 / |. [So, there
is no number k / such that for each e € ^-p, Q(e) = kP(e).]
2. 36/7
3. For each rectangle r, A(r) = w(r)*j?(r). Consider the rectangles
rj^ and r^ where r^^ is a 3 by 5 rectangle and r^ is a 4 by 10 rec-
tangle. Then, A(r^) = 3'i{r^) and Alr^) = 4'je{r2), and 3/^4.
TC[5-144, 145, 1461c


13 ^
16.
17.
.4.
-f 15. 10
(4, 9) [You might remind students of the convention mentioned in
Unit 4 regarding the solution of sentences which contain the pro-
numerals 'x' and 'y'. It is customary, when giving solutions to
sentences involving more than one variable, to list the components
of the solution in the order which corresponds to the alphabetical
order of the variables. ]
(2. 10) 18. (f . 3, ^)
Answers for Part B [on pages 5-147, 5-148, 5-149].
1.
2.
* i_ a
8^" Sg
A = 5B
or: or: p =p- or:
3. Yes; the factor of proportionality is ZnTz, so
'2.8*, or even '3' would be an acceptable answer.
The appropriate formula for part (a) is,
of course, 'P = 10 + 2T , and the graphs
of the ordered pairs found by students
should fit somewhere on the half- line in
the accompanying sketch.
(b) Yes (c) No
The appropriate formula for part (d) is
*P = 10 + ZN/d^- 25* and the graphs of the
ordered pairs found by students should
fit somewhere on the piece of a hyperbola,
shown in the accompanying sketch. Stu-
dents' graphs are very likely to suggest
that P is a linear function of d, and to
leave it somewhat in doubt whether P is
proportional to d. In fact, P is not a
linear function of d [see formula above],
and so, in particular, is not proportional
to d. This can be shown by graphing the
students* data, using a larger scale on the
horizontal axis than on the vertical axis.
(e) No; no (f) No; no
TC[5-147]
5. (a)
6.
(a) (b)
Since i = 2w, and d = Nl^+^fT , the appro-
priate formula for part (a) is 'd = 'v/3w*.
The graphs of students' ordered peiirs
should fit somewhere on the half-line
shown in the accompanying sketch.
(b) Yes; yes (c) Yes; yes; [6]
6 Q
(d) Yes; yes; [-pr, approximately rr]
(e) No
The appropriate formulas for parts (a) and
(b) are, of course, 'd = 50t' and 'd = 40t',
respectively.
[Note that the axes are graphed with
different scales.]
(c) In the case of the m,ore rapidly moving
car, the graph is steeper.
(d) 260 miles
(e) Yes; in part (a), th^ factor of propor-
tionality is 50, and in part (b), 40.
Answers for Part C [on page 5-149].
1. 3 + ^; not proportional Z. 5; proportional; 5
[Note that in the answer for Exercise 1, '3* and '2' name constants. In
the answer for Exercise 2, the first '5' names a constant, but the second
'5' names a numiber.]
4. TTx; not proportional3, ir; proportional; ir
5. 9 X lo'*; proportional; 9X10^^
[Notice that if M and N are variable quantities, with the same domain,
6. —2-; not proportional
TC[5-148, 149]a

whose ratio is a nonzero constant k, then, ii is not a value of N, M is
proportional to N. For, in this case, it follows from the principle of
• M '
quotients that M = kN. But, if N(e), say, is 0, the formula -sj = k
tells us nothing about M(e). In order, in this case, to be sure that M
is proportional to N we must also know that M has the value for each
argument for which N has the value 0.]
Quiz.
1. Solve these proportions.
la.) JL - 1 ih\ 12 _ 4 , , 2 X<*' 15-5 ^^^ rrr - 7 ^^^ X = T8
2. For each of the following formulas, tell whether A is proportional
to B. [Assume that all other letters in the formulas stand for
nonzero constants,]
(c) A = kB + m
(f) p^A = q^B
(a) A = kB (b) A = g2B
(d) B = sA (e) A = k^/B
Answers for Quiz.
'r
1. (a) 27 (b) 23
2. (a) Yes (b) Yes (c) No (<
(c) 6, -6
d) Yes (e) No (f) Yes
TC[5-148, 149]b


Correction. In line 19
... a physics or chemistry test-
Students should see that, since 20.65 < Z2. 37 and 1.0852 > 1.0020,
20.65/1.0852 < 22.37/1.0020. So, they should see, without computing,
that the ratios for the first two pairs of values listed in the table are
different.
•J,
When completed, the table at the bottonn of page 5-151 should look like
the following
:
b(r) 24 (g) (S) 12 o 8 6 5 4 3 2 1
h(r) & 1.2 1.5 ® 2.4 (S)®@)©(3® (^^^
Line 6 from bottom of page 5-152. This principle can be proved in an
entirely analogous manner to that in which the principle on page 5-131
is proved. See the COMMENTARY for 5-131.
TC[5-151, 152]
Answers for Part A [which begins on page 5-15 3],
1, 16 2. 16 3. 15 4. 4 5. 4 6. 7. 28
Answers for Part B [on pages 5-154 and 5-155].
1.
2. Yes; f = {(x, y) : y = —}
3. No
TC[5-154]


5. If M varies directly as N and i 6^., then M varies inversely as
1/N, and the factor of inverse variation is the same as the factor
of direct variation. [If e ^^% then h-, /^ / h^, so /&-. /^ / ^^ .
Hence, in this case, M is not inversely proportional to 1/N because
M and 1/N do not have the same domain.]
6. If M varies inversely as N then /5-, , =
-^t,,, and there is a constant
' M IN
variable quantity k / such that MN = k. In this case, 4 £^, so
1
'^1 /n ~ '^M " ^\A' ^'^^ -^ ~ ^* M • ^°' ^y definition, M varies
directly as l/N.
Answers for Part D [on pages 5-155 and 5-156].
1. Since F varies directly as W, there is a number k / such that,
for each body e, F(e) = k* V/{e). For a body e such that W(e ) = 10,
F(e^) = 3. So, 3 = k» 10, and k = 0. 3, Hence, if W(e) = 25 then
F(e) = 0. 3* 25 = 7.5. The frictional force on a 25-lb. block is
7. 5 pounds
.
[Alternative solution . Since F varies directly as W and i £^ , for
any bodies e^^ and e^,
F(eg)
_
F(eJ
Wle^) " W(e3^)
If W(ej^) = 10 then F(e^) = 3. So, if Wle^) = 25,
FjCg)
^
_3_
25 10
*
Hence, if Wie^) = 25 then Fie^) = 7.5.]
TC[5-155]b

Three ordered pairs which belong to each function which b is of h
are (1, 24), (Z, 12), and {3, 8). There is just one linear function
which contains the first two of these three points, and its slope is
— 12. The linear function which contains the second and third
points has slope -4. So, no linear function contains all three
points, and b is not a linear function of h.
The domain and range of this
function are the set of nonzero
real numbers.
'1^
Answers for Part C.
1. A= g.
2.
4. Yes; {(x, y) : y = 2x}
TC[5-155]a
Cor rection. On page 5-158, in line 12
change 'quantities i and W to 'quantities I and w'.
2. The factor of direct variation [in Exercise 1] is 0. 3.
3. F = 0.3W; 30 pounds
'1^
Answers for Part E.
1. $6.12 2. $7.70 3. S = 0.9L 4. 107o[or:
-j^ ]
Answers for Part F [on pages 5-156 and 5-157],
1. Yes [more or less] 2. 0,0278; c=0.0278d
3. Yes [factor of proportionality = 1. 1 X 0.0278]
Answers for Part G [on page 5-157].
1. (a) 3|hours (b) H=^ 2. (a) H=^ (b) 4 hours
'1^
Answers for Part H [on page 5-157].
1 340 ., ,^31 _ 2^ ,31 2
1 .
-j^ inches 2. A = y^ 3. w = jjA 4. ^;
-^
TC[5-156, 157]a

Quiz.
1. Suppose that the variable qucintity Y is inversely proportional to
the variable quantity X. If x sind y are corresponding values of
X and Y, emd x^^ = Z7 and y^ = 3, what is the factor of inverse
proportionality ?
2. Grade I apples cost 1.5 times as much as Grade II apples. If you
can buy p pounds of Grade I apples for c cents, how many pounds
of Grade II apples can you buy for c cents?
3. (a) A varies directly as B and B varies inversely as C. If the
factor of direct variation is k, and the factor of inverse
variation is k^, write a formula for A in terms of C.
(b) Does C vary directly as A or inversely as A?
Answers for Quiz.
1. 81 2. 3p/2 (a) A = KK (b) inversely
TC[5-156, 157]b


Answers for Part A [which begins on page 5-160].
1. z = kxy^ 2. z = kxVy 3. z = kxy/w
4. V=kr2h[7r/3] 5. V = kr^k = 47r/3] 6. F = knn^m/d^
7. I = kE/R 8. V = ks^h 9. (a) v = kt (b) s = kt^
10. (a) w = kbdV-2 (b) D = kwiV(bd^)
'1^
Answers for Part B [on pages 5-161 and 5-162].
1. (a) 14 (b) 80 2. (a) 6/5 (b) 100
3. (a) 1/2
(b) Suppose ]<. and k are nonzero numbers such that N = k.R and
1 N^P = k^R. Then, since M = =-•
-y, it follows that
1 k.^R-* k.^
This last result tells us that M varies directly as R.
(c) Suppose kg and k^ are nonzero numbers such that N = kgVS and
^4 1 N^P = —
-z- . Then, since M = ^ • —r-, it follows that
3VS 2 P^
'
M = y • -^ = -^ • S^
2 k^^ 2k ^^4 4
s
This last result tells us that M varies directly as the square
of S.
4. (a) 3375 pounds (b) ^^|^ pounds ^5. about 687
[V/e suggest that students do Part O of the Miscellaneous Exercises
on pages 5-229 and 5-230 as preparation for tne exercises on pages
5-163. 5-164, and 5-165.]
TC[5-161, 162]

•J,
Quiz.
1. Suppose that A varies directly as B cind inversely as the square of C.
(a) Write a formula which expresses A in terms of B and C. [Use
'k' to name the constant whose value is the factor of variation. J
(b) If A(e^) = 3, B{e^) = 6, and C(e^) = 2 then k = ? .
(c) Find B(e^) if A(e^) = 7 and C(e^) = 4.
2. What change takes place in the perimeter of an equilateral triangle
if you increase the side-measure by 50%?
3. The height- nneasure of a circular cone varies directly as the
volunne -measure and inversely as the square of the radius of the
base. If you increase the volume -nneasure by 300% but leave the
height-measure unchanged, what change takes place in the radius
of the base?
Answers for Quiz
k]
C
increases by 50% 3. increases by 100%
1. (a) A = ^ (b) 2 (c) 56
TC[5-163, 164, 165]b

Answers for Part C.
1. triples 2. decreases by 50%
3. increases by 80% * 4. increases by x%
Answers for Part D [on page 5-164],
1. quadruples 2. increases by 96%
3. decreases by 51% ''^4. increases by (2x + T7ffr)*5'o
x^
Answers for Part E [on page 5-164].
1. quadruples 2. decreases by 25% 3. nothing
4. nothing 5. increases by 60% 6. decreases by 37.5%
7. increases by (x + y + w^Q)%
Answers for Part F [on pages 5-164 and 5-165].
1. V = kr^h 2. doubles 3. quadruples
4. decreases by 77h-% "5. increases by (2x + j^)%
'(-
Answers for Part G [on page 5-165].
1. IL^=l^/3 2. halved 3. increases by 237. 5%
4. increases by 12.5% 5. decrease it by 33-j%
^ 6. increases by (p + q + r + ^^ " ^^j/ ^^ + ^£ai_)%
Answers for Part H [on page 5-165].
1. decreases by 75% 2. none
TC[5-163, 164, 165]a

QuiUIZ.
Each of the relations described below is a quadratic function. Give
the defining equation for each.
(a) {(x, y ): y = 6 - 2x + 3x^ } ; y = x^ + x +
(b) {(x, y): y = (x-3)2}; y= x' + x+
(c) {(x, y): y = 5-(2x + 1)^}; y= x^ + x+
(d) the function which maps
each real number on 3
more than its square; y = x + x +
(e) {(x, y): y = (60 - 2x)x} ; y = x^ + x +
2. Find the ordered pair whose graph is the lowest point in the graph
of {(x, y): y = (x - 2)' +5}.
Answers for Quiz.
1. (a) 3, -2, 6 (b),l, -6, 9 (c) -4, -4, 4
(d) 1, 0, 3 (e) -2, 50,
2. (2, 5)
TC[5-169]b

Answers for Part A.
1. linear 2. quadratic 3. quadratic 4. none 5. quadratic
6. Neither constant, linear, nor quadratic; but, a subset of a quadratic
function.
7, quadratic 8. quadratic 9. constant [{(x, y) : y = 14}]
[In the answers which follow, the parabolas are all congruent to the
graph of {{x, y) : y = x^}. Of course, this assumes that the graphs are
drawn with respect to axes which have the same scale for all problems.
We identify the parabola just by giving the extreme point and telling
whether the parabola opens upward or downward.]
"1^
Answers for Part B.
1. f [(0, 0), up]; g [45" -line];
h [parallel to and 1 unit above the horizontal axis]
2. (a) (0, 1), up
(d) {-J, -j),vip
(g) (0, 0), down
Answers for Part C.
1. (0, 0), up
4. (0, 1), up
(b) (0, 2), up
(e) (-1, -1), up
(h) (0, -2), down
'1^
2. (3, 0), up
5. (3, 1), up
(c) (0, -5), up
(f) (3, -9), up
(i) (-2, 4), down
3. (-1, 0), up
6. (-1, -5), up
Answers for Part D. [Use *V / x^ > 0' to justify answers.]
1. 2. 3 3. -1 4. 5. 3 6. -1
Answers for Part E.
1. (3, 5), up
4. (3, 0), down
'1^
2. (5, -9), up
5. (-7, 4), down
11*
3. (0, 0), down
6. (1, 0), up
TC[5-169]a

Answers for questions on page 5-171.
The intersection of a quadratic function and the y-axis consists of a
single point, (0, c).
Knowing the axis of symmetry is useful because, knowing this, we can
find the extreme point, and also halve the labor of graphing the function.
{(x, y): y = 9} r^ {(x, y): y = x'} = {(3, 9), (-3, 9)}
The length of the interval (3, 9)(-3, 9) is 6, and its midpoint is (0, 9).
The set of all such midpoints is {(x, y) : x = and y >^ O}.
Consider some pairs of arguments of the squaring functions which have11 3 1 3 "i
a constant difference, say, and
-j, -j and -j, = and 1, -^ and -j, and
1 and y. For each pair, compute the difference of the values of the
squaring function for the two argunaents.
Note that these differences increase. The larger the first argument is,
the larger is the difference. This is so because, for each x,
(x+ i)2 - x^ = x+ i.
And, for each difference h, for each x, (x + h)^ - x^ = 2hx + h^. So,
[if h > 0, ] the larger the first argument, the larger the difference.
[Another way of seeing this is by noting that, for each x and x„.
It will pay to draw, on the board and using a large scale, a graph of the
squaring function. By graphing such ordered pairs as
(1/2, 1/4), (1/4, 1/16), and (-1/4, l/l6), bring out the
"flatness" of the function at its extreme point. Graphs
of quadratic functions should look like the one on the right:
and not like the one below:
TC[5-171]
The purpose of the discussion on pages 5-172, 5-173, and 5-174 is to
bring out the fact that the graphs of all quadratic functions for which
a = 1 or a = -1 are congruent. They can all be drawn [to the same
scale] by using a single parabolic ruler.
Answers for questions on page 5-172.
Function
{(x. y): y = x^ - 5}
{(x, y): y = -x^}
{(x, y): y = -x^ + 5}
{{x. y) : y = -x^ - 4}
V
1^
le
Axis of s ymmetry
the y--axis
the y--axis
the y--axis
the y--axis
Extreme point
(0, -5)
(0, 0)
(0, 5)
(0, -4)
For {(x, y): y = -(x^ + 4)}, the questions have already been answered,
since {(x, y): y = - (x^ +4)} = {(x, y): y = -x^-4}.
Fill-ins for the six blanks at the bottom of page 5-172.
X = 0; (0, q); upward; x = 0; (0, q); downward
Answers for questions on page 5-173.
Function
{(x, y)
{(X. y)
{(x. y)
{(x, y)
{(x. y)
y = (x - 2)2}
y = -(x - 2)2}
y = {x+ 3)2}
y = -{x + 3)2}
y = (x - 2)2 + 5}
Axis of symmetry
{(x, y): X = 2}
{(x, y): x= 2}
{(x, y): x= -3}
{(x, y): X = -3}
{{x, y): X = 2}
Extreme point
(2, 0)
(2, 0)
(-3. 0)
(-3, 0)
(2, 5)
Fill-ins for the six blanks at the bottom of page 5-173.
X = p; (p, 0); upward; x = p; (p, 0); downward
TC[5-172, 173]

Fill-ins for the six blanks at the top of page 5-174.
X = p; (p, q); upward; x = p; (p, q); downward
A graph of {(x, y) : y = (x - 3)^ + 5} can be obtained by shifting a graph
of the squaring function 3 units to the right and 5 units up.
Answers for questions on page 5-174.
The axis of {{x, y) : y = x^ - 6x} is {(x, y) : x = 3}. Its extreme point
is (3, -9).
[Fill-in: x = p]
(a) {(x, y): x = 2}; (2, -4) (b) {(x, y): x = -2}; (-2, -4)
(c) [same as for (a)]
(e) {{x, y): x = j}; (j, ~
-^)
(g) {(x, y): X = y}; (y, --r-)
(i) {(x. y): x= I-}; {|-. |-)
(k) {(x, y): x= !•}; (|, ^)
2
2
3
2
2' 4
2
2' 4'
(d) [same as for (b)
(f) {(x, y): x=
-|
(h) {(x, y): X =
-J
3
(j) {{x, y): X = --y
(i) {(x, y) : X = - I
(-5 _25
^2' 4 '
^2' 4 '
^ 2* 4'
(- 112'
Fill-ins for the five blanks at the bottom of page 5-174.
b b/bb^., ^/bb^..
X = - J,
X = - j; (- y. --5- + c); upward; (-2' ~ "4" '
TC[5-174]


1 -
/
1 28- -
\ 24- -
\ 20- -
\
\ 16- -
1
/
\ 12: - /
\ ^" h /
\4-
I 1 1"!
'
t
'
4 8
1
^ = x2y = jx- Y T y = Zxr
the graph of (u, v) becomes the graph of (— , — ), one has a graph of
{ (x, y) : y = ax^ + bx + c} . In case a > 0, the required scale is, of
course, obtained merely by taking a unit a times as long as the old.
[if a < 0, changing the graph of (u, v) into the graph of (-, -) involves
reversing the directions of the axes, as well as using a unit |a| times
the length of the original unit. This amounts to a reflection through the
origin, as well as a change of unit. So, to get the graph of
{ (x, y) : y = ax + bx + c}
when a < 0, one must reflect the graph of { (x, y) : y = x + bx + ac}
through the origin as well as change to a new unit which is |a| times
as long as the old. ]
TC[5-I77]b

Answers for questions on page 5-177.
(a) vertex at (2, -1), pointing down (b) vertex at (2, 7), pointing up
3 1 3
(c) vertex at (-7.
~z^'
poi^iting down (d) vertex at {~Jf 4) pointing up
(e) vertex at (-3, -11), pointing down (f
)
vertex at (-3, 7), pointing up
(g) vertex at (-2, 1), pointing down (h) vertex at (-2, 9), pointing up
Fill-ins for the four blanks at the bottonn of page 5-177.
{{x, y):x=
-J-}: ^"2a'
4a c
4a );
a > 0; a <
Students should see that if one uses the same scale on both axes in
graphing several quadratic functions, with the sanne values of *b' and
'c' in each case, but different values for 'a', then the graphs corre-
sponding with values of 'a' of larger absolute value will be the narrower.
In particular, the graphs corresponding with values of 'a' greater than I
[or less than -1] will be narrower and more pointed than the graph of
the squaring function, and those corresponding with values of 'a' be-
tween -1 and 1 will be broader and flatter than the graph of the squaring
function. However, if one keeps the sanne scale on the x-axis and, for
each graph, uses a different unit, l/|a| times as long, on the y-axis,
then the graphs will be the same size and shape as the graph of the
squaring function. Some students may make a more fundamental dis-
covery than this. It is that if one graphs the squaring function, using
the same unit on both axes, and then graphs any quadratic function
{(x, y):y=ax + bx + c} using, on both axes, aunit|a| times as long
as the original one, then the two graphs will have the same size and
shape. In geometrical terms, all parabolas are similar geometric
figures. Algebraically, the reason for this is that, for a / 0,
'y = ax^ + bx + c' and 'ay = (ax)^ + b{ax) + ac'
are equivalent equations. Now, (u, v) 6 { (x, y) : y = x + bx + ac) if and
only if (— , — ) e {{x, y) : ay = (ax)^ + b(ax) + ac} ; that is, if and only if
(-,-)e {(x, y) : y = ax^+ bx+ c}. So, if one graphs {(x, y) : y= x^+ bx+ ac},
using the same scale on both axes, and then changes the scales so that
TC[5-177]a
re"You may feel that solving quadratic equations by **completing the squa
is not a very efficient procedure as compared, say, to the use of the
quadratic formula. However, transforming a quadratic expression by
completing the square has many important applications, aside from the
solution of quadratic equations.
In more advanced courses students will frequently find it necessary to
convert an expression such as 'ax + bx + c' into the simpler form
'au + q ' by completing the square and substituting 'u' for x+ — and
'4ac - b^'
'q' for — . In fact, they will probably go further and simplify
4a
•2x^ - I2x+ 22', for example, to 'v^ + 2^', where v = 'v/2(x - 3). It will
be imtportant that they know that each quadratic expression can be trans-
formed, in this way, into one of the four forms:
v^ + d^ -(v^ + d^). v^ - d^ d^ - v^
and that they be skilled in carrying out such transformations. So, it is
essential that students now become adept at completing the square.
'("
Fill-ins for the nine blanks on page 5-178.
x - p; q; {(x, y) : x = p} ; (p, q); a > 0; q; a < 0;
> 1; |a| < 1
TC[5-178]

Correction. In line 12, delete the colon
after 'expression'.
Answers for the five 'Why?'s on page 5-180.
dpnna; idpma; cpm and apa; dpma; 3 + 3 = 6
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-180 and 5-181].
1. X* - 4x + 4 2. y^ + By + 16
4. x^ - 2x + 1 5. p^ - 14p + 49
7. 3x^ + 30x + 75 8. -5x^ + 40x - 80
[The answer for Exercise 10 is given in the text.]
3. z^ - 16z + 64
6. / + 18y + 81
9. -x^ + 8x - 16
11. x^
-i
14. z^ - 7z + ^
17. x^ - kx +
^
20. ^ . ^^ J.m m
12. x^ + 3x +
15. x^ - I + ^
18. y2 + my+ ^
21. / _ 5y ^ ^
13. y^ + 5y +
16. x^ +
19.
22. x^ +
5x
25
4
25
16
2mx m
n
bx
n
,2
4a2
[Note that we have omitted restrictions against dividing by in Exer-
cises 19 - 22. Just make a brief mention of this restriction.]
'1-
In line 5 on page 5-181, we say "most of those in Part A" because the
expressions obtained by expanding those in Exercises 8 and 9 of Part A
are not perfect squares. [The expression in Exercise 7 is equivalent
to '(n^x + 5^^3)^\]
Answers for Part B [on page 5-181].
1. Yes, (x + 3)2
5. Yes, (x- 10)2
9. Yes, (x- |)2
13. Yes, {x-4c)2
16. Yes, (x + T-)^2a
2. No
6. Yes, (x-6)2
10. No
14. Yes, (x+ ^f
3. Yes, (x- 2)^
5.2
7. Yes, (x+J)
11. Yes, (x + a)2
4. No
8. No
12. No
15. No
TC[5-180, 181]


Answers for Part C [on pages 5-181 and 5-182],
1. x^ + 8xC+_4lJ'; V (x + 4r = x^ + 8x + 4^"
2. x^ + ZxCTl^; V (x + 1)^ = x^ + 2x + 1^
3. K^ - 6xC+_3!l); V (x - 3)^ = x^ - 6x + 3^X
2-^24. k" - 12xCj-_6:^ '; V (x - 6)'^ = x'' - 12x + 6
6. x^ + lOOOx ^4l_5005) ; V (x + 500)^ = x^ + lOOOx + (500)^
8. x^ + 4bx (TubJ^ ; V. V {x + 2b)^ = x^ + 4bx + (2b)^b x
12. x^ - 7x (^mJoO ; V^ (x - l)^ = x^ - 7x + ( 1)2
13. x^- ^ (f^; V (x-i)^ = x2- ^Uh'
14. x^ - kx (+ (t?); V, V {
2k ^
k 'x ^^ - 2-)
k / \
2 2 kx+ (^)
15. X-
^ f(^: V,^^,V„(x- ^)2=x2- ^M^t)'2k'
4x
k ' ' 2k
'
4x
, ,2,2
TC[5-181, 182]
Answers for Part D [on pages 5-182 and 5-183],
1 . (x + 3r - 7 2. (x+ 6f - 39 3. (x - 4r - 7
4. (x - Sr - 34
7.
9
<-i)-^
/ , 5 .2 9
11. (x+i)HZi
13. (x+ m)^ + (n - m^)
5. (x+ 5r - 14 6. (x -2)^-2
8. (x-|)^-i
10. (x-|)^-^
12. (x-^)^+|f
14. (x - 2hf+ (d - 4b^)
15. {x-jrf +1 .2
2
4ck - 1
2k
4k'^
17. 2(x - 5) 43
19. 3(x+ 2f - 13
21. 2(x -|)'+
^
•5
-a / J. 5 \2 X 28 - 25a23. a(x+ j) + ^
1 /:. / X b .2 , 4ac - 116. (x 4- r— ) +2a ' .24a
18. 5(x+ 2)^ - 24
20. 2(x+ ^f - ^
22. -5(x-i)^-^
iA I I t) .2 , 4ac -24. a(x+-) +-^
TC[5-182, 183]


Quiz,
Transform each of the following quadratic expressions in *x' by
completing the square and simplifying.
Sample, x^ + 7x + 2
Solution, (x + y) - -7-
(a) x^ + lOx + 1 (b) x^ - I8x - 3
(c) x^ + X + 3 (d) -x^ + 5x + 7
(e) x^ + tx (f) 2x^ - 12x +S
2. (a) Find the ordered pair of the function {{x, y): y = x + 9x - 8}
whose second component is the extrenne value of the function.
(b) Write an equation of the axis of symmetry of the function
{(x, y): y = 8 + x(5 - x)}.
Answers for Quiz.
2 oy, /-\ /.. ^ 1 x2 . 111. (a) (x+5r-24 (b) (x - 9) - 84 (c) {x + ^f + ^
(d) - (x - I-)' + ^ (e) (x + 7)' - T ii) 2U - if - 132' 4 x^, x^ . 2' 4
2' '"4"' (b) X = J2. (a)
{-i
-^) = ^
TC[5-183]b

Answers for Part E.
1 / 9 113. > / 9 113.1. (- 2' 4~'' "^^^ 2. (- J, —J"); max
,
/I 34, . A I ^ 277.3. (-, — ); min 4. (— , -^qI' ^^^
5. (~r. T^"); n^iri 6. {1, 0); min
7. (2, 13); min 8. [There is no extreme point.]
9. There are two extreme points, (-1/2, 27/4) and (2, 13). The
minimum value of the function is 2 7/4; the maxinnum value of this
function is 13. [Exercises 7, 8, and 9 of Part E deal with functions
which, while not themselves quadratic functions, are subsets of the
quadratic function { (x, y) : y = x + x + 7} . Graphing this quadratic
function will help in explaining the answers for these three exer-
cises. For Exercise 7, note that (2, 13) belongs to the function in
question and that the graph of this point is the lowest point on the
graph of the function. The range of the function is {y: y > 13}.
For Exercise 8, note these three things:
(1) (2, 13) does not belong to the graph of the function in
question,
(2) although there are values of the function as close to 1 3
as one wishes, all values of the function are greater
than 13,
(3) the function has no least value.
The range of the function in Exercise 8 is {y:y > 13}, and the
range of the function in Exercise 9 is {y : 27/4 < y < 13}.]
Answers for Part F [on pages 5-183 and 5-184],
1. V (120 - 2x)x = -2(x - 30)^+ 1800. So. the extreme point of the
function is (30, 1800). Hence, the pen should be 30 feet wide [and
60 feet long],
2. 25 yards by 50 yards
5!C
TC[5-183]a
Corrections . [for page 5-185]
line 1: change 'a gardener' to 'A gardener'
line 6b: insert 'than' between 'sytematic' and 'the'
3. 100 yards by 150 yards 4. 2 r- inches
5. 63 [if one plots total yield against number of trees, one obtains
points of the graph of { (x, y) : y = x[400 - (x - 60)6]} . Since the
maximum of this quadratic function corresponds with the argument
63— [and since 63— > 60], 63 trees will produce the largest crop. ]
6. In terms of its width-measure x, the length-measure of a rectangle
of perimeter p is ^ - x, and its area-measure is (^ - x)x. The
argument corresponding with the maximum of {(x, y): y = ^ - x }
is J. So, the rectangles of perimeter p which have the greatest
area are those whose width-nneasure is ^""that is, those which
4
are squares.
7. Since AP and AC have the same slope [or: by similar triangles], if
X is the width-measure of the foundation and y is its length-measure,
-TTT^— = -77:. So, the width-measure of the desired foundation is40 - X 40
,
the argument of the extreme point of { (x. A) : A = j{40 - x)x} .
This argument is 20. So, the corner on AB should be 20 feet from
B and the corner on BC should be 30 feet from B.
8. 2 weeks after July 1 [The argunnent of the extreme point of
{(x, y):y= (6+ 3x)(2 - jx)} is 2.]
-i-
We suggest that students work on Parts L, M, and N of the Miscellaneous
Exercises [pages 5-225ff. ] before they do the work on quadratic equations
in section 5. 10.
TC[5-184]

In order to prove:
\ i ^•' -- ^ ^-r > \/ VX > V V y ^'
one makes use of the fact that, by definition,
V > /^ n/u^= the V such that v > and v = u.
[The logical admissibility of the definition of 'n/"' is reviewed on
TC[5-80] in the discussion for Sample 2.]
Proof of (*):
Since x > and y > 0, it follows that x > and y > 0.
So, by definition, since x > 0, and y > 0,
N/ir= the u such that u > and u = x
and '\/>r= the v such that v > and v = y.
Since y > 0, y / 0. Since y / and 0^ = 0, 4y "/ 0.
So, •sfx^>_ and N/y~> 0. Hence,
^>0.
Also
l-^/y /
N/y
Consequently,
V X ? X
= the w such that w > and w = —
.
Nf7 - y
^/x mSo, by definition,
[For additional comments on similar topics, see TC[3-110, lll]a, b,
and c]
TC[5-188]


Qu IZ.
1. Solve these equations by completing the square. Show all of your
work.
(a) x^ + 4x - 1 = 20 (b) x^ - 5x - 1 =
Find the points in the intersection of {(x, y): y = 3(x - 1) }
and the x-axis.
•J,
Answers for Quiz.
1. (a) 3, -7 (b)
5 + ^fZ9 5 - /Z9
2. (1. 0)
TC[6-189, 190]b

Answers for Part A.
1. -3 + 4\^, -3 - 4%^
. -5 + /Z9 -5 - VT?
^' 2 ' 2
5. 1 + 2/2, 1 - 2\^
-9 + V145 -9 - V 145
7,
9,
11,
4 • 4
7 + /&! 7 - /el
5
'
6
-1 + VT9 -1 - VT?
2. -4 + vn, -4 - >/n
. 9 + ^^ 9 - ^65
^* 2 ' 2
6. 3, -4
8. |, -1
10. 4 + 2/3, 4 - 2/3
-1 + vn -1 - /61
13. -4
12
14. 5
10 10
'1^
Answers for Part B [on page 5-190].
1. (-7 + 3/2T, 0), (-7 - 3/2T, 0)
3. (4, 0)
5. (5, 0), {-|, 0)
2. (12, 0), (8, 0)
4. (5, 0), {-7, 0)
6. (4, 0)
8. none
10. (-1, 0), (2. 0)
7. (2, 0), (-2. 0)
9. (5. 0). (1, 0)
"^11. If p^ - 4q > 0, the intersection consists of ( "P "^ P^ " ^^ , 0),
and (^^£-^^
—
|—^—3_, 0). If p2 - 4q < 0, the intersection is 0.
"^12. If b^ - 4ac > 0, the intersection consists of ( "^
"*"
^^^ ' ^^^
, 0),
J
2a
-b - Vb^ - 4acand { 2a •, 0). If b^ - 4ac < 0, the intersection is 0.
TC[5-189, 190]a

Cor rec tion. On page 5- 192, line 4b:
call thi s the quad ratic ior mula . . .
Note that the discussion on pages 5-191 and 5-192 shows that, under
the restriction 'a / and b" - 4ac > 0' the sentences:
ax'^ + bx + c =
and:
X =
-b + Vb2 - 4ac
2a
or X
-b - Vb^ - 4ac
2a
are equivalent . For exanriple, subject to the restriction *a j^ 0*,
'ax^ + bx + c = 0' is equivalent to *x^ + —x + — = 0' because of the
principle
:
V V / Q [u = <=^ u/v = 0][Th. 53 and Th. 54 on TC[2-6l]g],
and the sentences in lines 4 and 5 on page 5-192 are equivalent, subject
to the restriction 'a ;^ and b - 4ac >^ 0' because of the principle:
V V [uv = <?=> (u = or V = 0)] [The cpm, the pmO, and Th. 56
"
^
onTC[2-6l]g].
Establishing equivalence is innportant in justifying the use of the quad-
ratic formula in solving quadratic equations. For, if one were to note
only that each of the sentences in question is a consequence of the pre-
ceding sentence, then all he would be justified in concluding is that if a
quadratic equation [for which the restrictions are satisfied] has a root
then it is one of the numbers "given" by the quadratic forinula. In this
case he would have no reason to believe that a number given by the
fornnula was in fact a root until he had checked by substituting in the
given equation. But, once one has seen that the equation and the
formula are equivalent, there is no need to check roots given by the
fornnula [except for the purpose of discovering errors in arithmetic].
The '1 2a I' [here, of course, an abbreviation for **|2a|'] can, as is
done in the text, be replaced by '2a' for the following reason. The
restriction 'a / 0' is equivalent to *a > or a < 0*, giving us two cases,
If a > then
If a < then *
2a
2a
= 2a; so, the replacement is justified in this case.
=
-2a; so, in this case, **|2a(' may be replaced by
'
— 2a'. If this is done, one obtains [after a little simplification] the
same formulas for the roots as in the first case.
TC[5-191, 192]
In discussing the exercises of Part A it will be wise to ask the class
whether an equation such as '2a^ - 7a - 5 = 0' is equivalent to the equa-
tion of Exercise 1. Students need to recognize that, even though the
quadratic forniula was derived from a quadratic equation of the form
'ax^ + bx + c = 0', it may be used to solve any quadratic equation in one
variable. Often students think that they cannot use the quadratic formula
to solve a quadratic equation for which the variable is 'a' [or 'y', or 'n',
or ... ].
Also, even though the first example on page 5-193 points out that, in
order to use the quadratic formula, it is helpful to first transform a
given equation into standard forna [if it isn't] and then identify the values
to be used for 'a', 'b', and 'c' in the formula, these points will probably
need further emphasis. In fact, it may be advisable to assign first the
task of transforming to standard fornn each of the given equations which
is not in standard form. Then, ask students to name the values to be
used for 'a', 'b', and 'c' in each case. After students become skillful in
doing these things, the task of using the fornnula to obtain roots is rela-
tively easy.
Answers for Part A.
7 + V^ 7 - /89
,
-1 + V^ -1 - /85
• 4 ' 4
^-
b ' b
,
-1 + /IT -1 - /ZT -3 + 76" -3 - /6
• 10 ' 10 2 ' 2
^ 3 + /65 3 - /65 A 1 ^ 1 -7 r 1^15. 3 , o D. 1 . D, —1 7. [no real roots]
8. [linear equation] 9. 0, -0.4 10.
^T"' ''TT'
.. -3 + /3 -3 - /3 ,, r ,
^. 1 lo 5 + /29 5-/2911. ^ , = 12. [no real roots] 13. ^ , = -
[In solving the equation of Exercise 13, it miay help the students to
suggest that, if 'Q' were substituted for '{1 - x)', the equation
would become:
n^ + 3n - 5 =
and, by the quadratic formula, this equation is equivalent to the
sentence
:
„ -3 + V9 + 20 „ -3 - V9 + 20= or a = =
TC[5-194]a

14.
Hence, the given equation is equivalent to:
-3 + V9 + 20 , -3 - /9 + 20
1 . X = _ or 1 - X = 2
,-- u u • Tr- ^. 5 - V29 5 + /29 1which can be simpliried to: x = ^ or x = =
.J
1 + ^TAb 1 - /46
15 ' 15
[This exercise should be handled in a manner similar to that sug-
gested for Exercise 13, If we use 'q' for '(—)', the equation
becon-ies
:
30^ + 2n - 15 =
and, by the quadratic formula, is equivalent to:
^ -2 + /4 + 180 r^ -2 - \^ + 180
= g or n= g
Hence, the given equation is equivalent to:
1 -2 + Vl84 1 -2 - /T84
_ = or — = 7X 6 X 6'3 ^ '
which can be simplified to x = ==- or x
1 -^ V46 -1 - V46
You may wish at this time to show students how, by "rationalizing
denominators" this last sentence can be transfornned to:
1 + v^ 1 - /46X =
15
or X = J3— ,
thereby making it easier to find rational approximations. An
alternate procedure is to transform the given equation into
'15x - 2x - 3 = 0', and apply the quadratic fornaula. ]
i^l5. 6 - v20 [only one root]
[In solving the equation of Exercise 15, use a procedure similar to
that for Exercises 13 and 14 to show that, by the quadratic formula,
this equation is equivalent to:
r-
_
-2 -h V4 + 16 /- -2 - /4TT6Vx - 2 or vx = =
that is, to the sentence 'vx = -1 + v5 or vx = -1 - vT '.
TC[5-194]b

Since a principal square root is never negative, and since _
-1 - '\[5 < 0, this last sentence is equivalent to *\1c = -1 t n/5'.
Since -1 + >i3 > 0, this equation is equivalent to 'x = (-1 t \'3)~'.
[in computing an approximation to (-1 + \'5) it is more advanta-
geous to use the form '6 - "^i 20 ', rather than '6 - 2\T ' . This is
the case because the approximation obtained from the table for
either "^fZO or n/T may be in error by as much as 0.0005, and mul-
tiplying the latter approximation by —2 ^'ields an approximation to
•V 20 which may be in error by as much as 2 X 0.0005.] .]
"16. [no real roots]
[The equation in Exercise 16 can be transformed like this:
"n/x - X - 3 =
-X + \Q - 3 =
X - \'X + 3 =
(n/x)2 - n/x + 3 =
Aps, cpa
^MTP [-1/0]
y V^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ V > such that v^=u
Since, for this "quadratic equation in '\1c ' ", b^ - 4ac = 1 - 12 < 0,
there are no values of '\'x ' which satisfy the equation. Hence,
there are no values of 'x' which satisfy it.]
Answers for Part B [on page 5-194].
1. one 2. two 3. two 4. two 5. two
6. two 7. one 8. none 9. two
It is, of course, incorrect [though comimonly done] to say that, for
example, 'x" - 6x + 9 = has two roots, each of which is 3. Rather
than comparing the number of roots of a poKniomial equation with its
degree, one should consider the sum of the multiplicities of its roots.
For example, '(x - 3)^(x + 5)(x -Zy= 0' is an equation of degree 6
which has, not 6, but only 3 roots. However, one of these is a root of
multiplicity 2, a second is of naultiplicity 1, and the third is of multi-
plicity 3; and 2 + 1 + 3 = 6, the degree of the equation. The notion of
multiplicity of roots will be discussed in a later unit.
TC[5-194]c


approximation is at most 0.0005/4, or 0.000125. For Exercise 2, the
rounding-off error for the larger root is 0; so, this approximation is in
error by at most 0.0005/6, or_0. 000083. But, the rounding-off error
for the smaller root is 0.00003; so, the bestjwe can say^is that the
approximation is in error by at most 0.000083 + 0.00003, or 0.000116.]
Rational approximations to the roots of certain equations in Part A
[on page 5-194].
1. 4.1085, -0.6085 [0.00013]
3. 0.3583, -0.5583 [0.00005]
5. 1.3828, -0.6328 [0.00012]
11. -0.6340, -2. 3660 [0.00025]
14. 0.5188, -0.3855 [0.00007]
2. 1.3700, -1.7033 [0.00012]
4. -0.2755, -2.7245 [0.00025]
10. 0.6742, -0.6742 [0.00007]
13. 5.1925, -0. 1925 [0.00025]
15. 1.528 [0.0005]
Answers for Part '^ F [on page 5-195].
1. 2.
:
I
-1-
1 •
5.
TC[5-195]d
^ 4' lo'

5
3. 1,-1.7 [l and -rr- are the exact roots.]
4. 1.3, -0.3 [l. 264 and -0. 264 are correct to the nearest 0. 001. In
fact, each is in error by at most 0.00025.]
5. 3.3, -3.3 [3. 317 and -3. 317 are correct to the nearest 0.001.]
6. 6.5, 1.9 [6.482 and 1. 851 are correct to the nearest 0.001. The
error in the first is at most 0.000083; the error in the
second is at most 0.000416.]
Answers for Part '*' D [on page 5-195].
1. x^-7x+12 = 2. x^ - lOx + 25 = 3. x^ = 4. x^ - 10 =
5. x^ -64 = 6. x^ + rji-x - J = 0, [or: 12x^ + x - 6 = O]
7. x^ -(Tj^ + r2)x + r^^rg = 8. x^ - 4x - 1 =
[After solving Exercise 7 of Part D, students should see a short cut for
solving Exercise 8, and may find it interesting to use this short cut to
check their answers for the earlier exercises.]
Answers for Part '^ E [on page 5-195],
1. n, -2/2 2. :!1jlIL, :[1jlJL
If you would like to give your students more practice in finding rational
approximations to the roots of quadratic equations whose roots are irra-
tional, you might have them find such approximations for the equations
of Exercises 1-5, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 15 in Part A on page 5-194.
For your convenience, we list approxinnations to the roots which are
correct to the nearest 0.0001. [These approximations were obtained
by using the table on page 5-219.] We also give an estimate of the
error in these approximations.
[In estimating errors we have used, in each case, estimates of the
actual rounding-off error. This is never more than 0.00005, and is
usually less. Thus, for Exercise 1, the rounding-off error in the
approximations to both roots is 0. So, the total error in each
TC[5-195]c

However, if we round off, and take either 3.608 or 3. 609 as an approxi-
mation to ^ ^^ . then there is an additional error of [in this case]
precisely 0. 0005. So, the best we can say is that 3. 608 [and 3. 609] is
in error by at most 0, 000625.
In general, to estimate the error in a rational approximation to a root
obtained by using the quadratic formula, one must add an estimate of
the error made in approximating the square root and an estimate of the
rounding-off error. If one rounds off the result of the division to 3
decimal places [thus, approximating the quotient correct to the nearest
0.001], the rounding-off error is never more than 0. 0005. So, the
error in the root is at most 0. 0005 + ^~~ , or (1 + 7-7-7 ) X 0. 0005.
I
2a
I I
2a
I
[But, as pointed out in examples which follow, one can usually find a
better estinnate of the rounding-off error, and so decrease one's esti-
mate of the error in the root.]
•a
If |a| > 1 then this estimate is at most j X 0. 0005, or 0. 00075. If a = 2,
5
the estimate is, as in the example above, j X 0.0005, or 0.000625. If
one rounds off the division to 4 decimal places [that is, correct to the
nearest 0. 0001] then the error in the root is at most 0. 00005 +
. ->
'
,11
, ,
l^^l
or (— + —r
—
j-) X 0. 0005. In this case, if |a | > 1, the estinnate is at
most Tq ^ 0- 0005, or 0, 0003. If |a| > 5, the estimate is at most
0. 0001. These results show that it is worthwhile to round off the
division to 4 decimal places [correct to the nearest 0.0001] even when
using a 3-place table of square roots. Although the approximations
obtained will not in general be correct to the fourth decimal place, they
will be more accurate than those obtained by rounding off to 3 decimal
places.
Answers for Part C [on page 5-195].
1. 6.1, -1.1 [6. 14 and -1. 14 are correct to the nearest 0.001. In
fact, each is in error by at most 0.00025.]
2. 1.3, -6.3 [1. 275 and -6. 275 are correct to the nearest 0.001.
In fact, each is in error by at most 0.000 25.]
TC[5-195]b

It may be fruitful to have the class spend some time considering the
possible error in the rational approximations to irrational roots of
quadratic equations. We know that, for any quadratic equation in one
variable, if b^ 4ac > 0, the roots are
and-b + -v/b^
- 4ac
2a
-b - N/b^ - 4ac
2a
Let's consider the problem of approximating the fi rst of these roots.
Suppose y is a rational approximation to n/ b^ - 4ac correct to the nearest
0.001. [Such approximations are given in the table on page 5-219.]
We know then that
-0.0005 < N/b^ - 4ac - y < 0.0005.
So,
Hence,
and
-0. 0005 < ( -b + ^Jh^ - 4ac ) - ( -b + y) < 0. 0005.
|(-b + -v/b^ - 4ac) - {-b + y) | < 0.0005,
^ 0.0005-b + N/b^ - 4ac
2a
-b + y
2a |2a
Therefore, the absolute error introduced by using an approximation
which is correct to the nearest 0,001 is at most ———;— . fYou can
I
2a
I
easily see that this is also the absolute error introduced by using the
sanne approximation to 's/b^ - 4ac in finding a rational approximation
to the other root of the equation.] For example, the larger root of the
equation of the Sample is ^
—
-
. And, as noted in the solution, the
table on page 5-219 gives 9.434 as the approximation to ^f&^ correct
to the nearest 0.001. So, the absolute error in using ^ "*" ^•^^^.., as
an approximation to the root, is °i_2^2A, or 0.000125. Now,
5 + 9.434 14.434
= 3.6085.
So, 3. 6085 differs from the larger root of the equation by at most
0.000 125
--that is,
3.608375 < ^ ^f^ < 3.608625.
TC[5-195]a
The numbers 5 and 75 referred to in Sample 1 are, of course, numbers
of arithmetic, and the domain of the variable *x' in equation (*) is the
set of numbers of arithmetic. But, as in Unit 3 [See TC[3-55l, also
TC[5-138, 139]], in solving {*) we pretend that the domain of x* is the
set of real numbers. Then, the numbers of arithmetic corresponding
with such nonnegative roots as are obtained are solutions of (*) in its
original interpretation [where the domain of 'x' is the set of numbers
of arithmetic ].
It need not be the case that all numbers of arithmetic which merely
satisfy (*) furnish acceptable solutions of the stated problem. For,
since a rectangle cannot have as the measure of either its width or
its length, acceptable values of *x' must also satisfy the restrictions
*x > 0* and *x > S/Z'. So, a connplete algebraic statement of the
problem consists of two sentences, (*) and *x > S/Z'.
Remarks somewhat similar to the preceding apply to the Solution for
Sample 2. Here, the domain of *x' is, actually, the set of whole
numbers of arithmetic, but, in solving the equation at the top of page
5-197, we pretend that the domain of 'x' is the set of real numbers
[See TC[3-64, 65, 66, 67]b]. And, again, in order to get a complete
statement of the problem one must adjoin to the equation a restriction:
x is a nonzero whole number of arithrnetic [or, when we reinterpret
the domain of 'x': x is a positive integer].
TC[5-196]


Quiz .
1. Use the quadratic formula to solve each equation. [Show your
work.] If no real number satisfies it, say so.
(a) 2x^ - 9x - 6 = (b) 3t(2 - t) - 6(t + 1) + t =
(c) X = 7 + -X
2. Find three consecutive positive odd numbers the sum of whose
squares is 515.
Answers for Quiz.
1 i^\ 9 + /l29 9 - /T29 ,.,1. (a)
2l
» 7 (") "o real roots
, ,
7 + /57 7 - /57
(c) 5
,
5
2. 11, 13, 15
TC[5-197]c

3. If the width of the rectangle is x inches then the length is 19 - x
inches. So, we look for a root of 'x(19 - x) = 78' [which, since
the width of a rectangle is not inches and is smaller than its
length, should also satisfy *0 < x < 19 - x', or '0 < x < 19/2'].
The roots of the equation are 13 and 6. So, the width is 6 inches
and the length is 13 inches.
4. If the width is x feet then the length is 500 - x feet and the area is
x(500 - x) square feet. So, we need to find the first component of
the extreme point of the quadratic function { (x, y): y = x(500 - x)} .
This is 250. Since 500 - 250 = 250, the largest rectangular field
whose foot-perimeter is 1000 is a square whose side -length is
250 feet.
5. For some x, the numbers in question are x - l/2 and x+ l/2. So,
we wish to solve the equation:
1
_1 40
1 ^ 1
~ 21 'X-- x+ -
or: 20x^ - 21x -5=0. The roots are 5/4 and -l/5. Hence the
problem has two solutions, (3/4, 7/4) and (-7/10, 3/lO).
6. If X is the inch-measure of a side of such a square, then
X + 12 = 4x, and x > 0. But, the quadratic equation has no
solution [(-4)^ - 4'1 -12 < 0], So, there is no such square.
7. If the hiker walked x miles per hour, he walked for 6/x hours.
6/(x+ 2) hours is l/2 hour less. So, 6/x - 6/(x + 2) = l/2. This
equation simplifies to *x^ + 2x - 24 = 0' whose roots are -6 and 4.
So, the hiker walked 4 miles per hour for 3/2 hours.
8. If X is the number named by the numerator, then
x X - 2 24
X - 2 X ~ 35 •
Reducing to standard form, one obtains '6x^ - 47x + 35 = 0', Its
roots are 7 and 5/6. Hence, the fraction is either '7/5' or
(5/6)/-(7/6)'. [Note that although (5/6)/
-(7/6) = -5/7, '-5/7'
is not a solution. '(5/6)/-(7/6)' / '-5/7'. See TC[l -94, 95]a. ]
TC[5-197]b

Answers for Part G [which begins on page 5-196].
1. If X is the "middle one" of three consecutive integers, then the
integers are x - 1, x, and x + 1. So, it suffices to find a real
integer x such that
(x - 1)2 + x^ + (x + if = 302.
This equation simplifies to 'x^ = 100', whose roots are 10 and -10.
Since both are integers, the problem has two solutions, (9, 10, 11),
and (-11, -10, -9). [it is instructive to compare this solution with
one beginning: If x is the snnallest of three consecutive integers, . .
This leads, eventually, to the equation 'x^ + 2x - 99 = 0', which is
more difficult to solve than is 'x = 100'. The nnoral is: When
setting up a problem for algebraic solution, make use of any sym-
metries which are available. ]
Z. For each four consecutive odd integers, there is an even integer x
such that the four odd integers are x-3, x-1, x+1, and x + 3.
So, we look for an even integer x such that
(x - 3)2 + (x - 1)2 + (x + 1)2 + (x + 3)2 = 36
--that is, such that 4x2 + 20 = 36. The roots of this equation are 2
and -2, so, since both are even integers, the problem has two
solutions, {-1, 1, 3, 5), and (-5, -3, -1, 1).
[Ask if there is a solution for the problem obtained by replacing
'real integers' by 'positive integers'. The answer is, of course,
'no'. Another similar problem, but which has a solution [but just
one solution] can be obtained by adding to the exercise 'and the sum
of the nunnbers thennselves is positive'. Consideration of such prob-
lems should increase students' understanding that a word problem
can seldom be conripletely expressed by one equation. For the given
problem, one needs the additional stipulation 'x is an even integer'.
For the first suggested modification, one must add 'x is an even
integer and x > 3'. For the second suggested niodification, one
needs the additional restriction 'x is a positive even integer'.]
[There are, of course, other ways of setting up the given problem.
One nnay say that there is an integer x such that the consecutive odd
integers are 2x - 3, 2x - 1, 2x + 1, and 2x + 3. Or, one may say
that there is an odd integer x such that the four consecutive odd
integers are x, x + 2, x + 4, and x + 6 [or: x - 2, x, x + 2, and
X + 4]. All these lead to more complicated equations than the one
arrived at in the solution given above.]
TC[5-197]a
Answers for Part A.
1., 2., 3.
4. (6, 10); (6, 10); (6. 10)
5. [Students may, correctly, give many answers for each part of this
exercise. It is to be hoped, however, that they will see that
'(6, 10)* is a correct answer for each part.]
'J*
Answers for Part B.
1. horizontal
4. neither
2. vertical
5. horizontal
3. horizontal
6. horizontal
TC[5-198]


Answers for Part C.
1. 0, ©
4. [7] , @
2- a . ©
5. m . ©
3-
. ©
6- m . ©
[Other correct answers nnay be obtained by taking any multiple of the
nunnbers listed. For example, here are three more correct answers
for Exercise 2 of Part C:
H. ©^ -6
A similar remark applies to Part D.]
@: B
Answers for Part D.
1. -2.0 2. 5
4. 4 , 5. 9
3. i 8
6.
H .
Answers for Part E.
• ^ 31' 3l'
4 (ii -M)
• M3' 43'
2 (-^ 13'
32
5 (-i i^)
3. (12, 5)
6. (2, i|-)
TC[5-199]

Correction.
'3k - 6m
On
' is
page 5
to:
-202,
•-3k
in line
- 6m'
20,
is
change:
Explanation asked for in line 1 3 on page 5-201.
For each real nunnber x, there is precisely one ordered pair,
(x, -3x + 14), whose first component is x and which belongs to the
function defined by (1'). And, there is precisely one ordered pair,
(x, 5x - 18), whose first connponent is x and which belongs to the func-
tion defined by (2'). So, a real number x is the first component of an
ordered pair which belongs to both functions if and only if
(x, -3x + 14) = (x, 5x - 18),
that is, if and only if -3x + 14 = 5x - 18.
^1-
'1^
Answers for questions at the bottom of page 5-201,
The pmO tells us that V, k' = 0.
By the paO, + = 0.
Answer for question 'Why ? ' in line 7 on page 5-202.
Because this choice will give us an equation equivalent to one which
contains only one variable.
Notice that the system consisting of equations (3) and (6) is equivalent
to that consisting of (3) and (4). [And, so is the system consisting of
(4) and (6).] This follows fronn the easily -proved theorem:
\^m /^ ^p\ '•^P " ° ^^^ ^ = ^) if and only if (p = and kp + mq = 0)]
So, having found the value of 'y' which satisfies (6), one can use either
(3) or (4) to find the corresponding value of 'x'. And, there is no need
to check by substituting into the other of these two equations except to
catch errors in arithmetic.
TC[5-201, 202]
Answer for question on page 5-204.
The only need for checking is to catch errors in arithmetic, and
checking in (E) may catch errors made in transforming (2) into (2"),
as well as any that are made at later stages in the solution.
Answers for Part A [on pages 5-204 and 5-205].
[We give, in each case, the solution set.]
1. {(-|. |)} 2. {(5.4)} 3. {(9, -9)}
4. {(0.0)} 5. {(^. |)} 6. {(^, i)}
7. {(5. 2)} 8. {(3, -1)} 9. {(3, -2)}
10. {(-7, |)} 11. {(6. 1)} 12. {(5. 2)}
13. {(^.|)} 14. {(-|,
-f)} 15. {(%.'-§)}
16. {(15, 0)} 17. {(5, 1)} 18. {{^. -|)}
19. 9^ 20. {(x, y):3x+ 8y= -2} 21. {(-||,
"fl)}
22. {(^,
-fy)} 23. {(-13,14)} 24. {(4.4)}
TC[5-204, 205]


Answers for Part B.
[Reference to { (x, y) :ax+ by + c = 0} and { (x, y) : a'x + b'y + c' = 0}
as linear functions innplies that a, b, a', and b' are not 0.]
1. The slopes are -a/b and -a'/b'. So, the functions have the same
slope if and only if a/b = a'/b'--that is [see page 5-145] if and
only if a, b, a', b' are in proportion.
2. In this case, there is only one linear function in question.
3. In this case, there are two functions, but they have the same slope.
Call to the attention of the students the fact that, in the discussion of
independent, dependent, and inconsistent equations, the text deals only
with the case of equations which define linear functions. Some of your
students may wish to check the fact that the same test for independence
[that ab' / a'b] works for any system of two linear equations in two
variables. They can do so by solving Part -itB on page 5-208.
The following diagram may help to sort out the notions of consistency,
inconsistency, dependence, and independence.
(^independent [ab' / a'b]
'consistent ^
Independent" I
;
(ab' = a'b]
inconsistent ^
Each system of linear equations in two variables is either consistent
or inconsistent [but not both]. The equations in a consistent system
are either dependent or independent [but not both]. [As is suggested by
Exercises 2 and 3 of Part B on page 5-205, one can distinguish between
dependent and inconsistent equations [those for which ab' = a'b] by
evaluating 'be' - b'c' and 'ca' - c'a'. If [when ab' = a'b] be' = b'e and
ca' = c'a then the equations are dependent; otherwise, they are incon-
sistent^
TC[5-205, 206]

solved system can be carried out only so far as to yield the system:
(ab' - a'b)x = c'b - cb'
^
(ba' - b'a)y = c'a - ca'
J
If ab' = a'b then this system has no solution unless c'b - cb' = c'a-ca' = 0.
So, if ab' = a'b then the given system has no solution [that is, is incon-
sistent] unless c'b = cb' and c'a = ca'. Finally, if ab' = a'b, be' = b'c,
and ca' = c'a then the given equations are dependent. [One can see
this very easily in case aba'b' / 0--that is, in case each of the given
equations defines a linear function. For, if neither b nor b' is 0, and
ab' = a'b and be' = b'c, then -a'/b' = -a/b and -c'/b' = -c/b. Hence,
in this case, the linear function defined by the second equation has the
same slope and intercept as does the linear function defined by the first
equation. So, the two equations define the same function. Hence, they
have the same solution set--that is, they are dependent.] If ab' = a'b,
be' = b'c, and ca' = c'a then, for all x and y,
(1) a{a'x + b'y + c') = a'{ax + by + c)
and (2) b(a'x + b'y + c') = b'(ax + by + c).
If a / then equation (1) shows that if ax + by + c = then a'x + b'y fc' =0,
while, if b / 0, this fact follows from equation (2). Since either a /
or b / 0, i' follows that each solution of the first equation of the given
system is a solution of the second equation of the given system. A simi-
lar argument, based on the fact that either a' / or b' / 0, shows that
each solution of the second of the given equations is a solution of the
first of them. So, as was to be proved, if ab' = a'b, be' = b'c, and
ca' = c'a then the given equations have the same solution set- -that is,
are dependent.
'I*
Qui:
Solve these systems of equations.
1. m+n=-6"l 2. 3x - 4y = 8"^ 3. 6x+7y=3(5-yr
m
- n = -lOj X + 2y = IJ 26 + lOy = -6x
.
'1^
Answers for Quiz.
1- (-8. 2) 2. (2, -i)
TC[5-207, 208]b
inconsistent

Correction. On page 5-208, in Exercise 15,
change *7(x - r)' to '7(3 - r)'.
t
Answers for Part A [which begins on page 5-206].
1. independent [5« -7/ 6* 3]; {||, ||)
2. independent [9 • 2 ;^ 3 '7]; (j, 0)
3. inconsistent [Since 8*6 = -16*- 3, the equations are either incon-
sistent or dependent. On transforming the system into:
8^ 7
s = ^t - 3
^ = I' - 2
it becomes clear that the equations are inconsistent. ]
4. independent [l •
-2 /^ 3*1]; (0,0) 5. independent; (
-^j -r)
6. inconsistent 7. inconsistent
8. inconsistent 9. independent; (5, 0)
10. dependent 11. inconsistent
12. independent; (-Tq-* —f") 13. inconsistent
14. independent; (3, 0) 15. independent; (-yoQ' ~ I^^
71 3
16. dependent 17. independent; ( =-, -^)
'1-
Answers for Part ^B [on page 5-208],
c'b - cb' ^
These equations are, of course, not applicable unless ab' / a'b. If
ab' f- a'b then this "solved" system is equivalent to the given system,
and the former, like the latter, has the unique solution
c'b - cb'
ab' - a'b' ba' - b'a
If ab = a'b then the elimination process v/hich otherwise leads to the
TC[5-207, 208]a

Answers for questions in lower third of page 5-209.
Any solution (x, y, z) of the given system is such that
5x+ 2y + 3z - 8 =
3x - 4y - z + 14 = 0,
and 2x + 7y - 3z - 3 = 0.
Hence, [by the pmO and the paO],
[5x + 2y + 3z - 8] + 3[3x - 4y - z + 14] =
and [5x + 2y + 3z - 8] + [2x + 7y - 3z - 3] = 0.
So, if (x, y, z) is any solution of the given system then (x, y) is a
solution of the system consisting of (a) and (b).
That (-1, 2, 3) is a solution of the second equation can be seen by
substitution. However, such a substitution-check is unnecessary.
For, since ( — 1, 2, 3) is a solution both of equation (a) [considered, now
as an equation in 3 variables] and the first equation, it is a solution of:
[I4x - lOy + 34] - [5x + 2y + 3z - 8] = 0,
that is, it is a solution of:
9x - 12y - 3z + 42 = 0,
which is equivalent to the second equation. Similar remarks, with
reference to equation (b) rather than (a), show that (-1, 2, 3) is a
solution of the third equation.
We have seen [answer, above, to first question, and because the only
solution of the system consisting of (a) and (b) is (-1, 2)] that if (x, y, z)
is a solution of the given system then x = -1 and y = 2. Since the only
solution (x, y, z) of the first equation for which x = -1 and y = 2 is
(-1, 2, 3), no other triple can be a solution of the given system.
'»>•
Answers for Exercises on page 5-210,
1- {(1. 2, 3)} 2. {(3. 1, 4)} 3. {(5, -7. 3)}
4. [The equations are inconsistent.] 5. {{3, -3, ^)}
^' ^<^' 4'
~h^ '^- ^(-^' -1' -^' 2)} 8. {(5, -7. 2. -3)}
9- {(x, y, z):z= 1 andx+ 2y = -l}. [The equations are dependent.]
^10. {(x, y, z):x+ y + 4z = 7}. [The equations are dependent. ]
TC[5-209, 210]
Correction. On page 5-213, third line from
the bottom, change '6w = 202' to '6w = 162'.
Answers for Part A.
2 2 1 1 28
1. {(i3. f )} 2. {(7. j)} 3. {(^, -|)} 4. {(2. 9). (-2. 9)}
5. {(-4,-^)} 6. {(5. 6), (5, -6). (-5. 6). (-5.-6)}
7. {(2V2". 2). (2/2", -2), (-2/2", 2), (-2V'2, -2)}
8. {{^. 3), (-Vy, 3)}
*11. {(1. 2, i), (1. -2. |)} *12. (^
9. {(-:|. 3^)} 10. {(18. 6)}
Answers for Part B [on pages 5-212 and 5-213].
1. We must find an equation of the form 'y = ax + b' which is satisfied
by (7, 3) and (-6, 2). In order to do this, we solve the system of
equations:
3 = 7a + b ^
2 = -6a + b (
The solution setis{(r-r, Tt)}- Hence 'y= rT^+ Tt' is an
equation whose graph is a straight line which contains the graphs
of (7, 3) and (-6, 2).
2. y = 3x + 2x - 5
*3. x= -4y^ + 3y + 2
*4. {(4. 29). (2, 3)}
We suggest assigning Parts Q and S of the Miscellaneous Exercises at
this time [5-232 and 5-234ff. ] to prepare students for the subsection on
problems which starts on page 5-213.
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Answers for Exercises [on pages 5-215 through 5-218].
1. 30 dimes, 90 nickels [d + n = 120, lOd + 5n = 750]
2. 67 three-cent stamps, 37 two-cent stamps [r. . . 3-cent stamps,
t.
.
, 2-cent stamps; r + t = 104, 3r + 2t = 275]
3. 12 lbs, of 52/ tea, 8 lbs. of 47/ tea [x. . , lbs of 52/ tea, y. . , lbs.
of 47/ tea; x + y = 20, 52x + 47y = 1000]
4. The data are inconsistent; the cheapest nnilk obtainable is 6/ per
quart, so it is impossible to make a mixture costing only 5/ per
quart.
5. 250 cups at lO/, 600 cups at 5/ [f + t = 850, 5f + lOt = 5500]
6. 45, Z5[i - s = 20, 5i + 7s = 400]
7. . 60['60' is acceptable if one regards '06' as a decimal numeral.]
[f.
.
.first digit, s.
. .
second digit; f + s = 6, 0. l{10f + s) = f + 10s]
8. $20, 000 at 4%, $5, 000 at 3% [x. . . dollars at 4%, y. . . dollars at 3%;
x+ y= 25000, .04x4- 03y = 950]
9. $3, 000 at 6. 5%, $2, 000 at 5.5% [n. . . dollars at 6. 5%, d. . . dollars
at 5. 5%; n + d = 5000, . 065n + . 055d = 305]
10. 72[8(t+ u) = 10t+ u, t+ 10u= 4t - 1]
11. $1,500 at 4%, $2, 000 at 3% [n. . .dollars at 4%, d. .. dollars at 3%
;
n+ 500 = d, .04n = . 03d]
12. 7|, 17j[x+ y= 25. y= 2x + 2]
13. 12, 14 [^-^= 13, £ = s + 2]
14. 80 feet wide, 100 feet long [ZS. + 2w = 360, i = w + 20]
15. 5/ for cork, $1.05 for bottle [c + b = 110, b - 100 = c]
16. (86, -28) [f + s = 58, f - s = 114]
TC[5-215, 216]

Quiz
.
1. Solve this system of equations.
3x + y - z = 10
2x - 3y - 5z = —3
4x + 2y + 7z =
2. Three cans of carrots and five cans of peas cost $1. 55. Two of
these cans of carrots and three cans of the peas cost $.96. What
is the price of one can of carrots ?
Answers for Quiz.
1. (1, 5, -2) 2. 15 cents
TC[5-217, 218]b

Correction. On page 5-218, in the third
line of Exercise 29, change 'threr' to 'there'.
17. The data are insufficient. [3f + 2s = 50, . 06f + .04s = 1; since
by the MTP the second equation can be transfornned into an equa-
tion which is a copy of the first, the equations as given by the
data are dependent.]
18. 0. 5, 5.5[i - s = 5, jg = 3s + 4]
19. 9 dimes, 28 nickels [d + n = 37, lOd + 5n = 230]
20. 6^, l^[i! - s = 5, i = 5s]
1 3
21. Andy is -r^year. Bill is 1 - years [B = 6A + 1, 2B - 3 = 2A]
22. Red, 2 for 9^; green, 2 for 5/ [2r + 4g = 19, 4r + 2g = 23]
23. $8, 500 at 4. 5%, $14, 500 at 3% [n. .. dollars at 4. 5%, d. .. dollars
at 3%; n + d = 23000, . 045n + . 03d = 817. 50]
24. 304, 896 [s+i = 1200, 3s + 2i = 2704]
25. 5 quart jars, 9 pint jars [q + p = 14, 2q + p = 19]
26. The data are inconsistent. [Since the cheaper grade of rice costs
27 cents per pound, it is innpossible to make a mixture which
costs only 24 cents per pound.]
27. 16 units wide, 24 units long [21 + Zw = 80, w = -i ]
28. The data are inconsistent, [m.
. .
Mary's age now, j. , . John's age
now; m - 3 = 3(j - 3), m + 3 = 4(j + 3). The solution of this sys-
tem is (-15, -51). But, we are seeking numbers of arithmetic;
and, since there is no pair of positive numbers which is a solution
of the system, there is no pair of numbers of arithmetic which
satisfies the conditions of the problem.]
29. 12 five -dollar bills, 15 one-dollar bills [f + 3= o, 5f + o = 75]
30. Marilyn, 12 hours, Ruth, 6 hours ri+ — = -. 1+-^= U
•r m 4 r m •
31 .3r n + 3 _ 6 n - 2 _ 1 -
'• 4^d+ 3 7' d - 2 " 2 J
32. '567' [h+ t+ u= 3h+ 3, u= h+ 2,
100t+ 10h+ u= 7. 3[(100t + 10h+ u) - (100h+ 10t+ u)] ]
33. 23 2Yfeet [7rd(|d) = 5007r= 7r(d - 4)h]
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Quiz items covering Unit 5. [These items differ somewhat from the
exercises found in the textbook. You niay want to use some of them
along with others of your own design in a final examination.]
1. If 1 is a root of the quadratic equation in 'x':
3.
5x^ + tx + 1 = 0,
what is the other root?
2. Suppose f is the function such that
iU) - (x - 3)(x + 5)^^"^ " (4x - l)(x + 7)
For what real numbers is f not defined?
f = {{x, y): y = .2_x + ? >
The graph of the equation '|x| + |y| = 10' is ( ?
)
.
(A) a line (B) two lines (C) two rays
(D) four half-lines (E) a square
The dimensions of a 3-inch by 5 -inch snapshot are doubled to make
an enlargement. The area of the enlarged picture is ? tinaes the
area of the original snapshot.
TC[5-218]a

6. Consider the set P of all linear functions which contain the ordered
pair common to {(x, y): x - y - 2 = 0} and {(x, y): 2x - y - 1 = O}.
Write the defining equation for the linear function in P which has
slope 1.
7. Solve for *M': R = ^^^' ^^2s
8. If X euid y are inversely proportional and if y is 30 when x is 5 then,
when x is 25, y is ? .
9. VV ifx-y=5 and x + y = 20 then x^ - y^ = ? .
10. The number of ordered pairs which belong to both {(x, y): y = x^}
and {(x, y): y = jx|} is ? .
11. A boy who has only k half-dollars and d dimes buys n notebooks
at 15 cents each. How many cents does he have left?
12. Two variable quantities, P andQ, are so related that 5 times each
value of P is twice the corresponding value of Q. Is P proportional
to Q ? If not, tell why. If so, give the factor of proportionality.
13. [Suppose that 'X" denotes the complement of the set X with respect
to some sets.] (A <^ B)' = (?) .
(A) A' w B' (B) A' w B (C) A w B'
(D) A ^ B (E) A' ^ B'
14. Suppose the sum of three consecutive integers is T. Then, the
smallest of these integers is ? .
15. Solve: 3x^ - 2x = 2
16. If the graphs of (2, 3), (4, 9), and {6, k) are all contained in a
straight line then k = ? .
TC[5-218]b

117. Simplify: , 1
^
"^
1 +a
18. Consider the linear function f defined by the equation
*2x + 4y +5 = 0'.
(a) Find the slope of this function.
(b) Write an equation which defines the function whose graph is
parallel to the graph of f and which contains (0, 0).
(c) Find the ordered pairs in the intersection of f and the x-axis.
19. Suppose that
f = {{1, 2), (2, 2), (3, 0)}
and g = {(1. 3), (2, 3), (0. 1)}.
Then, it follows that (?)
(A) f w g is a function (B) the domain of f + g = {1, 2, 3, O)
(C) the range of f + g is {5 } (D) the range of f + g is {2, 3}
(E) None of these follows.
20. If (-1, 8) belongs to the quadratic function defined by
•y = 2x^ + 4x + k' then k = ? .
21.
Y.
2
R-
_!\
_)
^K. v
^
"I " ^ I
2 %m<m.
R = {(x, y):
(A) X + y = 4
(C) X + y > 4
(E) X + y > 8
ill }
(B) X > 4
(D) X - y > 4
22. If the slope of {(x, y): 2y - kx = 4} is -3 then k = ? .
TC[5-218]c

23. {(x, y) : x + y - 2 + |x + y - 2 | = } = {(x, y)
:
(?)
(A) X = 1 and y=l (B)x + y-2>0 {C)x + y
(D)x + y-2<0 (E)x + y-2<0
}
24. Two trains leave from the sanne city at the same time and travel in
opposite directions. In 3 hours they are 300 miles apart. If one
train's rate is 60 miles per hour then the other train's rate is
? miles per hour.
25. If the graphs of the equations 'x^ + y^ = 25' and 'y = x^' are drawn
on the same chart, what is the total number of points comnnon to
the graphs ?
26. If the area-measure of a rectangle is 12x - x^ and x is the measure
of a side then the area-nneasure is a maximum if x = ?
27. Suppose the sets A and B are represented by circular regions.
Then, the shaded region in Figure 1 represents A r^ B, and the
Figure 1. Figure 2.
shaded region in Figure 2 represents A v_^ B. So, the shaded
region in Figure 3 represents (?) .
(A) A w (B r^ C)
(B) Ar> (B w C)
(C) (A r^ B) ^ C
(D) A ^ (B w C)
(E) (A w B) ^ C Figure 3.
TC[5-218]d

28. Find the coordinates of the lowest point of the graph of the equation
•y = x^ - 6x + 9'.
29. True or false
(a) V Vx2 + 9 = X + 3
(c) V x^ + 1 =
^
' X
(e) V x^ - 8x + 16 >X
(b) 3 Vx2 + 9 = X + 3
(d) 3^ x2 + 1 =
(f) 3 x^ - 8x + 16 >
30. Suppose that f = {(I, 2), (3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8)}. Then, the inverse
of f is (?) .
(A) {(7, 8), (5, 6), (3, 4), (I, 2)}
(B) {(1, -2), (3, -4), (5, -6), {7. -8)}
(C) {(2. 1). (4, 3). (6, 5), {8, 7)}
(D) {(1, i), (3, i). (5. j), {7, i)}
(E) nonexistent
31. If (2, -l)€{(x, y): x = ky + t} r^ {(x, y) : 3x + ky = t} then
k = ? and t = ? .
32, The roots of '(m - 4){m^ + 3nn - 10) = 0' are ? , ? , and
33. A quadratic function has 2 as maximum value. If it contains
1 3
the ordered pairs ( — j-> 0) and ( y, 0) then its defining equation is:
y = _? ^ +
_I_ ^ + ? .
34. The graph of 'x^ + 2xy + y^ = 1' is (?) .
(A) a straight line (B) two straight lines
(D) a parabola (E) an hyperbola
(C) a circle
TC[5-218]e
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35. The sum of the area-measures of a rectangle and a square is 68.
The rectangle is twice as long as it is wide, and a side of the
square is 2 units longer than the width of the rectangle. Find the
width-nneasure and the length -measure of the rectangle.
36. What is the solution set in x of '4 - 2x < 10'? [Use brace -notation
and the sinnplest set selector to describe the solution set.]
37. Ten quarts of a solution containing m.% alcohol are mixed with
twenty quarts of another solution containing n% alcohol. The part
of the resulting mixture which is alcohol is ? .
38. Bill travels from A to B, a trip of 30 miles, at the rate of 6 miles
per hour, and returns innmediately from B to A. If his average
rate for the entire trip was 5 miles per hour then his return rate
was ? miles per hour.
39. Consider the equation in 'x':
x' +
If two of its roots are -1 and 3 then p = ? and q = ? .
px + q =
40. If the quadratic equation 'x^ + 6x - 2 + k = 0' has just one root
then k = ? .
41. "Write a quadratic equation whose solution set is {^, -3}.
42. The graphs of the equations '3x + 5y = 9', '6x - lOy = 10', and
'6x + lOy = 11" are (?)
(A) three parallel lines [ /// ]
(B) two parallel lines crossed by a third line [ / / ]
(C) three lines no two of which are parallel but with no point
common to all three [ ^^!!^<. ]
(D) three lines intersecting in a single point [ /^ ]
(E) two lines only
TC[5- 218]f

43. If y varies inversely as x then the graph obtained by plotting y
against x is (?) .
(A) a straight line (B) a circle (C) an hyperbola
(D) a parabola (E) an ellipse
44. Suppose that f = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (5, 6)}. Which of the following
statements is true?
(A) the domain of f = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5 } (B) the range of f = {2, 3, 4, 6}
(C) f(2) = 1 (D) f(f(2)) = 2 (E) None of these is true.
45. The area-nneasure of a circle varies directly as the square of its
radius. The factor of variation is ? .
46. Suppose f is the function such that f(x) = v2x+3. The domain of
f = {x: ? }
.2 . k47. The expression 'x + —x + ? * is a perfect square.
n
,248. Suppose that t > and 2t'' + 5t - 33 = 0. Then, t = ? .
49. If X varies directly as y and if x = 12 when y = 8 then x = ?
when y = 10.
50. Consider a quadratic equation in 'x* of the form:
qx^ + sx + t = 0, [q > 0]
Suppose the roots are r and r^.
(a) If r^ < and r^ > then (?) .
(A) s > (B) s < (C) t > (D) t <
(b) If r^ = r^ then (?) .
(E) s^ = 4qt (F) s' = -4qt (G) s" = qt (H) s^ = -qt
TC[5-218]g

51, Write an equation whose straight line graph contains the graph of
(0, —3) and is parallel to the graph of *y = 2x + 6'.
52. Suppose that D is the doubling function and S is the squaring function.
(a) S(-5)= (b) D(-5)= (c) S{0)=
(d) D(0)= (e) D^(3)= (f) 3^3)=
(g) [DoS]{5)= (h) [SoD](5)= (i) d"'{9) =
Answers for quiz items.
1.
1
5
2. 4 and -74 3. \. 3 4. (E) 5. 4
6. y = X - 2 7. M= 3 2sR 8. 6 9. 100
10. 3 11. 50k + lOd - 15n 12. Yes; 2/5
13. (E) 14.
T - 3
3
15
^^'^
3 *
1 - nTT
3
16. 15
17.
1 + a
2f a 18. (a) -\ (b) y= -|x (c) {-|.o, 19. (C)
20. 10 21. (C) 22. -6 23. (]E) 24. 40
25. 2 26 6 27. (B) 28. (3, 0)
29. (a) F (b) T (c) F (d) F (e) F (f) T
30. (C) 31. 2, 4 32. 4, -5, 2 33. -2, 2, 3/2
34. (b) 35. 4, 8 36. {x: x > -3}
37. ""g^QQ^" 38. 30/7 39. -7. -6 40. 11
TC[5-218]h
w
41. Sx'^ + 8x - 3 = 42. (B) 43. (C)
3
45. TT
49. 15
46. x>-| 47. (^j^
50. (a) (D) (b) (E)
44. (B)
48. 3
51. y = 2x - 3
52. (a) 25 (b) -10 (c) (d) (e) 36
(f) 81 (g) 50 (h) 100 (i) 4.5
TC[5-218]i
/Ji.w

w
w
Answers for MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES.
A. 1. 4x^ - 9 2. 8x 3. 3a + 7b
4. 3x3 5. 7x/6 6. 7/6
7, -7VT 8. 2k 9. 2/
10. 3x^ - 7x - 20 11. m - 5n 12. 7a + 6b + 9
13. 23x/l2 14. X - 3 15. 4x*y
16. 8b + 1 17. 4a^ + 17a + 4 18. l6vT
19. 6k^ - 19k + 10 20. lOy 21. 2x4
22. 49s^ - t^ 23. 3 24. X - 2y
25. 4\/T 26. -x^ + 7x - 3 27. {x+ 5)/5
28. (x + 5y)/6 29. x^ + 2x + 8 30. m^ - 7m + 10
31. 16 -x^ 32. 13
*i^
B. 1. 3m (k + 5) 2.
'1^
5k'*m(l + 14k^) 3. 4r(x+ 3)
4. 7xV(x^ + 3) 5. (c - 5)(c + 5) 6. (a - 6)(a + 6)
7. 5a^b^(a + 3) 8. 4aV(a^ + 2) 9. (3x - l)(3x+ 1)
10. (x - 7)(x+ 7) 11. 3rs 2) 12. 4ab(b + 5)
C. 1. 5 2. 4 3.
'1^
3. - 3 4 — 16 5. 1
6. 12 7. 12I 8. 5 9 . 4 10. 10
11. 6 12. 6 13. 7 14 . 3 15. 5
16. no roots 17, 14 18. 1 19 . 2. 5 20. 5
21. -1 22. 1 23. 4 24 . 4. 5 25. 6
26. 9 27. 3 28. {x: X < 3}
29. {x: x < 6} 30. 6 31. 7
32. {x: x> -3} 33. {x: X > 1
'1^
2} 34. {y: y > 7}
mD^ ^- k ^°ll^^s 2. x+ 3
TC[5-221. 222]
3. 8 4. (c) [about 499]

wAw
2. x^ - 10x+ 16
5. x^ - 10x+ 25
8. 15 - 2x - x^
11. m* - n^
6. 9x^ - 6x + 1
9. 6x^ + 13x - 28
12. 3x^ + 39x - 204
15. A^ - 4AQ + 4Q^
5. (0. 2) 6. -11 7. l/(x - 3)
1. x^ - 5x - 36 3. xH x - 56
4. x^ + 8x+ 16
7. 25 - 20y + 4y^
10. a^ - 25
13. 4x^ - 4x - 1
5
14. 4Q^ - 4QA + A^
F\ 1. (x+7)(x+9) 2. (m - ll){m + 2) 3. (x-19){x+19)
4. (18 - p){l - p) 5. (k+72)(k-2) 6. (3 - y)(3 + y)(9 + y')
7. (D+E)^ 8. 2(x+3)(x+5) 9. 7(y - 3)(y + 2)
10. 5(A - 3)(A - 8) 11. (3F - 2N)(2F-3N) 12. (d+13)(d-7)
G^ 1. 0, 7 2. 10, 20 3. 3, -17 4. {x: x < 2 or x > 3}
5. all real numbers 6. no roots
H^ 1. F[-l] 2. F[-l] 3. F[l/3] 4. F[-l] 5. F ['and']
6. F [1.414' < 2] 7. F[l/2] 8. F 9. T
L 1. 1 I 2. n+2 3. 5 4. x/l5 5. x = (y-2)/;
6. 75 7. 2x - 3 8. (x - 2y)/2 9. 5^3 [Vts > ^45]
»<^
Jj. 1. T 2. T 3. T 4. T 5. T
6. F[n(A) = 27, n(B) = 3] 7. F[n(A) = 1, n{B) = 49]
TC[5-223, 224]

w
8. T 9. F [A = 0/B]
10. T [A w (B w C) = (A w A) w (B w C). Then, by commuta-
tivity and associativity, it follows that (A w A) w (B w C) =
(A w B) w (A w C).]
'I*
K. 1. 7x 2. T 3. 7[ neglecting sawcuts] 4. 2x/3 dollars 5. 3t + 2
6. 1 7. $4.20 8. -2 9. 3c 10. 2x - 2y
1. two 2. one 3. one 4. 5. 25
6. 9 7. 144 8. 81 9. 36 10. 30
11. 2 12. 783 13. 5163 14. 835 15. 589
16. 347, 698 17. 1873, 6952 18. 1873, 6952
19. 1873, 6952 20. 189. 189 21. 64, 36
22. 64, 36 23. 5, 7 24. 5, 7 25. one 26. 5, 7
27. 18, 2 28. p 29. ab 30. ab 31. ab
32. ab 33. ab 34. one, Vab 35. 25, 3, 5, 3
36. 500, 100, 10 37. 49, 2, 49, 2, 7, 2
38. 28. 4, 7, 4, 7 39. 99. 9, 11, 9. 11
40. 16, 10, 16, 10, 4 41. 36, 3, 36, 3, 3
42. 9, 7, 3, 7 43. 363 44. 32
M 1 5^ 2 3+^ 3 ^ 4 ^
—
•
^- 4 -2 '2 '4
5. ^ ^' n^ 7. 8 + >/3 8. 7-V7~
9. 11^ 10. -^-^ 11. 1 12.
-M^
13. 5\/T 14. 5\/r 15. 8/3" 16. 2^?
TC[5-225, 226, 227]

r
17. 2 18. 2 19. 1 20. 5
21. 7
25. /5
29. /3
32. f
36. f
40.
3/3
44. 60
N. 1.
5.
7+375
33 + 12V6
22. 6
26. 11
23. 76"
27. VTi
30. a, a, 1, /b, VT, Vb
33.
12
13
37. 4V5
41.
73
6
45. VI8I7
2.
14+ sVT
2
<:.
33 - I2V6"
34.
V7
38. VJ
42. 72 + 75
46. 772
5 - 276"
^' 2
^
13+473
24. 5
28. ^fz
31. 275
35. 3
39.
377
43. 1672 + 875
47. 773
4.
8 + 377
"
8
8. Yes. [(1 + 76)^ - 2(1 + 76) - 5 = 7 + 276"- 2 - 276 - 5 = 0]
9. 2 (^iM)^ , (3iV89j . 3
_
114+1 Ov'sg 50 + 10789 64
_
8
"
8 " 8 - 8
""
(H^r-K^^)-2 / "v 4
-
114 - 10789 50 - 10789 64 _ ^
8 8 " 8 " 8
TC[5-227, 228]

a 1. 22 2. 50 3.
5. 80 6. 150 7.
9. m + 0. 01 mn [or: m(l + . Oln)]
11. 3600/d 12. 4 13.
15. O.Oljk 16. lOOp/r 17.
150 4. 150
1.5 H 8. 100 + X
10. 12.5a
30 14. lOOf/g
120 18. 25
19. List price
Discount rate
Purchase price
50
40%
do)
72
12f%
&)
100
(13)
75
(IE)
30%
119
40
15
78
37^%
60
58
320
300
20. [If the discount rate were 22%, he would pay $5460, ]
(a) 63 (b) 380 (c) 380 (d) 802.20
(e) 2730 if) 600 (g) 680 (h) 30
21. $2000 22. $24 23. He lost $5.
P. [Students should be encouraged to consult a dictionary for the
nrieanings of terms which may be new to them.]
1. 200 2. 12 3. 6 4. 160
5. 3 6. 198 7. 7.62 8. 100
9. 30.48 10. 39.37* 11. 0.9144 12. 100000
13. 1.609344 14. 0. 3281* 15. 3600 16. 1500
17. 0.2 18. 0.35 19. 91.44 20. 5
21. 0.5 22. 0. 3048 23. 0.01 24. 144
25. 0.5 26. 6.4516 27. 495 28. 6.665*
29. 0.0278 30. 200 31. 2700 32. 2
33. 16387.064 34. 5451776000 35. 0. 000062 36. d/7
37. I6p 38. p/2000 39. s/3600 40. 63360m
This is an approximation based on the fact that 1 centimeter is
approximately 0. 3937 inches. The United States standard inch
is defined to be 2.54 centimeters.
TC[5-229, 230. 231]
Q. 1. 34 2. 76597 3. 68086; 99 4. 9 5. 12
6. 54 7. 77 8. 99 9. same 10. Yes
1. (a) 3 (b) (c) 31 (d) 23 (e) 11
(f) 11 (g) 20 (h) 20 (i) 20 (J) 12
(k) 19 (1) 19 (m) 17 (n) 17 (o)
•^If
2. (a) 7; no (b) 6 (c) ^1
3. (a) 128 (b) 127t2-
"I"
S^ 1.2 and 5 2. 35.5 and 40.5 3. 4 and 15
4. 2, 8; -8, -2 *5. 9 and 6 6. Al is 24 and Bill is 8,
7. Kathy is 16 years 4 months and Cheryl is 14 years 8 months,
8. A half-dollar and a dime [Although one of the coins is not a
dinne, the other is.]
9. $68.25 10, 24 dimes, 96 nickels, 72 pennies
11. 2 12. 2 13. 33; 60; 55; 45
14. 2/3 gallon 15. 0, 9 gallon 16. I/I6 quart
17. 12.5 gallons 18. 0. 2 gallon 19. [can't be done)
20. $71.24 21. y/x cents; wy/x cents 22. 8-
23. 53 j-T pounds of creams
TC[5-232, 233, 234, 235]

24. (a) 2 mph (b) Ijmph 25. 3 hour a
T. 1. y = -3x+7 2. y=5x+9 3. y = 4x + 6
4. y = -2x+^ 5. b = -|-a+|- 6. x = t^-
' 3 5 5 t -n
1 8
7. n = 3m - 8 8. m = -r" + T 9. y = ~ax - c
in ac 1, k ,, 10,
5
10- y = ~ r^ r 11. y = —--- 12. s = --=rr + =-'bb 'm+n 77
13. y = 2z + l 14. y = 4x-| 15. y = - |-x + ^
16. b=-9a+52 17. p=k+m 18. x = t - s
3 13
19. X = g-y 20. y = j;|
U. 1. 2a +7 2. 2x +7 3. 2k - m
4, x+5y 5. 8x^ - 6x 6. lOa^ - 2b^
7. 7ab - 8bc 8. I6xy - 3x - 7y 9. 6m^ + mn - 3n
10. 4p^ - 3pq + 3q^ 11. --3a - 24b - 30 12. 19x - 8y - 26
13. 2m + 15n 14. 3x - 2y + 13z 15. 8x^ - 19x
16. -14y2 - 3
TC[5-236]


w
17. 2x' - x^ + 3x 18. -3x^ - 34xy + 15y''-5y
19. 6a^ - 13ab + 14b^ 20. 7x'* - 16x^ + 17 x^
21. -30abc 22. 6xyz 23. -7 0abm
24. 288xV^ 25. 0. 88a^ 26. 6k*
27. -24a9 28. 18b^ 29. 6xV*
30. -6a^b' 31. 360m^n* 32. 24a>3b9
33. 3xV^ 34. 2a^b* 35. 30a^b^
36. 13xV - 17xV 37. \ -.
X
y
39.
X
y
40. c 41. 1^ «•
1
3xy 43.
x{a +b)
3
44. c - d 45. llx + 3015x 46.
x^ + 2x - 12
4x
47.
3xv - 28
6x 48.
2 - 3x + 4\
xy
r
49.
6 - 9x
2x2
50.
2xy - 3x + y
xV'
51.
7x + 19
52. 7(y +2)
(x + 3)(x + 2) (y - 2)(y +5)
53.
3z - 11
5 4.
5x + 16
{x+3)2 55.
3x - 2
(z - 1)(2 - 2) (x + 4){x - 1)
56.
3x - 8
57.
8x + 23
58. 2(2y + 21)(x - 5)(x + 1) (x + 2)(x + 3) y2 - 16
59.
3a^ + 9ab + 8b^ -
(a - b)(a +
6a +5b
3b) 60.
z + 18
(z - 3)(z +5)
61. 15abV14x 62.
b^x
6a4y
63.
7 -y
9{x - 5)2
64.
(x - 2)(v +5)
(x - 4)(y +7) 65.
(x - 2)(y +
(x - 4)(y +
5)
7)
66.
(a +2)(b +6)
(a +4)(b - 3)
67.
a^(a - 7)(a + 5)
,3 _ 2a ^ 35
TC[5-2 37]
Answers for SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES.
A.
Exercises 7 and 8 should be assigned together. Each of these relations
is the complenaent of the other with respect to the number plane [that is,
with respect to the cartesian square of the set of real numbers]. Note
that each of the set selectors is equivalent to the denial of the other.
The denial of 'a > 2 or b < 3' [Exercise 7] is 'not (a > 2 or b < 3)' [or,
in better English, 'neither a > 2 nor b < 3'], and this is equivalent to
'not a > 2 and not b < 3' [Exercise 8]. In general, the denial of each
alternation sentence is equivalent to a conjunction sentence --that is,
each sentence of the fornn 'not (p or q)' is equivalent to the correspond-
ing sentence of the form 'not p and not q'. Similarly, each sentence of
the form 'not (p and q)* is equivalent to the corresponding sentence of
the form 'not p or not q'--the denial of each conjunction sentence is
equivalent to an alternation sentence. So, the denial, 'not (a ^ 2 and
b ^ 3)', of the set selector of Exercise 8 is equivalent to 'not a ^ 2 or
not b ^ 3' and, so, to 'a > 2 or b < 3'. [This last transformation
depends on the fact that replacing 'p' in 'not not p' by a sentence yields
a sentence which is equivalent to the replacement.]
These three logical principles concerning denials of alternations,
denials of conjunctions, and denials of denials are analogous to
DeMorgan*s laws and the principle that V x = x, all mentioned on pages
5-22 and 5-23. The three theorems for sets become obviously appli-
cable if we note that
[Ex. 7] {{a, b): a > 2 or b < 3} = {(a, b): a > 2} w {(a, b): b < 3},
and that
[Ex. 8] {(a, b): ai 2 and b^ 3} = {(a, b): ^i 2}^{(a, b): b^ 3}.
and that
{(a, b): a^ 2} = {(a, b): a > 2}
and
{(a. b): b^ 3} = {(a, b): b< 3>.
TC[5-238, 239]a
r
In Exercise 9, the index *{x, y), x ;^ 0' in the brace -notation name tells
you that the relation in question is a subset of the set of all ordered
pairs of real numbers whose first connponent is not 0. So, strictly
speaking, the graph of the y-axis ought to be elinninated from the
picture, perhaps by using a dashed line as we do. The important fact
to be noted by the students is that the relation is not a straight line but
rather the union of two disjoint and collinear half -lines with a common
end point which belongs to neither of them. They should show this on
the picture by placing a hollow dot at the graph of the common end point.
Exercise 13 provides an interesting graph. One part of it is a series
of discrete dots, cind the other is a series of discrete intervals.
The relation in Exercise 11 is the complennent of a pair of parallel lines.
Students may like to know that the relation in Exercise 16 is an hyper-
bola [specifically, an equilateral hyperbola, one whose asymptotes are
perpendicular]. [See page 5-155.]
The relation in Exercise 17 is the empty set. There is no ordered pair
whose second component is such that the sum of its absolute value and a
nunnber greater than 5 is 3.
Students may get a clue for Exercise 19 from Exercise 18. The trick
in Exercise 19 is to factor the left niember of the set selector.
xy k' =
x(y - x) =
X = or y X =
The last sentence is equivalent to the first. The locus is the union of the
y-axis and the locus of 'y = x'.
Students will probably first find the boundary of the graph for Exercise
20 by graphing the equation: x^ - 7x + 10 = y. Then, for each point on
the boundary, this point and all points with the same x-coordinate and
a larger y -coordinate are in the graph.
TC[5-238, 239]b
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3. 4.
5. 6.
-4
I
< I
u
4-
u
7.
b
-
cV?
11^ v-"'^
1 (in + ::;::(
;::::
, :
•."i'^-;-:'' *
'A'" I $B i?!'^':;
-'•::>
8.
•^'^'
2
4- I I I
TC[5-238, 239]c

9. 10.
4-
-i—I
—
h ^—I—I—
H
11. 12.
13.
! 4 :
*#-H^ .4:,|o:
. X,:
.i::;.....;.. I
i t
2 X
H—I—I—h-
14.
-t—I—t-
,^^i^
I 1 I It
TC[5-238. 239]d
JlfT
15.
^^^
•»
17.
*19.
-'2
' I ..1 '' I • ]
,2 X
The relation is empty.
So, there are no points
to graph.
16.
^18.
*20.
•»'/•
>.; vVav 'XjV-''' ^'»l JSSSS
"
^j"^'
.lwl" ...,^„-:-g
..:..::J<::-
B. [on pages 5-238 and 5-239]
1. (c), (e) 2. (b). (d) 3. (a)
5. (b), (c), (e) 6. (b), (c), (e) 7. (c)
4. (b), (d)
TC[5-238. 239]e
p^
C. 1.
2.
y
(-
A r^ B
1,4)
2
3.
B ^ C
^^^(Is ,
-
TC[5 -240]a

4. 5.
y
C ^ E /
/
2
.^-
, ,
-x.
: 2
/^
2-
(2, 2), (2, 1), (2, 0), (2, -1), (2, -2)
(3, 2), (3, 1), (3, 0), (3,-1), (3,-2)
(4, 2), (4, 1), (4, 0), (4,-1), (4.-2)
6.
A ^ c y
2
B ^ C
(A^C)w(B^C) (A w B) ^ C
TC[5-240]b

7.
B ^ E B ^ D
-4
B r^ {D r^ E)
-2 (B ^ D) ^ E "2
2
8.
C ^ E
X
C r^D
4 -
TT
TC[5-240]c
f
y :
X
liii-
'"
:::>!; 1
1
2
10.
Y:
:
^^'i|
4' -
.:.: .V?li
fiSixj: ia--»saagji>:ay.
X
1
4
mm
yiiipS:::
,
r«v ^^^
[D -^ E = D w E]
y
A
/
/z-
/
/
•7-
/
/
5g«S¥----<!5-'S--*:^'^*^*-
6 -'
- 6
*%^ r^
[D w E = D ^ E]
TC[5-240]d
V
11.
13.
(D r> E) ^ C
'-4
*-|-
i_jiii6
14.
- 1
TC[5-240]e

5-^16.
TC[5-240]f


D. 1.
[Function is
{(x, y), < X < 120:
2 sin x"
y = sin(120 - x)' }.]
2. (a) 1 (b) 2
(d) 0; 120
(c) 4
3. (a) The inch-measure of
AC must be approxi-
mately 1.31; that of
BC, 1.76. So, the
graph consists of a
single dot.
(b) The inch-measure of
BC must be approxi-
mately 2. 64, the degree
measure of ZB is
approximately 79. The
relation consists of a
single ordered pair.
(a) one
(b) two
(c ) none
[From the Law of Cosines
we find that the relation is
{{x. y). y > 0: x' - (y - 1)^ = 3}.]
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Correction. Part E, Exercise 2(h):
H = {(x, y) 6 I* X r, X > 1 : x < 30 .
E. 1. [in listing solutions we use, here, 'R' for the set of real
numbers. ]
1. R, R 2. R, R 3. {x: -5 < x< 5}, {x: -5 < x< 5}
4. {x: -10< x< 10), {x: -10< x< 10> 5. R, {8}
6. {8}, R 7. R, R 8. {x: x< Z}, {x: x> 3}
9. {x: x^O}, {x: x/-l} 10. R, R
11. {x: -5/x7^5}, R 12. R, R 13. R, {3, -1}
14. {x: 1 < x< 5}, {x: 2 < x< 6} 15. R, R
16. {x: XT^O}, {x: x;^0} 17. 0,
18. {x: x< 2 or x> 3}, R 19. R, R
20. R, {x: x> -|- }
2. (a) {xel*: ^/l}, r. r
(b) {xel: X is odd), {x e I: x is odd}, {x e I: x is odd}
(c) I, I, I
(d) {x€l: X is odd}, {xel: x is even}, I
(e) I*, the set of squares of positive integers, I*
(f) I, {13}, I (g) 0. 0,
(h) {xeT: 1< x< 30},
{1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14. 15, 16, 21, 22, 28, 36},
{xeT: x< 30 or x = 36 }
3, (a) Yes (b) No (c) No
TC[5-242]
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F
F. 1
6.
2 -
H h H h
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G. 1. The relations in Exercises 7, 15, 17, and 19 are reflexive; those
in Exercises 3, 4, 15, 16, and 17 are symmetric.
2. The relations in parts (b), (d), (e), and (f) are reflexive.
Those in parts (b), (c), (d), and (e) are synnmetric.
3. (1, 1), (3, 3), (5, 5), (7, 7), (9, 9), (11, H), (13, 13)
4. The relations in parts (a), (b), and (e) are reflexive.
5. (a) {{1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5)}
(b) {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}X {1. 2. 3, 4, 5}
6. AH the relations listed are symmetric. [Once one has seen
that S^, Sj^ v^ Sg and S^ r\ S^ must be symmetric if S^ and S^
are, the remaining parts are trivial. Take part (i), for
example. Since S, and Sp are symmetric, their complements
are symmetric. Since S^^ and S^ are symmetric, their union
is symnnetric. Since S^^ v^ S^ is symmetric, so is its comple-
nnent.]
7. The relations in parts (c), (e), (f), (g), and (h) are symmetric.
8. (a) The set of symmetric relations among the members of a
set S is closed under unioning, intersecting, and comple-
menting.
(b) The set of reflexive relations among the members of a set
S is closed under unioning and intersecting [but not under
connplementing].
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'^pr
H. 1,
4.
5.
6.
8.
Corrections, [page 5-247]
In the first line of Exercise 4, and
in the second line of Exercise 5, change
'Exercise 8' to 'Exercise 7',
In line 16, underline 'antisynnmetric
relations'.
In Exercise 8, left column of exercise
letters, change '(b)' to '(c)' and '(c)' to '(e)'.
reflexive: (b), (e), (i), (j);
neither: (c), (d), (f), (g)
irreflexive: (a), (h), (j);
reflexive: (b), (c), (e), (f), (h), (j);
irreflexive: (a), (d), (g), (i) [For some values of 'R' and 'N',
the relation named in part (a), that in part (d), or that in part
(i) is 0. In such a case, the relation in question is reflexive
as well as irreflexive.]
(a) (iii) (b) (i) T (ii) F (iii) F
(c) (i) There is an (x, y) € P X P such that y F x and xf y
(ii) There is an (x, y) € P X P such that y B x and x ^ y.
(iii) There is an (x, y) e P X P such that y M x and x |^ y.
(a), (e)
(a) [There are many correct answers; for example, the rela-
tions <, and being a grandchild of, are two such.]
(b) [Any relation R annong the mennibers of a set S such that
(1) there is an (x, y) e S X S such that (x, y) C R and
(y, x) ^ R and (2) there is an (x, y) 6 S X S such that
'x, y) eR and (y, x) e R. ]
(c) [Any relation R among the members of a set S such that
(1) there is no (x, y) e S X S such that (x, y) € R and
(y, x) € R and (2) there is no (x, y) e S X S such that
(x, y) 6 R and (y, x) ^ R--but, the only such relation R is 0. ]
(a) 7. (b), (c). (e)
(a) (1. 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5)
(b) (1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5), (1, 3) [Or, instead of
(1, 3), any ordered pair not previously listed. ]
(c) (1, 3), (3, 1), (2. 4), (4, 2), (1, 5), (5, 1) [There are
other correct answers.]
(d) (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 5) [There are other correct answers.]
(e) (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 5) [There are other correct answers.]
(f) [Impossible. An asymnnetric relation is irreflexive, and
an irreflexive relation is reflexive only if its field is 0. ]
TC[5-245, 246. 247]
I. 1. (a) The relation is neither reflexive nor symmetric.
(b) The domain of the relation is {Art, Cal, Eli}; its range
is C.
(c) Include 5 additional ordered pairs to obtain a reflexive
relation; 6 to obtain a symnnetric relation.
2. (a) Eli (b) Art (c) Dot; Bob
3. (a)
15
10
^1 =r = ft.
10 15
(b)
I
is reflexive, but not symmetric [it is antisymmetric].
TC[5 -248]


u*J.
Exer-
cise
4)
>
—1
u
>
1
u
u
s
o
s
6
03
>
C
0)
>
•-1
CO
C
•4-»
C
1. y
2. y y y
3. y y
4. y y
5. y y y
6. y y y y
7. y y y
8. y y y
9. y y y
10. >/ y y
11. n/ y y
12. >/ y y
13. y y y y y y y
14. y y y y
15. y y y y
16. y y y
17. y
18. y y y
19. y y y y
20. y y y y
21. y
22. y y
23. y y
* 24. y y y
25. y y y
* The set named is a relation annong geometric figures in a plane.
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•iSt26. (a) Suppose that a € 3 . Since R is symmetric, a € ^ . Hence,R R
there is a b € ^ such that (a, b) e R, Since R is symmetric,
(b, a) £ R. Since R is transitive and since (a, b) € R and
(b, a) e R, (a, a) € R. So, R is reflexive.
(b) Suppose that a € ^r,- Since R is asymmetric, not both (a, a)
and (a, a) belong to R--that is, (a, a) / R. So, R is irreflexive.
(c) Each of Exercises 1, 4, 18, 23, and 24 gives a counter-
example --that is, a relation which is irreflexive but not
asymnnetric.
(d) If R is transitive and asymmetric then, by part (b), R is
irreflexive. On the other hand, if R is transitive and
irreflexive then, if (a, b) € R, (b, a) ^ R [since (a, a) ^ R].
So, a transitive and irreflexive relation is asymmetric.
(e) If R is reflexive then, for each a e 2f„, (a, a) e R. Hence,
for each a € iS^, (a, a) p R. So, R is irreflexive.
(f ) If (a, b) € R then (a, b) / R and, if R is symmetric, (b, a) ^ R--
that is, (b, a) - R. Hence, R is synnmetric.
(g) Each of Exercises 2, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19, 22, and 25
gives a counter-example.
(h) If R is asymmetric then, if (a, b) C R, (b, a.) f( R. Hence, in
particular, if a / b then not both (a, b) and (b, a) belong to R.
So, R is antisymmetric.
(i) Each of Exercises 12, 14, and 16 gives a counter -exannple.
TC[5-250]
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Correction. On page 5-25 2, line 1 :
. . . the function in Exercise 3(c) whose.
K. 1. (a), (c), and (f) are functions, the others are not.
2. The converse of (c) is a function, those of the others are not.
3. (a) Yes (b) Yes (c) Yes (d) yes
(e) No [r^ and r have the same perimeter but different area-
measures. ]; No [r^ cind r . have the same area-measure
but different perimeters. ]
(f) (1) 12 (2) 10 (3) 24 (4)
13
4. (a) (1) 5 (2) 2
(5) 6 (6) 1
(9) (1. 2. 3. 4, 5, 6}
(b) (1) -2
(5) 8
(9) 5
(2) 28
(6) -17
(10) ^
(13) c - 12 (14) d
(c) (1) 10
(5) 91
(7) (1) 4
(2) 16
(6) -65
(ii) 8
1
(vi)
-f (vii) -1
(3) 3 (4) 3
(7) 7 (8) 12
(10) {1, 2, 3, 5, 6}
(3) -12 (4) -27
(7) 28 (8) 3
(11) 10a - 12 (12) 15b - 7
(3) 25
,.... 13
(ill) "3 (iv) 1
(4) 37
(v) 1
(viii) The solution set is the set
of real numbers.
TC[5-251, 25 2]

V
(d) (1) 2 (2) \ (3) \
(6) ' V'' (7) 2
-3^^"^ (8) ^^ ;3^^
(e) (1) -4 (2) 36 (3) 14
(6)-^/ (7) 4a^ - 18a + 14
(4) 3 (5) ^-^
(9) ^^^' 27
(4) (5)
(8) 25b^ - 45b + 14
(9) 4m^- 22m + 24 (10)9n^-15n (11) p"^-^ (12) 41^"*- ISkS 14
(f) (1) 17 (2) -3 (3) 4
(6) 4(k +h) +5 (7) 4b
(g) (1) (2) (3) 4
(6) \-\i h^\ (7) \\i^^ (8)
_
"^(10) If s(tQ) = s(t^) then
l6to - 16to^ = 16tj^ - 16t^^
So, l6to - I6t^ = 16to^ - 16t^^
l6(tQ - tj = l6(to - ^iX^^o +ti)'
and 1 = to +t^. [to - t^ /^O]
.4,-1 (5) 4k +5
(8) 4d <„-!
(4) 3 (5) 3
B)^^ (9) 4
TC[5-25 3]
L. 1. 2.
vt y
i
—
i—f X
1-
H i \- H ! 1 1 1 1 h
5. 6. +
y
+ y
1 -
H 1
H 1 1 1 1
—
-
-i
—
\—
I
—
I
—
h
[Note the colloquial way of
referring to this function.]
TC[5-254]a
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7. 8.
[Same as Exercise 6.]
'J-
.. 1
10.
\\\\\\\V\\V\\
1 T
-\—
\
—
\
—
\—
(-
L
L
L
L ..
L
^—
I
—
\—
I
—
I
—
H
[Not a function]
TC[5-254]b

11. (a) (b)
10
1 1 1 1 1 |-H>—I h
M. 1. (1. 10). (2. 11), (3, 12), (4. 12), (5, 13), (6, 13)
2. {(x, y):y = -x}
4. {(x, y):y= 2x^ + 1}
^ lA 133. 16: --y
5. {{x, y):y= 3x + 7}
[Ex. 5 is on page 5-255.]
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7. (a)
-3 -2 -1
-^^^
^^
K-
^. \ \ \
\ \
^
7 ^ ^
'^ \ \ T / / '' / ^^-^
-3 -2 -1
ft
(b)
-3 -2 -1
-K: k
4:^
__^—
\
—
\
—I—
^
-3 -2-1 1
-3 -2 -1
ft
(c)
H :^ -7+ /I
/
I
\
42^:1 ^ /
/ /
/ / \
ft
-3 -2 -1
(d)
-t-^T
1
\
H h
A
TC[5-Z55lb

/6. (a)
[On comparing parts (c) and (d) of Exercise 6, and parts (e) and (f),
students may discover if, for some function f and some number k,
a function g is defined by: g(x) = f{x - k), then the graph of g is the
graph of f shifted k units to the right; and that if a function h is
defined by: h(x) = f(x) + k, then the graph of h is the graph of f
shifted k units up.]
TC[5-255]a
N. 1. (a)
(c) (d)
TC[5-256]
/

/
/
Correction. In the diagram for (e), mark the
"vertical parabola** with an *f*
and the "horizontal** one with a *g'
2. X — 6x+ 14
(a) X — 7x - 4
(d) X -* X
(b) X — 4x - 9
(e) X — (8x - 4)^
(c) X -* 3 - 5x
(f ) X — 3(2x - 5)^ - 2(2x - 5) + 5 [or: x — 12x^ - 64x + 90]
a 1. (a) {{x, y):y= x+ 2}
(c) {(x, y):y = xx}
(e) {(x, y):x= y7}
(O {(x, y). y € N: y =
(g) {{x, y):x+ y = 0}
(i ) { (x, y) : y + X = 0}
(k) {(x, y):x= yS)
(b) {(x, y):y= x7}
(d) {(x. y):x= y+ 2}
x|}, or: {{x, y), y € N: x = *y or x =
(h) {(x. y):y= x}
(J) {(x, y):y= x2}
y}
TC[5-257]
2. The functions nanaed in parts (a), (c), (d), (e), (g), (h), (i), and
(j) have inverses; that is, functions A, C, D, f, F, G, H, and
K have inverses. [Functions B, g, and M do not have inverses
because B(5) = B(ll), g(l) = gl-1), and M(0) = 12 = M{1).]
A-^ = {{7, 4). (9, 8), (11. 12), (13, 16)}
C'^(x) = X + 1, ^p-i = the set of real numbers
1 X - 5D (x) = —5
—
,
-5-„-i = the set of real numbers
1 X + 5
I (x) = —
^
— ,
^f-x = the set of real numbers
F-^ = {{X, y): y = ^} G"^ = {(x, y) : y = ±-^}
H"^ = {(x, y) : 2x + y = 8} K"^ = {(x, y) : 5x - 3y + 7 = 0}
3. (a) 2 (b) 2 (c) 9 (d) 16 (e)
2
3
(0 2 (g) 14 (h) 14
... 15a + 2
(1) 3 (J) 7b + 2
(k) (i) -1 (ii)
-| (iii) --1 (iv) -| (v) 6
-TT
(vi)
8
11
, ... 26
(vii)
-29 (viii) -
24
29
,. , 24
(IX)
-^ (x)
26
29
[Note that it is not a coincidence that, in part (k), (i) and (iii) have
the sanne answer, as do (ii) and (iv), (vii) and (x), and (viii) and (ix).
In each case, the two equations are equivalent by virtue of the fact
that, for each function h which has an inverse,
^x e ^
^"<^^^» = ^
and V^^^^h(h-^(x)) = x.
So, for example, if a e -5v then f '""^(f (a)) = a; and if, in particular,
f(a) = a thenf '^(f (a)) = f"Ma). Hence, if f(a) = a then f "Ma) = a.
Similarly, if f "-^(a) = a then f (a) = a. Consequently, (i) and (iii)
are equivalent.]
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/

/4. (b)
X - 10
^^
5
(e)
X + 5
^^ 7
5. (a) 3
(e) 5
6
(c) X -
X T 1 ^
(d) [no inverse]
2
(f) [no inverse] (g) X ^ ^ 3
4
(b)
5
"2 (c) 12 (d) [none]
(f)
1
~2 (g) -2
P, 1. given set = {(2, 1). (3, 3). (4, 5)};
image = {(5. -4). (6, -2), (7, 0)}
2. given set = (2, 1), (4, 5); image = (5, -4), (7, 0)
3. given set= {(4, 4), (5, 3). (6, 2), (7. 1)};
image = {(4, -4), (5, -3), (6, -2), (7, -1)}
4. given set = (0, 1), (3, 7); image = (0, -1), (3, -7)
5. given set = { (x, y) : y = 2x + 1} ; innage = { (x, y) : y = -2x - 1}
6. given set = { (x, y) : y = x) ; innage = { (x, y) : y = -x}
7. given set = (3, 0), (3, 4); image = (0, 3), (-4. 3)
8. given set = (0, 3), (3. 3) w (3, 3), (3, 0);
image = (-3. 0), (-3, 3) w (-3. 3), (0, 3)
9. given set = (-3, 0), (-3, 3) w (-3, 3), (0. 3)
image = (0. 3), (-3, -3) w (-3, -3), (-3.0)
10. given set = image 11. [on page 5-261] S
TC[5-259, 260, 261]
12. S 13. S 14. S
[Of course, the answers for Exercises 13 and 14 are clear once one
has answered Exercises 11 and 12.]
15. the rectangle whose vertices are (-2, 3), (-2, —3), (2, —3), and
(2, 3)
16. (a) T (b) R (c) R (d) R (e) R
17. No. [Each point other than the origin has different images under
fog and gof. In fact, fog: (x, y) — (-x, y), and go f: (x, y) — (x, -y). ]
v'^
'1^
To reason out how nnany ways the cardboard square can be placed on
the drawing, note that the corner A can be placed in any one of four
positions, after which the corner B, since it is adjacent to A, must be
placed at one of the two corners of the drawing adjacent to that chosen
for A. Now D must be placed at the other of these two corners, and C
at the one remaining corner. So, there are just 4o 2 ways of placing
this square on the drawing.
18. The five remaining rows in the table will be: BADC, CBAD, CDAB,
DCBA, and DABC. [These correspond, respectively, to fg, f^, fg,
f^, and f^ in the list at the foot of page 5-263. ]
'I*
Answers to questions at the bottom of page 5-263,
f is a counter-clockwise rotation through three quarter -turns;
so, f^ = fof of.
JL= gof^i: gofofof [Note that, since composition of functions is
associative, brackets are unnecessary. ]
TC[5-262, 263]

Correction. On page 5-264, in Exercise 21,
change '(f^-ffe)"" ^o '[f^-^fj'^'.
19. o 1 ^2 ^3 4 ^ ^6 7 8
^1 1 ^^2 ^3 ^^4 5 ^6 ^ ^8
*2 ^2 3 *4 1 8 5 ^6 7
*3 *^3 ^4 *1 2 ^7 ^8 5 ^6
*4 *4 ^1 ^2 ^ ^6 7 8 ^5
5 5 ^6 ^7 ^8 1 *2 ^3 4
^6 ^6 ^7 8 5 *^4 *X 2 *3
^7 ^7 ^8 ^5 ^6 *3 ^4 ^1 2
^8 8 5 ^6 ^7 2 3 ^^ ^1
(x, y) - (x, y) identity
(x, y) -* (-y, x) f
(x, y) — (-X, -y) f of
(x, y) -* (y, -x) fcfof
(x, y) -* (y, x) g
(x, y) -* (x, -y) gof
(x, y) -* (-y, -x) gof of
(x, y) — {-X, y) gof of of
The work of completing the composition table can be carried out in
several ways. For example, one may fill out the f^-row by noticing
that i. first replaces the first component of a point by its opposite
and then interchanges the components. Carrying out this operation
on the results of appl
^cfj((x, y)) =
^ofgKlx, y)) =
4of3]((x. y)) =
4»fJ((x. y)) =
^ofJ((x. y)) =
4ofJ({x, y)) =
4of^]((x, y)) =
^ofJ((x. y)) =
ying f j^, fg, ...» fs to (x, y) shows that
4((x, y)) = (y, ~x),
4{(-y. x)) = (x, y),
4{(-x,
-y)) = {-y, x),
4((y. -x)) = {-X, -y),
4((y. x)) = (x, -y),
4((x,
-y)) = (-y, -x),
^({-y, -x)) = (-X, y),
4((-x, y)) = (y, x).
So, f4«fi = f4i ^4° ^2 - ^8' ^4 "^3 " ^2' ®*^* ^^® Other rows can be
filled out in a similar nnanner.
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Here is a more interesting way to do it. As noted at the bottom of page
5-263, fg = f, f = fof, f^ = fcf of, fg = g, f^ = gof, f^ = gof of, and
fg = gofofof. if we denote f, by 'i' [for 'identity mapping'] then
fofofof = i = gog. Also, foi = f = iof, and goi = g = i»g. Now,
f^of^ = [f of of]oi = [f <.f]o[foi] = f ofof = f^.
f^cfg = [fofofjof = i = f^,
f^ofg = [f of of]o[f of] = fo[f of of of] = foi = f = f^,
f^of^ = [fofofjog = ?
To answer this last question, note that [f »g]{(x, y)) = f ({y, x)) =
(-X, y) = fa{(x, y)). So, f » g = fg = go f o f o f = g of^. So,
^4 "^5 = f °f °f °g = f "f °[f "g] = f of '[g'fj = f <'[f«g]''f4 = ioig'^^l't^
= g^^s = g»f = ^6'
i^'^a = f4°[f7°f] = [^^''^7]°^ = ^a'i - gof-f "f-'f = goi = g = fg.
20, fp, fg, and f ^ are rotations; f^, f^,, fy, and fg are reflections.
21. f^-i = f^; f^-^ = f^; [f^-^ of J-i = f^-i = f^; f^-^ of^-i = f^of^ = f 5
'1^
The composition table of Exercise 19 gives a good deal of infornnation
about the behavior of the functions f , through fg with respect to the
operation of function composition. To see better what information is
contained in the table, let's forget how we constructed it and suppose
mierely that someone has told us that there is a set G of eight things
{f , f„, fg, f^, fg, f^, f_, fg} and an operation o on them, and that the
table defines this operation. That is, if s and t are any members of G
then s ot is the member of G listed in the s-row and t-column of the table.
One thing that we could learn from the table is that « is associative. We
could learn this by checking each of 8^ instances of the associative prin-
ciple. [For example, according to the table, [^4"^^"^^^ ~
^2°^s ~ ^a* ^''^^
f4't^3-y = f4»f7=fe. So, [f^of3]of^ = f^o[f^ofJ]
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Another thing we might notice is that each member of G is listed in each
row of the table. What this means is that if s and u are members of G
then there is a t e G such that s "t = u. For, given s and u, we can find
u listed somewhere in the s-row. So, we can solve equations like
'fgox = f^'. [According to the table, the root of this equation is fg.]
Similarly, since each of the eight things is listed in each column, we
can solve equations like 'xof^ = f^'. [According to the table, the root
of this equation is i^. ]
So, the table tells us that » is an associative operation on the mennbers
of G, and that equations of the formis 's "X = u' and 'xo s = u' have roots.
More briefly put, what the table tells us is that G is a group with re-
spect to the operation «
You are already acquainted with many groups. For example, the inte-
gers form a group with respect to addition; so do the even integers, the
rational numbers, and the real numbers. Also, the positive rational
numbers form a group with respect to multiplication; so does the set of
all nonzero rational numbers. So do the set of positive real numbers,
and the set of all nonzero real numbers. Notice that each of these
groups has an additional property which G does not have. The group
operation ° is not commutative, while, as you know, addition and nnulti-
plication of real numbers are commutative. Groups for which the group
operation is commutative are called commutative groups . Although G is
not commutative it has several commutative subgroups --that is, subsets
which are themselves groups with respect to the operation <> . One very
obvious one is {f^^, f^, fg, f^}- Another is {f^, g}.
Annong the most elementary properties of groups are (1) that each group
has an identity elennent --that is, an element i such that, for each mem-
ber g of the group, goi = g, and (2) that each member g of the group has
an inverse --that is, an element g"^ such that g ° g"^ = i. In fact, these
two properties together with associativity constitute another characteri-
zation of the group concept. For the eight-membered group G, i is f
,,
and the inverses of the members of G can be found from the table. Notice
that, even though G is not commutative, for each g € G, g'-'^o g = g o g'^ = i.
Notice also that, for elements g and h of G, [g°h]'^ = h'^og'''^. Both of
these properties hold of all groups. For the examples given above in
which the group operation is addition of real numbers, i is and the
inverse of each element is its opposite. For those in which the group
operation is multiplication of real numbers, i is 1 and the inverse of
each element is its reciprocal.
The group concept is one of the major unifying concepts in mathematics,
and there is an extensive literature on the subject. You may find inter-
esting the article "To Teach Modern Algebra" by Carl H, Denbow in
the March, 1959 issue of The Mathematics Teacher
, and the book The
New Mathematics
, by Irving Adler, published by John Day.
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rQ. 1. (a) Yes; {(x. y):y = X - 5} (b) Yes; { (x, y) : y = -x}
(c) Yes; {(x, y) : y = -x} [or: {(x, y); x < 2 : y = -x}]
(d) No[^^y
(e) Yes; {(x, y) : y = 3x - 8} [or: {(x. y). x > |: y = 3x - 8}]
2. (a) Yes
(b) No [There are two arguments x^ and Xg of both g and h such
that g(x3^) = gCx^) but h(x^) / Mx^).]
(c) No[^^ h\ (d) Yes (e) Yes (f) Yes
R. 1. (a) (Don, 11), (Mike, 20), (Sally, 11)
(b) (Don, 30), (Mike, 99). (Sally, 28)
(c) (Don, 17), (Mike, 29). (Sally, 15)
(d) (Don, 16), (Mike, 31), (Sally, 18)
(e) (Don, 1), (Mike, -2), (Sally, -3)
(f) (Don. 11), (Mike, -40), (Sally, -33)
(g) (Don, 11), (Mike, -40). (Sally, -33)
2. (a) 28 (b) -32
(e) 88 (f) 217
(i) 3(7x+ 3) - 5 [or: 21x+ 4]
(k) (3x - 5)=^
(m) 58x^ + 12x + 34
3. (a) Yes (b) Yes
(d) No [B(l)/f(A(l))]
(f) No [A(0) is not in the domain of m, so is not in the
domain of the function m oA. ]
(c) -28 (d) -2
(g) 52 (h) 217
(j) (3x - 5)(7x+ 3)
Ki.) (7x+ 3)^
(n)
-40x^ - 72x+ 16
(c) Yes
(e) Yes
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S, 1. (a) (b)
2. (a), (i). {£), (t).
(c). (f), (k), (o). (s),
3. (a) {(x, y): y = 7x - 26}
(c) {(x, y): x+ y= 5}
(b). (g), (j), (p), (q).
(d), (e). (h). (m). (n), (r)
(b) {(x, y): 5x + 8y = O}
(d) {(x, y): 5y= 13x - 1}
4, (a) (1, 8)
(e) (2, 6)
(i) (6, 2)
(b) (2, 10)
(f) (3, 11)
^j^ ^23* 23^
(c) (5, 19)
(g) (5. 20)
(d) (7. 1)
(h) (4. 3)
[In discussing the parts of Exercise 4 bring out that (a) can
be most easily solved by first solving '3x+ 5 = 5x + 3*, and
that (b), (c), and (d) can be treated similarly. Also, part(e)
is easily solved by "adding and subtracting : 2y = 12, 2x = 4,
(f) and (h) can be treated similarly.]
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(a) {(x, y) :y = 4x -7}
(c) {(x, y):y = 3x + 9}
(e) {(x, y):y = 1+ -2"}
(g) (U, y):y = x}
(b) {(x, y):y= 5x + 4}
(d) {(x. y):y= 2(7x - 1)}
(f) {(x, y):y= | - 2}
(h) {(x, y): y =
-J^^
[Part (a) of Exercise 5 can be solved like the Sample. Here is
another method: For any nonzero value of 'm' the equation
'y - 1 = m(x - 2)' defines a linear function which contains (2, 1).
The value of 'm' is the slope of the linear function. So, an an-
swer for (a) is: { (x, y) : y - 1 = 4{x - 2)}. The same method [or
that of the Sample] can be used for part (b), once one sees that
he is concerned with a linear function having slope 5. An alter-
native is to note that 'y - 5x =14-5 '2' defines a linear function
of slope 5 which contains (2, 14). For part (c), one may find the
slope [3] and arrive at once at 'y = 3x + 9'. For part (h), stu-
dents may graph 'y = 2x' on squared paper, draw the line perpen-
dicular [using a protractor, perhaps] to this through the graph of
the origin, and notice that this line goes through the graph of, for
example, (-2, 1).]
6. (a) a(cx+ d) + b
(c) (ax+ b)(cx+ d)
(b) c(ax+ b) + d
(d) (cx+ d)(ax+ b)
7. (a) 3 8
4 11
5 (^
6 17
® 29
15 ^
(b) 5 7
7 15
7.5 ®
8 (3)
8.3 (|S2
10 QJ)
(c) 2 -3
8 -1
9 en)
13 (S)
-5 c%
-7 (S)
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r Correcthere s tion.hould On page 5-271, in line 13,be a '?' after 'second'.
1. 125 2.
5
3
3.
25
3
4. $85 5. (c)
6. (a) 1 (b) 20 >^)1 (d) 144
(e) 35 {£) 72 (g) 9 (h) 15
(i) 4 (j) 20 (k) 3 (i) 7
7. 68^ 8. 4 9. '4 10. 24. 5 feet 11. (b)*
12. 8 13. 4 14.
10
3
15. 25
16. (a) C = kr
(e) RA = k
(b) s =
(f) nc
kP
= k
(c) R = kfi
(g) Id^ = k
(d) V= kT
(h) f =
-f
17. r is multiplied by 5 18. 4 X 402.5 [or: 16 10]; 338. 1
19. 25.2 -. 1 feet 21.
Hbc
aq
*22. 14.5
*23. 9/2 centimeters
* If M/N = 4 and if. for each argument e of N such that N(e) = 0,
M(e) = 0, then M varies directly as N. Compare with Exercises 5
and 6 of Part C on page 5-155.
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21^'^- ^ (b) {x + 4)^ -
(e) (X - 1)2 + ^
U. 1. (a) {x+ ^)2 - 4)
(d) (x - 5)' - 24 U_4
5x2 17
9,2 89(c) (x +
^)
(£) (x + 1)2 + 16
{g)(x+2)2-ll (h) (x -
-J)^
-
-^ (i) 3{x- 1)^ + 6
(j) 12(x - j^)^ + fl
2. (a) x =
-^
(d) X = i
(b) X = -4
(e) x=-i
(c) X = 1
(f) x =
10
3. (a) (0, 0); 6
(d) (6, 0); 5
(g) (0, -7); 5
(j) (-4, 9); 5
(m) (6, 2); 5
(b) (0, 0); VZ
(e) (-5, 0); 5
(h) (2, 3); 5
(k) {3, -4); 5
(n) (7, 1); 6
(c) (2, 0); 5
(f) (0, 1); 5
(i) (-4, 9); 5
(i) (3, -4); 5
(o) (-5, -2); 7
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Correction. Delete Exercise 7(g) on page 5-274.
It repeats Exercise 5 on page 5-184.
(a) 4, 1 (b) 2. 5 (c) -4, -2 (d) -5, -3
(e) -2, 3 (f) -3, 4 (g) -7. (h) 2. 1
(i)
-|. 3 (j) f 1 (k) i 2
2. (a) -1-/5, -1 + /5
(d) 2, 6 (e) -2, -1
(g) 1 - \^, 1 + /6
(b) -7, 3 (c) -2, 8
(f) -6, 1
(h) -3 - /Tl, -3 + /n
3. (a) -8, 5
(d)
-J. 2 .., _3
/f\ 5 - /57 5 + /57
... 4 - /6 4 + ^^W 5 , 5
(b) -1,
-J (c) 5 - /To, 5 + /To
, ,
2 - /Ti 2 + /l4
(e)
(g)
7 - VT7 7 + •JT?
4. (a) -4.4, -0.4
(c) -0.8, 3.8
5. la) (0, -4)
(b) -0.6, 2.3
(d) -2.6, 0.6
,b) (^M^. 0). (^iiJ^. 0)
, . ,
-5 - 3VT ,, , -5 + 3/5 ,,(c) ( = , 1), { = , 1)
(d) (-6, 2), (1, 2) (e) (-7, 10), (2, 10)
6. (a) 3 (b) 10 (c) 3 (d) 18 (e) x^ + 3x - 10 =
7. (a) 11 and 16 (b) 2^269
(d) 10 and 7, or -7 and -10
(f) 6. 25 miles
(c) 14"by 14"
(e) 8 and 13, or -13 and -8
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r
W. 1. (a) (8, 4) (b) ( 9, 4) (c) (-8. 2)
(d) (5, 1) (e) < -3, 3) (f) (5, 3)
(g) (1, -1) (h) -1, 1) (i) (4, 5)
(J) (-1. -3) (k) [-1, 3) U) (-1, -4)
(m) (2, -1) (n) [1, 3) (o) (7, -2)
(P) (4. -1) (q) [2, -i) (r) (3. 5)
(s) (-3. 6) (t) [-2, 13)
2. (a) (2, -7, -•|) (b) [j. -1, 3) (c) (2. -i. i)
(d) (2, i, - 1) (e) [j. -3. 3) (f)
,1 11.
<2' -3' 4^
3. (a) {(9. -5). (-3, 1)} (b) {{-4, - 11). (1. -1)}
(c) {{0, -1). (2. 3)} (d) {{-9. - 6). (6, 9)}
(e) {(2, -.), (-2. 1)} (0 <(|. 52 ), (- 1. -5)}
(g) {{8. -11) , (2, 1)} (h) {(7. 5), (0, -2)}
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/4. (a) $1.40 [3c + 2p = 69, 2c + 3q = 71]
(b) Uji [d + 25r = 63, d + 50r = 113]
(c) 5900 lbs. [t + c = 8000, t + jc = 6600]
(d) 5:00 p.m. [f = s + 2, 30f = 40s]
(e) The data are inconsistent, [t. . .dollar-cost per square foot
for the table top, £.. .dollar-cost of the table legs; S. + I6t = 42,
£ + 25t = 72. The solution of this system is (-34/3, 10/3).
But, we are seeking numbers of arithmetic; and, since there
is no pair of positive numbers which is a solution of the system,
there is no pair of numbers of arithmetic which satisfies the
conditions of the problenn.]
(f) The data are inconsistent. [To reduce the percentage of salt
in the mixture, one should add water, not salt.]
(g) 1 inch [x. . .inch-height of 1 copy of Unit 1, y. . .inch-height of
1 copy of Unit 2; 8x + 3y = 12.5, 4x + 5y = 1 1 . 5]
(h) $3, $5 [35r + lOv = 155, 30r + 15v = 165]
(i) 20 children, 10 adults [25c + 60a = 1100, 30c + 75a = 1350]
(j) 17, 22 [a = b + 5, a + b = 39]
(k) 4 m. p. h. , 36 m. p. h. [3w + 2r = 84, 2w + 3r = 1 16]
{I) 800, older; 900, newer [3e + 4n = 6000, 4e + 2n = 5000]
(m) $9000 [x. . .dollars invested at 3%, y. . .dollars invested at 4%;
.03x + .05y = 370, .04x + . 04y = 360. The second equation
tells us that x + y = 9000. No need to solve the system.]
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